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lordes of Terra~ district residents gulped down an estimated SS0 dozen beer and danced all night at the fifth annual Kinsmen Beer Garden on Confederation Day last week. 
i Capacity crowd 
Briefs fills ews [program ! Beer Garden 
- i l undreds  
' thousands of Russians led by a 
w,eping l,eonid Brezhnev on 
;¢ l~ursday  ~ filed past the open 
offins of'the three Soyuz !1 
osmonauts whb died at the 
linmctie moment of their lives. 
.Brezhnev, general secretary 
d the Soviet Communist Party, 
~tood with other leaders as 
,,uards of honor before the triple 
catafalque bearing the bodies of 
Georgi Dobrovsky; Vladislav 
Volkov and Viktor Patsaycv. 
• .The Cosmonauts lay side by 
• side, dressed in full uniform and 
medals including the star of a 
ilero of the Soviet Union. given 
posthumously. 
• .Dobrovolsky,  Voikov and 
patsayev died Wednesday 
during the seem!ngly flawless 
of following a 4'/. hour meeting 
chaired by Labor Minister 
James Chabot in Victoria. Both 
the International Brotherhood 
of Electric Workers and the 
government corporation agreed 
to start 
Terrace recreation director 
Peter Fanning has warned 
parents that the summer 
playground program ' for 
!agest "fl!ght :which lasted. 
,arly 24 days. - 
.Wbstern experts and many 
~uviet citizens suggested 
Weightlessness may have 
,:aused their deaths. 
~..Fnneral services were held 
:~riday in Red Square. The 
'osmnnauts ashes, wil l -  be 
daeed ina niche in the Kremlin 
to voluntarily stop the strike at 
midnight Thursday, 
.. Ilydro agreed to a third-party 
arbitrator and the union agreed 
to binding arbitratiort. 
f lai l  
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. .WINNIPEG l l ighways 
Minister Joe Borowski. who 
expected to go to prison and 
accused by the judge of. seeking 
a martyr's rule, was. fined $1.000 
Wednesday for •'contempt of 
court without h, . , ~, .opUgn'ofajail 
:. The :i~ year~old.m!nister l ind 
accu'seda, mlagistrat e h.earing a 
eds~, agaimi him 'of acting from 
puHtieal motiv'ea and- 
threatened to '.have" him 
• 'defrocked and debarred", 
. .Premier Ed Schreyer said 
that since the minister was 
f ined  ra ther  than  impr i soned,  
children is not a babysitting 
service. 
Approximately 25 playground 
supervisors will work with 
children between the ages of six 
and" fourteen years throughout 
the summer. 
Fanningsaid that playground 
supervisors are responsible for 
children's activities on the 
playground but once they leave 
the playground responsibility 
reverts to the parents. 
He said that children should 
not be dropped off simply for a 
_counle..of hours: while mothers 
.cliildr~n hel;pulled away in. the 
x~iddl~'Of 'the days, program. 
Payground supervisors are 
well-trained: recently they 
completed" a comprehensive 
course on the playground 
technique held for leaders from 
throughout the northwest region 
at the Hart Farm. 
his position in the cabinet would [ In •addition to the regular 
not be affected. [ summer playground program, 
an 'added feature this summer 
XXXXXX 
..OTTAWA . Opposition .MPs 
.got. in Several last shots at 
government and agriculture 
policies Wednesday before• the 
eommoas adjourned for a 68. 
daysummer  break. 
..'.The six-day budget debate 
ended with Commons approval 
o f  .a resolution .approiting 
government budgetary palictes 
in general. The vote was 10g to 
67. with all' oppositon parties 
opposing. 
• .Debate will continue on the 
budget after the Commons 
resumesTuesday, September 7.
XXX 
.. There are two qualities Which 
make an individual worth hiring' 
.--  ~taste and  judgemunt. 
Anything else can be bought by 
[he yard. 
XXX 
....TORONTO - An international 
cr ime '. r ing  ~ smuggled 
Europeans,-includlug almost 
en!ire villages of italians, into 
tbe" U,S. in. 197o, by -way of 
Canada, 'says Attorney-Geaeral 
Allan Lawrencei~f Ontario, 
I !  XXXXXX • 
~••o'r'rAWA.. Air Canad'a is 
m'eparlng {o~jintreduce special 
:educed fares for travel within• 
[ _'nnada at the request of the 
i iederal  government shys 
l~Transport Minister Don 
• Jamieson. 
. •Jamiesun gave no details but 
said the special rateswould be 
comparable to those now 
offered for overseas flights. 
i~ ,, 
I/.. x xxxx 
; ..ABINGDON. England . 
Claude Butler,  50, a B.C. 
i' businessman, flew the first of 57 
i planes.to take. off.for Vietorla 
Thursday in the  richest 
.{$170,009 prize money} air race 
'in aviation history, 
' . .Butler.  of Victoria, andico-. 
.',~ pilotC.H. Assert of Vancouver 
::left the Ablngd0n RAF base 
,northwest of London in I a. twin. 
-~.englned.alreraft . :  
• .Tlie~ Starting s~gnal..was 
'delivered~.< Thursday• ;~ b.'y> 
~.t ransa tla uric" 'telephone from 
Victorla' 'by.. Pr ime ..MLnlster 
, Trudeau and Premier.Be~•t~tt. ' 
'wil l be ,' integration ' of 
handieapp~ children in normal 
activities,: l;'anning said. 
Supervisor of the special 
program is Brain Russell who 
has extensive experience in 
working with recreation for the,  
handicapped in Saskatchewan 
and Alberta. 
Russell will conduct the .  
Terrace 'program durii~g July 
and August• 
From July 5 to  August 27 
playgrounds will be open 
Mondays from 1 to 4:30 p.m. 
and Tuesdays through Fridays 
from 10 a.m. to 12:00 hoon and 
from l p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Even now, we still have the capacity to suprise axmelvu. 
Some of the celebrants at the Fifth Annual Klmmtm's 
Heidelberg Beer Garden evidently were surprised to learn they 
had the capacity to dance all night., 
Mainly because they couldn't getoff the dance floor. 
An estimated 1500 people 
packed the beer garden 
festivities at the Community 
Center July1. Fortunately they 
weren't all there at once. It 
just seemed like it. 
From noon to midnight the 
over-capacity crowd consumed 
about 850 cases of beer and a 
proport ionate amount of 
hamburgers ,  submar ine  
sandwiches, cheese, herring 
and pickled eggs. 
Kinsmen's beer festival the 
mnst-looked-forward to annual 
happening in town. 
The atmosphere was so i~! 
relaxed that only two fights-.:i 
erupted, neither of them :.:: 
serious. No injuries were ~'i 
reported. • ::~ 
Kinsmen co-chairman of the 
;event Gordon Grouch and Joe 
Caruso were the happiest of the 
bunch: they estimated a gross 
take of $3,000 this year, 
At times you could hardly compared with $2730 last year. 
bear. to be in the same room The money• is used for club 
with them: the noise seldom projects according to the 
t~ubsided from a sustaitied Kimmen's motto: 'serving the 
~.shri~,,to a dull,.r.qa~rL the~floor . ~[Hl~...m.uni.t~/~.:.. grea test:, ne~.'.. 
"Was. slippery with'beer slops, The day alsb'~m~:,-,d instMlatlb~i  
and the washrooms were of new Klnsmer president 
overtaxed. Kerry Condon. Past president 
Butnooueseemedtomind. It J im Frey has been appontedi 
was a happy crowd tuning on Deputy District Governor of 
with non-stop.music and endless B.C. Kinsmen. 
suds . whic h makes the 
ff ATHER, 
Furecast - Clearing a little during the next week• Monday - 
cloudy with showers• Clearing Tuesday. Wednesday should be 
sunny. Clouding again Thursday. Highs at beginning of week in 
60 to65 range. Wed.and Thurs• in the 65 to 70 range. Lows near 
50 for the whole period. 
High Low Precipitation 
June 30 59 45 .09 inches of rai,~ 
July-I 52 44 .17 inches of t~ain 
July 2 61 47 coldest Dominion day 
July. 3 65 49 on record for Terrace 
Shoplifters get 
short shrift 
i r • r . . . . . . . .  , " ' . * ~1 •.T udeau says the race pays - :  .. l ie: tabled.in the leg,laiure 
~ .. tr ibu/e to the imdny~bUt~h :pilots ." W.ednesday'the annual report of 
• ,) whO: contrii~i~tCd ..to i~ B~C;'~, the  Ontario Police• Commission 
I.' development •which:  said ,lai~ge.sc~ie ,, 
'~ ,' ', / "  /. ;" ;. smugglingofaliensintotheU.S. 
), ' : ! , . '  ..... ~_ ' ' " ' .' :":."~ through.Canada becamea:'new 
/' ' ' " " • xx~xxx i ' /.i~ :" fl eattgory~ of organized crime: in 
: " . ' " ~ ' % ' / " :~ .On I~H0 during 1970., , 
" :WASHINGTON , Aitor"e~)::!ii..~:::;~: ''.'(;.:., ...: :: : ,  - o ,. - 
, ,eneral J ohn  N... Mitchell :.i .. ::i"%' "•i~';xxxxxx " ' 
threatened Thursday" ~ to,i ,,l'->~[-, : ' ~- ,:.. " . 
.prosecnte- everyone Who'"' /',,~.O,T~TAWA' r " 'Th¢:  federal 
. pnsslbly violated ft, deral law'in • g;:e/~n~nt!is.settlng itself up 
.the leak:and'~blicatlon f,the { anbthe~P.bs~tal strike, says 
Pentagon:papei.s. ' ~ . . . .  ] J .B. Mt~all~:!"president'./o'f the 
• ,,Meanwhi ' " le,. Dr ,  .Daniel. ~ 19,000 member, Ca'iiadlan'Uni0n 
EIIshergwb 9 S/,y~/.he l aked the: '~ • 0 f  postalW0flte~:s.~H~'/Sid d the 
papers, blamed government% ~heUrt;o[the:.problem!s~.,l~hep0st 
concealmen't of :  the stud~,', : office S, pollc~,.of hl'rfn~nnrt. 
. Vletnafiiese and Ani 
Kinettes such as Mary da Silva fed them. 
Photo by Murray Hamer 
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Playground ac{[ivities will 
emphasize arts  and craf ts  
singing, storytime, child 
drama~ hiking, picinics.i 
camping, cycling, games and 
music. 
An evening program for 
children aged 11 to 14 is planned 
for  Tuesdays and Thursdays 
between 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
.The ip rogram,  will offer 
special events,batik and t ie  
dying • classes in addition to 
• regular ~ac tivities, 
PaVing 
• BY GEORGE ENGLISH 
.ShoPl i f t ing has  become a major  p rob lem in 
Ter race  ant igone  are  the days  when an easy -go ing  
store. ,  manager  wou ld  let  an  offender; of f  w i th  a 
s tern ' lec ture  and  a warn ing .  Merchants  say  they  
now lay  Charges in each. case. . 
RCMP repoR that  46 shop l i f te rs  have  been 
: . ,  p rosectured  in Ter race  d i s t r i c t  cour t  s ince  
January ,  1971, compared  ~with 23 for the  same 
per iod  las t  year .  In  1970 a to ta l  of 47 shop l i f te rs  
were  prosecuted .  
.Wonlworth's Manager Dick .Car r  aclctecl tl~al shoplifters 
Evans:said that adults are the are a contributing factor, to 
worst, offenders :and women rising food prices. "The stuff 




Apparently Terrace is 
maturing: it has developed a
skid row. 
Compared with metropolitan 
centers where skid rows are 
getierally confined to a' 
particular district. Terrace's 
skid row is scat~.ered piecemeal 
throughout the community. 
Last week Terrace aldermen 
completed a tour ot 
substandard, run down. unsafe 
and dilapidated buildings in the 
municipality and they didn't 
like what they saw. 
Municipal council has had' 
mouRh .vrovert~ owners who 
rotting- buildings which ar~ 
unsafe for human habitation• 
Empowered by the Municipal 
Act~council will now Order the 
destruction of some of the 
.buildings viewed during the 
tour. 
At a ' June 28 meeting council 
ordered nearly a dozen property 
owners to tear down. burn, or 
otherwise destroy and remoye 
vacant and uninhabitable 
buildings which they consider a
nuisanc 9. 
Upon receiving the letter 
ordering the removals. 
property owners have 60 days in 
which to act. If nothing is done 
within that period of time the 
municipal ity can order its 
crews to destroy and remove 
the structures...at the expense 
of the owner. 
The tour by aldermen was 
conducted to pinpoint he most 
• unsafe and unsightly structures i 
within municipal boundaries. 
Council viewed 22 structures 
but agreed in council that many 
others had been missed• 
At the council 
meeting last week aldermen 
discussed, with obvious disgust. 
the conditions of some 
structures where daylight 
flowed through the. roof. rotten 
walls and building frames, lack. 
of insulation, floors that were 
too dangerous to walk ' on and 
open sewer pits or drains• •' 
Structures which ca'dnolt 
immediately he destroyed 
beCause~they are ','home" to a 
family will come Under the 
scrutiny of the public health: 
officer and ordered estroyed at/ 
the first !ega lopp0r tun i ty  
For'the first time ~in a long 
time the cost of something has 
dropped at tbe'municipal level. 
At. last, weeks Terrace 
Municipal rCouncil meeting 
a lderman Lloyd Johnstone 
Welfare project • However. shoplifters.come In (shoplifting) isn't the only begins all age categoriesandwhat they prices,reas°n fOrbuttheit.ificrease in fOOdls  definitely a C o s t s  
i~ ' , . , steal varies with" the age, sex. contributing factor," he said., cut and interest of the thief, 
. . . .  - • . Women usually steal  small • People devlsemgevious ways . . . .  
. . . .  ~ " . . . .  t,h nr ite s s eh as dru s '  to  get merchandise our of a 'Terrace's 11971. road,: paying hi. -~ cod m u g . . . . . . . . .  
and cosmetics: Men lift tools ' store but no system s fool. 
~Aldei-meii att~ndl~g',t~ie"Jum, ann .sporting goods  'Children p r o o f . .  . ,  
a:~. i~:-ef ln, . ,  of .: Ter~,ace sn'eaK away with small toys and A reformed' shoplifter who 
iun'iclpal/c~un~ll/t0ld'.clerk i'" candy,.~ - " '  ": i . . lives inTerracesaid that many. 
iinin ~t . . . .  ' ckHar  to  :"~ear lyanoage groups, stes~ ...... Ltrator,. Ja ,, dy I . . . .  . . people who Steal come up with' 
:with "t~c" c garet tes•  ;and iPtm'  istore creative means of 'getting',iha 
eglf i :0eg0tidting ~ . . . . .  maffager"attrlbutes his :to the goods.out• " - " fvas.~'~Vhieh have  expressed "Sometimes w' : " pointed :out . that  , the 
share had.drei~ped tO $I;25 from 
"C~n~tl'-lnstrget'~:iHa~Y itc/ :  .Bfy0n .Carr~.:says::thdt ' it. is and- lck  go  twog,,f ~,~,o,sto~ :,'.,: $1,~8 per:resident based ;:off Of 




BY RUDY HAUGENEDER 
A deadly virus caused by unsterilized or communally used 
hypodermic needles has hit Terrace youth a medical expert 
reports. 
Syringe hepititis, commonly referred to as syringe jaundice, 
is a deadly disease which can cause perment damage to the 
liver and become fatal if severe nough said Dr. Alistair Tholes,. 
new Skeena Health Unit liealth officer. 
His commentswere based on avai!able statistics gathereci and 
documented throughout British Columbia. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  '... ~, ..,~ 
" I wanted'tOtry.it on:and'~:o ink  (:! .. (i::as, i /iMI. :'Abe 
a ehangero0m...Then'Pd cont~ /.government .:~re ~ 
~,out'"with (One of:.>the~ new ~ltaT~:! 
~-: ~arments on underneath mv.~*d,' ~.". municiPal~!.:! . . " 
In the immediate Once an individual is infected 
metropolitan Vancouver area by hepatitis there is very little 
the problem is reaching hecandoexcepttakeextracare 
epidemic proportions according in personal hygiene and in the 
to press reports, preparation of food, the doctor 
'Anyone tempted to use a said. 
drug through injection is Jaking . 
an extreme .risk,'. said Thores. Fooci With ( lO IS ! "  ' Ot "~ 
individffals' illegally injecting and bread supplemented with a " :. :/ 
• hallucinogenic drugs. " regular  diet ~ ar id .  frequent 
" Another doctort who asked, biochemical tedts'i  s  • the - 
that his name he:Witheldzsaid prescribed remedy. - 
the prob lem is becoming A substance known ,as 
serious. Gamma Globulin may be 
He said the number of people administered. - The Tesults of  
seeking medical help for the this type of treatment are to 
virus has increased from one modify thed isease ,  but its 
every twoweeks toahout four a 'results are doubtful at best: 
weekand is increasing. . The morta~lity rate from 
Syr inge  hepititis, which syringe hepatitis, not to be 
attacks only people using 'dirty' confused with contagious 
needles and is not contagious, is hepititiswhich is similar butnot 
a sympton of the lack of things caused by'dirty'  needles, 'is not "" 
foryoung people to do locally insignificant,' he said. 
said the doctor. 
The problem, of treatment There are a fairamount of 
ar ises from the prolonged illicit drugs available to people 
incubation period of.the 'virus in Terrace, he said. 
which takes up to three months He noted that while a 
to seriously affect the body. number of people, especially ~ 
younger people, use drugsTear- 
The disease symptoms round, the incidence" of illicit 
ineludefever, nausea, diarrhea, drug use has always increased 
frothing urine which gradually during the summer . . . .  
becomes dark brown in color, 'The use of drugs. (usually 
general physical weakness and those drugs classified as soR • 
deprension, drugs such as marijuana) by 
An individual who has Terrace youth is very evident 
injected drugs from a needle: with periodic '-epidemiCs 
which may not havebeen fully occurring usual ly in the 
sterilized is urged, to see a summer,' he added. - ' 
. doctor. : .  Drugs,. he  said, have: /very  • ~.,./. 
The doctor said he expects io : nasty".side effects , such : as ,: 
See an, increasing number .of' turning some users into..human ~ ~' ." 
' young patients suffering from. vegetables.' . : i.,. :. r:': ./.: 
the disease before summer is Cont'd on Pa~'e2 ' / '  .~. i.:~, .= .?.~. 
over. " 0. r ' * f::': ; :," f~ .'~r. I~ 
- .  . . . • , . .~ .~ . : . ! , . .  • .••  ,=  ~ ,T : -v  - . ,  ~ ,•~:  . . , . . / : - , .  : . . . . . . . .  
youth rejection . . . . . .  
' ~it.didn't ~ke"|"en:aee c0uneii /otlt  was with .muChi; 
long to.n0tice that  Vancouver's that we"reeeived-a lett~ 
underground newspaper, the'. the Department :  !;¢ 
Georgia Straight. had been ,Secretary of State in  re 
given a $1S;00Ograntunder the the '.Oprmrtunitied"fdr~. 
Opportunitiesfor youth Grant "program;- and we.lmmq 
,program;.. : . ' . .  . ~epared a,.pr0grt 
. And when 'megrant : to  the ad(,antageof'th~y'0' 
Straight was~withdrawn if  to~ made available b 
even less time for. council to.Go.vornmez 
notice: .... " " . . . . .  ~ _ W e  
'Now that t~ federai program 'ei/'cu 
has its. mousy .'back ~'~T~race , d~p~ 
wants it - a t leas t  Some o~ it.: :fu 
About two,weeks ago: when ~nn~d~', 
Terrace.-  iearn~i ' . that  an .,.._r :nat ,  an . c0m~ 
application f& i  ~ a $43~,~o g i 'ant  t0 ! "Bu~. f i  
employ. ,43 ,youths 'on: various "reii~l~ iph :Creekl ireeei 
comnidnlt~:~"pr'oj~ts ~ was amo~ S of ~1,91~;~.r'~ 
~J~t~i~i~.:_::(..: ;(/.!i- . i  $15.400:00 • and  .~..:~s: 
• .PAGE 2 " " 
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Sh°pliftingl I .... + Centenn!a!. ! :: : ' 
Cont'd from Page ! 
Th? man said that so far as 
he was concerned, women were 
by far the worst offenders. 
"They go into e store with those 
purses of theirs and really f i l l  
'era up." 
Store managers agreed that 
purses are a popular epository 
for stolen, goods. 
The Terrace Co-op 
spokesman said most people 
they have caught have been 
inebriates. He added that n~any 
younger people and children 
have been caught recently. 
A man in the lower mainland 
is reported to have stolen a 150 
HP outboard motor in this 
manner: He walked into the 
store and sPoke briefly to the 
assistant manager, asking 
about some unrelated subject. 
After making sure he had been 
seen by one of the boys working 
in the store, he dismissed the 
assislant who promptly retired 
to another part of the store. The 
man then went over to the boy 
and asked him to help him to his 
car with the outboard motor he 
had just purchased. The clerk. 
having no reason to doubt the 
integrity of the man did so, and 
Ihe man drove off with the 
motor. He had not paid for it. 
And the methods goon and on 
and on, but they are being 
combatted. 
Woolworths has hired 
detectives to walk around in thc 
store and keep an eye on the 
customers, says store manager 
Dick Evans. They are called 
professional shoppers, and are 
unobtrusive. The staff is aware 
of the problem, always keep 
their eyes open. 
Evans said that one great 
asset to the fight .against 
shoplifters i the eonvex mirror. 
several of which have been 
installed in a number of Terrace 
stores. 
Bryon Carr of Safeway said 
that there are numerous ways 
to fight the problem, and that 
possibly the most effective is to 
get out on the floor, lalk to and 
be friendly witli euslomers. 
"II really helps to talk Io 
people," he said. "Many limes 
it will deter lhem from 
slealing." 
i : < ":'77.,~-- -7 ,-.+.+-~, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + . . . . . .  • : 
. .More lhan 250 visitors and delegates from all part of 
llrilish Cohunbia registered for the 271h annual meeting of B.B. 
Central Credil Union in Chilliwack $1me 24 and25th. 
< :; :.... 
• .Shown above at thc registration desk are left to right, Dave 
C.Ilins. Terrace: Rick Kellow Comox; John Aussant, 
Maillardville: Sergeant Bonteliier of Chilliwaek; and Miss 
+('aria Stone'" of Vancouver. ." 
the white "population, of. the 
British Columbia mainland did 
not number over: 150 -. but then 
the Fraser River.gold rush 
brought people flocking in from 
all over the world. • ~ .. 
XXXXXX 
first settlers came to th-e-I 
Lake area in 1904.  In 19i 
first sale of town lots took [ 
, Before that there was 0hi 
Grand Trunk Pacific Rai 
-station and a group of ten 
• XxX~(xx  
0 I 
Drug abuse a serious local problem 
('ont'd from Page I " 
At best it is not good to take 
any kind of drug. illegally but to 
shoot it (inject with needle) is 
the worst he said. 
'Those who take an illegal 
drug without knowing its full 
chemical content don't know 
what they're letting themselves 
in for.' 
One of the major reasons for 
!he increase in syringe hepititis 
Is the use of drugs is a 
'social disease....pass the 
bloody needle....share the 
drug...most users don't like 
taking a drug alone,' he said. 
Youngsters in this community 
have very little to do during the 
summer months and with little 
to do comes experimentation 
with drugs, he added. 
~Long boring hours can tempt 
the most conservative of 
youngsters to experiment with 
drugs to kill boredom? 
He said the schools Should 
also tighten their dieipline and 
offer youngsters more things to. 
do rather than let them otit 
early when nearing a vacation 
period. 
Although many documents 
and books have been written 
stating that the use of 
marijuana does not lead to the 
use of 'harder' drugs, the 
eoncensus ofyouth interviewed 
in a local hotel says opposite. 
While the majority do not 
graduate to harder drugs, a 
user of soft drugs-- weed, grass 
and other local terms for 
marijuana-- is more inclined to 
go onto harder drugs than a non- 
Jser, including needles, they 
say. 
However one group spoken to 
feel the illicit use of drugs by 
Terrace teenagers and young 
adults has passed its peak and. is 
• . . . .  . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  
now subsiding• 
They say relaxed 
government drinking laws have 
resulted in a heavier 
dependence on 'booze' to pass 
the time away. 
Other groups ay that the use 
of drugs--especially harder 
drugs (speed to chemicals)--is 
on the increase now because 
marijuana is currently difficult 
to obtain. 
However all forecast a return 
'to the popular use of marijuana. 
The high cost of marijuana is 
another determining factor in 
"drug use although a number of 
adults have expressed a desire 
to restock their supplies and 
• other s voiced an 'honest' 
curiosity and will use and buy 
the drug when it is again 
availible. 
Almos't all drug users or 
former users say that smoking, 
.taking pills or injecting drugs is 
a social event requiring one or 
more people. 
While interviewing users, 
former users 'and curious 
bystanders an occasional older 
adult would interject elling of 
his last experience with drugs. 
Very few people condemned 
marijuana but most didcondemn 
the use of amphetamines and 
other hailueeinogenic drugs. 
Adults complained that there 
was very little 'after dark' 
entertainment i  Terrace other 
than drinking. 
They sympathized with the 
youth who resorted to use of 
drugs but could not offer an 
alternative source of 
tentertainment other thar~ 
alcohol. 
Ode group of youthful former 
drug users pointed to a table 
where about eight average 
looking adults were drinking 
:> .  ..... : .  : : / .  
and and said they were some of 
the 'heaviest users of speed in 
Terra ce. '
'Parents psyche themselves 
into thinking that their kids are 
stoned on booze when they're 
really stoned on drugs,~aid one 
youth. 
The others laughingly agreed 
saying that most parents prefer 
the lesser of two evils although 
any rational parent would know 
from the physical evidence 
available that their children'are 
and others,.'not only sporting 
activities like most adults think 
would keep us happy. 
Not all of us a re  keen on 
sports--just a few--and 
everybody thinks that once the 
arena is built.the problem "is 
solved and everyone stops u~ing 
drugs,' one $'outh said. 
'That's tlie kind of backward 
thinking that offers a solution 
for'a few but nothing for the rest 
" ,o f  US . '  
using drugs. CENTENNIAL MEMO " . -  I ~:i~i:~::7:{:{i~i!:D~{:::i!7{(!7:~"iDii!:;;::777;s::7;7 ):~::  • "7 
Lack of youth-oriented Crofton on Vancouver Island, ~.:.+~.:;.;~:::~..~m:*:::~;~!~.:>.;~:::~:.<.~.`:..~:.~:.::.~.::::~:`.:.::~::. . . . .- . . . .-~ 
programs were blamed for the was founded in" 1902 - a small ii i 
oceassional or frequent use of mining and smelting town !(! 
drugs. • named after HemT Croft who . 
The youths demands included figured in development of 
a drop in type of coffee+ house, I Mount Stoker mines, nearby, l This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control 
live entertainment and dancing . x x x x x Boa rd or by the Government of British Columbia. 
I AC 
How to buy.a car. 
. . . . .  ; . 
• + 
; / .  : j '2  ¸ ,~ ~ ~ • , 
f 
_ . sa fer  
. : I 'crhal~ )',, It't,l 
~ ) ~ t l l t '  i illlX" W,IV i t ,  bUV 
• I t , l r  is i l l  | lorl ' l l l~¢ t i l t '  • 
nh l l l t ' \ ' .  
IAtt  ' k l l  eve ,1 ~',,IfiT l ; ; , I v - th l 'o t lg l l  l i t ' i x '  
IAC protected purch,l.~e pl,lil.~ l•ight ,it tht' dc,i- 
lership. 
.:: ~+ _ • Cd l la r range  f la t  to i l  
: .- . - . .+ ,  c: - . . .  _ 
.. ... , 
Consider tht. adv.lntages. With IA(. yr, 
give only .vour LlCpo.~it , S St'CUt'ih'. Y(~tlr car 
stands on its own fin,ulci,ll feet. +Vht'n vuLi gtl 
e Jscwh0r t ,  i l l  borrow, tiit'V I l l , l.V n t i f  IR , / , l t i s f i t ,d  
w i th  th , l t ,  Y t iu  I lh ly  have  it i  put  t i l l  your ,  v , l J t led  
s,iving.% I:or t'x,lnlplt,, )'our life in~uranct,, i 
• • chattel nlortgage YeLl nl,lV'even nt, ed to ~ivt' 
,I wage ,Issignlllent or find a gu,lrantor.. - - 
With IAC you risk.no It, of th+.,st,. "rh,lt's 
what we call.pe,l{'[+.of nJind. 
' . A l ' l t i t J l e r  , Idvdnt , ige :  . ) ' t i L l  t 'n jov  tht' con-  
..... +•,.+• ' x~!.,nlenl:e of•compk, fing the iv role d~,l r ig l t  Think tlf ii this tg, Iv: i f  vour,de,iler u.qes 
. ;it the dealeh~hip-,~ll in till{, P,ISV trip. ,In IAC ~vstt, nl ttl finance'hi.,.; l'vide selectkm 
• "Your sources of 0orrowiilg, power ' ill: c,li's (,l;;d ch,ull.'es ,ire lie doi, s), the IAC  
rell!dhl, open, That Jedves Veil fret t0 borrow ~yslcli l 'simply lids to be the bcst, the s,lfest 
:'~i:i:{ '~:: should',m oppor tu ,  l'v or ['lllergenev s hlali< n " . iv,,v for !,o+, to buy !,,,u,' car. 
. ~: i> ,{rise; hi fact, if I,iter o'nxvou need ,l I~0,in, i've " " "Ask your dealer.~ Or, if you would like • 
. . . . . .  "further details, call your nearby IAC brancil. 
, - .  . , 
<.: 
As part of the total prl~tt, ctit n IAC 
offt'l:s, lift; insurance is inL'luded ill the purchase 
package a tno  extra COst to MOLl. (.)n to'P of that, 
you c,m cl~joythc l~e,lt't,,of mind of our Pav- 
Incn t I'rott'ctor l'lal+• This I11P,ins we wil ct;n- 
tinue to niake your c,lr paynlel)ts for y~au if
You hapl++e i It+ have an ,Icddent or illness ,lnd 
c,/n't work. 
"It, show how flcxiblo the IAC System 
is: ivt, of tell |'lrt, p,lre special plans hlr te~aehers, . . 
t , l r ln t ,  rs..'qe,l~On,lJ workers whose i nco lno  is on  " ' 
,m irrt'gular b,lsis. - . . . . .  " 
Finally, iviti~ the IA(' .qvstem, you just r" . . . .  a + +r"  
plain get ,I nit'or ft'eling bec,ltlSe the dea eris 
working to satisfy Vt)tl US oOPosed tO VOu tl~. ng ~ . . . . .  
to ~,ltist~, SOl lwone  elst,. We c,ill it "bt;ing ,I 
tlt,yel;-not ,I bt)rrower.". . . : 
Sltrt, yet! tllighl borrow tilt' llt)n(2y fo r  - ,  
,1 little less, [+tit you're going to get alof less 
out t;if it, .:.'," ; 
• . . . . .  . , , , . .  
. " '-:., -:-','~+~ i .: 
~+: 
• ..fi 
; " I : : : , :  "$ 
,,iifi? 
i'. "i;?~ <,..~ 
" :'. +} ~'":t'+' ' '  ~+'':''% :~r~,""  i%" i ' : ' :  +: ~ g~ ~ " '~ ~ " ":' "+ . . . . .  We heipyottmake things happen: 
, Chevron B.C. Dis( 
Guides !<. . '  ..ili; . . . . . .  :., , , . • 
,,~bT,o'~',,, : f i t '  ~ , . . . . .  
ii iThis'm' theYear  to travel B Chev 
...... , . ...... P Y . . . . . .  ritish Columbia as Vi 
, . t  : '  ' 
q"  - . . -  
:/.2, <. 
+ ' • . .~7<.  
. " . / , .  
s and 7 :- 
" . " f - - . ' . '  ' 
%;;:): 
• . . . . . .  ~:MiL:+ i ~ 
• " , : -  . . . . . .  
• •<L ,:+ i: 
,r.: 
~ +, '5 .  ~ .~L .  • 
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Kind' firm' iudicious 
Wherever he may be - still caning 
trembling bottoms, perhaps, in the 
great study in the sky- Dr. Thomas 
Arnold of Rugby must be proud of the 
Kamloops Schopl Board. 
Not since Tom Brown's $chooldays 
have the fundamentals of educabon 
been so forthrightly expressed. 'A  
teacher says the Kamloops board 
complied with regulations when he 
strapped each of the 21 boys and girls 
in his Grade 10 class after none would 
confess to a piece of michief. 
In justification, the board cites the 
B.C. Public Schools Act wherein it 
says 'every teacher shall practise such 
discipline as may be exercised by a 
kind, firm, and judicious parent in l~is 
family.' 
There will be critics of the terrible 
Dr. Arnold,' of course, who will quibble 
along with Sir William Blackstone, that 
'it is better that 10 guilty persons 
,escape than one innocent suffer,' or 
~offer similar wishy-washy bbjection 
"But what do they know- eh Dr. 
IArnold- of what a kind, firm, and 
judicious father of 21 boys and girls 
would consider fair discipline? As with 
the Bible, the meaning of the schools 
act is in the eye of the beholder. And 
what fault could possibly be found in 
that? 
But no repentance 
It is sad to have to report, as Police 
Chief George Kerr of Brantford, 
Ontario, did the other day', that 
forigveness has no place in police 
work. 
Brantford's police department last 
March started this •scheme of setting 
aside one day a week as Forgiveness 
Day. On that day nobody•got a traffic 
tickeL They were stopped, warned and 
sent on their way -with a smile or at 
least that was the idea. 
"It just didn't work out," says Chief 
Kerr. announcin~ cancellation of the 
Day. Nobody has a good word for it, 
apparently• The chief didn't say what 
went wrong, but of course we all know, 
don't we? Who ever heard of a motorist 
admitting he ran the red light? It was 
yellow. Or suppose he was just a couple 
of minutes over in the parking spot, or 
a couple of miles over the limit? 
Forgiveness? Bah! the other guy has 
to repent first. 
.Vancouver Sun 
A tough' significant decision 
By ordering striking B.C. Hydro 
linemen back to work. and to 
compulsory arbRratiOh:~f~their contact 
dispute, Labor l~inister'James Chabot 
made one of the toughest decisions 
ever forced on any cabinet minister, let 
alone one who's been in office only 
three months. He has suspended the 
right of workers to withdraw their 
labor. To do that he had to have some 
important reasons. 
Both the decision and his reasons for 
it appear to establish significant new 
precedents' that will probably die.tale 
the government's attitude towards 
labor relations generally in the years 
ahead. 
He said the linemen's strike is 
beginning to create large areas • 'o f  
secondary Unemvloyment . .Some 
mining developments are in d~inger of 
being halted by lack of power. Already 
the construction industry' is being 
progressively shut down as power 
supplies diminish. This significantly 
expands the government's own 
interpretation of public interest. Bill 
33, under which Mr. Chabot has taken 
his decision, permits the cabinet to 
order an end of a work stoppage that it 
judges to be  against the public's 
welfare.' Welfare was not defined but it 
was presumedto mean that the public 
broadly, would have to be affected 
before arbitration would, be invoked. 
But the Chabot decision means that 
the Spread of secondary 
Chabot has sidestepped-the three-man 
mediation commission that wa~, under 
the law, to be entrusted with the 
arbitration function. Mr. Justic 
Nathan Nemetz will have sole power to 
arbitrate or mediate and his decision 
will be binding. 
The appointment of an independent 
mediator or arbitrator, especially one 
of th statue of Mr. Justice Name,z, 
may have aimed at making the used 
Bii133 more palatable to the linemen 
and their union. But it may mean that 
the government will be more prepared 
in the future .to use independent 
mediators. 
. Labor generally and the Hydro 
linemen in particular sworn not to 
appear be fore the commission. By by- 
passing the commission Mr. Chabot 
has appeared to have driven another 
nail into its coffin. 
The question now is how relevant can 
the commission be in the future if the 
• new minister, in his first important 
decision, ignores it. If it •is irrelevant 
the government should end its agony 
• by getting rid of it as soon as possible. 
A c0nfrontatio~ between labor and 
the government is the last thing Mr. 
Chabot w0uld want so '.early in his 
ministry, especially since he ap.pears 
to have created a good impresslon on 
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% . . I am syoung government Peeper peeping on the government's young peoplo peepers 
peeping on the young people/! 
Bill Sty iley 
Here's a problem Bill can't solve 
We're in a terrible dilemma job, or get a room in the village. 
around our house these days. She doesn't-have a ear or 
My wife is going off her nut driver's license. A taxi would be 
worrying about the situation, $2.50 each way arm there goes a 
my daugh~r is having bad. day's tips. 
dreams about it, and I as usual, So I've been driving her .to 
am being ground between the work in the mornings and her 
mother picking her up in the 
afternoons. Even the. kid 
i'ealizes that this is somewhat of
an imposition, if we expect, to 
have any holidays this summer. 
An alternative would be to get 
d room in the village. As she 
puts it this would be like going 
millstones of two hysterical 
women who expect me to Come 
up smiling and with the right 
answers• 
In the summer  when 
there is so little employment for 
students, my daughter has two 
jobs available. 
One:as I've mentioned is at a into a nunnery. Which, at age 
hotel, waiting table in the • twenty, unless your tendencies 
dining-room. It's a pleasant are nunnish, and hers are not, is 
not too appealing. 
However, like most teapot 
tempests, something could 
probably be worked out. Now 
comes the dilemma. She has 
" been offered another job as, a' 
waitress right here in town. 
Five minutes walk from home. 
The wages are better, the tips 
poorer. The work.is just about 
as hard. It's right on the main 
street and hotter than hades in 
summer. She doesn't know 
whether she likes the boss. 
Up tofiow she'.q been working 
place, over-looking the water. 
She likes the job and the people, 
chef, boss, and the other 
waitresses. The sa la~ is  well 
bel6w~the'ifiiiilmum @~Agb, but 
: the tips are g~l .  
But there's the inevitable fly 
in the soup• There is no 
accommodation for the hired 
help, and the darn thing is ten 
miles ,out of town in a small 
village. 
As I have reported, this 
means  that she must have 
transportation to and from the 
, •..•..,..•,•.o.....•.o....•.•o.. • .  • .  • . . .  o . ,  o , . . , . . . . . . . ,  o . . . . . . . . . . ,  o • o o . . . . . . . , •o .• .• . . . . . . , . . . . . . .  • ,  
':.,';ii StraighLattack. has been subject to 
f~i • .This time. apparently~, 
because it had the temerity to 
!'::"-~ apply for, and be awarded, a 
graut under the Opportunities 
for Youth Program. . 
• .The criticism, whlch resulted 
in cancellation of the Straight's 
gcaut, issued from the mouths 
o$ people who pride themselves 
on holding fixed opinions. 
. .The  Straight has been 
charged with being obscene and 
m0rully eorruptive, It has been 
charged, harrassed, arrested 
.-.-. and r id lcu led-  usually are 
• people who have never ead an 
Straight'S survival. 
vitol for fre.e press 
• .Once again Vancouver% opinion deserves to be in prtnt. 
fledgllug newspaper, Georgia, News reporters everywhere 
isstw. -- the sort of story which 
... ".Fortunately, the Straight has' commonly eludes, or is treated 
reedgnize that if it were not for 
the  StraighVs brave attitude. 
Canada would be that mueh! 
closer to having one news ! 
source - government operated, i
. .Since the Georgia Straight: 
first appeared in print May, i 
1067, it has broken morel  
nat ional ly  Mgni f icant  news ! 
stor ies than any other i 
newspaper of comparable size 
in Canada.,  
• .Po l ice  brutal i ty,  landlords 
and tenants rights, political 
corruption, wel fare abuses.  
divorce information, abortion 
facts. American control of and 
interference in Canadian affairs 
only part time at the hotd, 
usually weekends, but can be on 
full time during July and 
August. She has already worked. 
two shifts at the restaurant, on a 
trial basis, and the~'ve offered 
a full time job. 
Isn't this a sad. story? The 
poor kid doesn't know What to 
do. She likes the first one better 
but the . second has no 
transportation problem. 
, And of course a waiti'ess 
hasn't much • security those 
days, or ever. She could he fired 
from either job if business fell of 
or she got blisters and couldn't 
walk or she had arun- in  with 
the chef or dropped a tray of 
food on the customers. (which I
did one tim'e, though it wasn't 
food, it was beer ) . . . , . .  ,,, 
The whole thing, ; . is  
complicated by the fact that her 
mother was a waitress for a 
couple of summers at the same 
age, and thinks she knows all 
about everything and keeps 
poking her nose in. 
The irony of the situation is 
that if she diddles around and 
doesn't make up her mind, she 
could wind .up without any job 
and knowing my daughter for 
twenty years, I have a feeling 
this is exactly what v,ill happen. 
This would give her a perfect 
excuse to go off hitchhiking to 
Vancouver or Charlottetown, 
MONDAY, .  JULY S. 1971. 
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+ PrOc+ed ing  
with steaith 
. .. ] 
BY WiLLiAM MILLINSHIP i 
F rom-an  article ' in Th~ 
Observer, London.- a .  libersl 
British Sunday paper " 
• . :  . . 
: What sticks in the mind ariel 
reading :the' New York Times 
presentation :of a massive anc 
till now.secret Pentagon stud~ 
of American involvement iv 
Vietnam is the deliberat~ 
stealth with which the Johnson 
admin is t ra t ion  c rossed  
successive . thresholds of 
military escalation In 1964 and 
- ,.1965. + 
The fact that the'country was 
d.eeivedo+ is seareely hot + news. 
• ;Johnson's. "credibility 'gap" is 
already an age-worn image. But 
now we have documentary 
evidence, of the way .that gap 
was prised open with. 
~.apparently no thought for the 
morality, the constitutional 
implications, or even the~ 
political •dangers of steadfastly 
, misleading Congressand public 
about policy in Southeast Asia. 
One of.the few men within the 
administration who, at that 
time. chal lenged" basic 
American assumptions was  
Under-Secretary of. State• 
George Ball. tolerated by 
Johnson as "the devil's 
advocate." 
In a memo to the president 
" dated July l, 1965.. Ball wrote: 
"The decision you face now 
...is crucial. Once large 
numbers of U.S. troops are 
committed to direct combat, 
they will begin to take heavy 
casualties in a war they are ill. 
equipped to fight in a non.co- 
operative if not downright 
hostile countryside. 
. . . . . .  h •• -- "Once we suffer large wmcn snea muc ramer De . • _ . . . . . .  casualt|es, we wzll have started suing titan working as WhO 
. .  ,. a we l l -n igh  zrrevers ib le  
womun x. . . . . . . .  process Our involvement wil l  
• e, syoucanseemewno le tmng be so ,'r °~ ran, . . . . . . . . .  , _ 
'Poua, V~ang~liY~nboawte~weS~rn ~#  withou~ national ;umniatioo -
Y . . . . . . . . . . .  stop short of achieving our mianlgnt Oil, the mree'oz us, . . . . . .  . . . .  complete onjecuve .mrmng over new leaves ann ,, • •. :• . . . . . . . .  I think humiliation would he 
unmrnea stones, ounmng up mo,e likel- tha- '~'~ 
• " "t " ~ " " =  one job and then knocking i -c~';ovo"~en * ofour-b~o-'i • - -  
down w~th the other, dmg ov,~.a.or . ,oh~v.. .o; ,~,o. . ;~ 
• ' "in ti . . . . . . . . . . . .  v . . . . . . . . . . .  
S U M S ,  C a l c u I a [  g ps ,  cos ts  " " 
considering the personalities of p.~iao.~ ~,  . . . .  io . . . .~ 
cashiers and cooks ' th: .... .~ ............... ~ ...... 
q oo thin~ isn'" ttl-- is adwce. He  pressed deeper 
• ~ me g t se eo "nto a " " • , ........ . . . . . . .  ,., i war which ended Ills soon, I m afratdK m is gom,~, to .. . ...... ~ . . . . . . .  :~ .,i:career and wh ich  six yea~ 
' decide that the great wor ladf  tat-- i~ s'P I ,~"~ ~' ~-~; ;~" '  
free enterprise m too baffhng -- " to "" - carnage ms country and opt out. And if-something 
isn't done soon I'm afraid I 'm 
going to decide that the whole 
world of student employment is Budget holds 
too baffling and take off on a 
solitary holiday, leaving the two 
women to sort it out for seeds of social 
themselves, 
Middle,class w°elf  re 
Young welfare recipientsare olds. 
typical examples of a middle The board report which was 
classupbringing, according to a considered by council Tuesday 
Vancouver city .council' states: 
democracy 
administration report. 
In a .report which the C|ty's 
board of administration itself 
described as '|shattering", it 
was disclosed that: 
Sixty-two percent:ofyoung 
welfare recip!ents have grade 
12 or better education - with a.5 
percent of . them holding 
university degrees.. 
• .Forty-two percent of them 
-have been .employed and 84 
percent of them have actively 
looked for employment. 
.Only 16 percent of them were 
described as .seeking the so- 
called "welfare life-style" 
whereas the remainder were 
actively looking for work. 
In the council report it .was 
stated that: 
"The only direct Contact with 
.the city social serv ice '  
, department for 96 percent of the 
• recipients interviewed was with 
the cheque delivery system. 
"As a ~resultl in their eyes no 
tangible assistance was 
provided recipients to help 
them get off "financial 
assistance." 
The board recommends the 
report be sent to Rehabilitation 
l~insiter P.A. Gaglardi. 
The report stated that. 
generally speaking, the welfare 
recipients interviewed had. 
middle-class backgrounds. 
Parents income averaged 
$~•367 ,compared with B,C. 
average of $7.376. 
The recipients came from 
By CLAUDE LEMEL IN  
• .From an editorial in ie 
Devoir. Montreal, a- left.of. 
centre daily, on  the recently 
announced federal budget. 
In -  the short te rm.  the 
Trudeau government has 
succeeded in drawing an 
acceptable compromise, from 
the rigorous ega l i ta r ian  
recommendations f the Carter 
c~mmission, on one hand, and 
the almost complete renewal0f 
the exceptions and privileges 
authorized by the current fiscal 
law on the other hand. , ,. 
In the long run, however,". 
Benson's reforms could ha~,e d, 
• more radical impd'ct.i In effect, 
the mederization.of the fiscal 
law will• pern i i te  fu ture  
governments which might be 
more pr, ogressive than :th~ 
Trudeau:  .•governmenb:  ' to 
aceen~ate quickly progressive 
changes, in income tax ....... ........ 
unemployment is now to-be considered 
against, the :pub!to interest. Many 
strikeS where Services essential to the 
publicare n0tdirectly affectedcreate 
secondary unemployment and they 
could be similarly ended. 
However, laY invoking Bill 33 Mr. 
labor. Aside from the fact that they 
should obey the law, it would be 
prudent for the linemen to go back to 
work and give Mr. Justice Nemetz a 
chance to find a settlement hey would 
find acceptable. That way his decision < 
wouldnot haveto be binding. 
" " Vancouver Province 
:i: i survived, lightly by, the 'established The !8 to 25 year:01d larger than..average-'siz'ed 
iii , . "or  the past two years it has press.. Its right to print" such population increased only two- families, the report said. 
~ been apparent  to career n'ews ha's 'bee'n .upheld by" the tenths of a percent.from 1966 to " But only one :in seven were Tbe great' period, of social 
iii~i J°urual!sts.that..the Straigh! is highest'courts'in Can~,da.' . t970 while the proportion of that from families with a" welfare de'mocracy is" sti l l far away:. 
i'~: one.of.me lew.,-n not the omy- . ., . . . :.:: cross-sectiou receiving social . background. ' But Liberals. whc~.are ..moi'c 
ii:~ uanaamn ewspaper that has •'uonsequen.t|Y.. every, serious..., assistance increased from 2 5 Ninety-nine of the t6~ had authentically' liberal: in"~lscai 
i~!i~ darted the creeping threat of newsman ,~iteves rout the ~: nercent to fl 4 nerc~nt li~r,d.in Vnnt, m~vm. ~n~ ~n~. m. 
:':': ' ' - " - ' " ~ ':':. -- ' - . . . . . . .  . ............... ~ . . . . .  matters thhn' theyd/ere in'th~ :::: lwess censorship. Straight is vital to our united::::: An ipterviewerturedata cost more before, they received 
~!ii . .The Straight has opted t0 3finer' to ensure freedom of the::ii! i totheeity of $!,,794 surveyed 16e financial assistance, the.report 0f°Id ays~" h~ve, ju~t i t s  adv~nt  -U~i.gi~'en:, notice:~ • 
::.(: publish all the news that in its I ' " . . " ; • ..~i: 'of VancOuver s tB-to-25 year- said ' ' " • ~ ..' 
:"  "--'.,-%%'.'~.•..,;•...;.'.:.;.'•'.'*'.' '.-.','.'•'.•~..,.~,..-...•...',•.-.'.'.-.•.- • '.'.-...4".'.. •.L-.•..•~...-'., . . . . . .  ~ . .,.....•,, •~'.. • , . ' •. ' , - -:, - . , " • , ,~ " .. ~~:!::::~v..~v~.~:~:~.%.~:~.:;:~:~:~::~.~:~.~v~:~:~:.:~:~.~:•:~::::::.~.:::~:~:~f.~%!`; . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  , ,: 
. • Tiger miss spurs suit 
_ _  • • .  • ,  . . r 
. . . .  " .. ' Letter to the editor: " . .'!~ fterlhis guides and,hearers " 
. The Signing. of .ones.~mme is : happem to have a name .who - Dear Editor: uninterested In politics," but. we I o~ nd him: a. Bengal £1ger, Dr. - • . 'George ,T.homas took careful. 
realiz'ehow very.imp0rtant itis. a im and,'l~Ulled 'the trigger 'on. 
, ;. ~ways,  "a rather:r unlxlt~ and really .matters .... : " " .' '. My  greatest Impression of the It' Is the government, which his calibre Winchester Model 70- 
important event~ To.do so on.a And the real signatures' are 'Adventure In Citizenship'. in controls such a vast lan~" i  . • 
,~ document requires.thought and. not those we spell out with a which ~I, partiCipa.t~l was. the .The students were very proud " " rifle ....... " . . . .  
Click~" . • , : .. "~" .c0raiderati0n.'.TU serlbble odes. seriesof.related and connoted  genuine. Conce~ of y0uth-of of Canada.:. When we.sauCer  . . He,. ej&ted the' shell, and 
name,o~' :a :eheekmakes  your- lettors, but the marks  we make - .Canada; . ~ ' .  ' "~ • national/|nthem it really meant  
• .While ' some ',"teenagers: queezedagain. , . . . .  : . 
s0mething.to evoke.he. ? ' . I t  alerted the., t iger, which apparently don' t  ',take "their , There - were ' .no rea l  
age and'weather. Bull • rospomlbility.for the' future too tared at,him.. Thomas tried a 
• bank account vulnerable; Even .  o n life as we live it:The painted 
t0 give an autograph, re~lulres autograpli of tile graduatowill.:' 
you tp ~ive something Of fade with age and' eather. Butl • . . ,  ,~,. separatists among the Students thlrd:shell,-.~ ' • yourself' affd opens~ you ford.a; -.his name, '.his ~reputati0b 'may eriously, the students 
' moment to the oth~r, i . .  • live 0n and,bn, dependlngupon./ "~ . . .,.~ ~,m. who participated.' .: Thls"may /r.Stiilnothing/,Hedidnbtget s onference w, 
:. T~ie name at,he bottom of the his contrilbution toth i s  world .r P.I~A • ,~ : c,~Al~.:~c°n~c.~,.rn..L~ ~?  havg beE~fl P~PoselY.arranged, - fourth chance be~huse the tiger 
puinting can belthe Wholeva!ue< and~his Society. :.: ~ • ,.:.. . . . .  • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,u,. but "all". French' Canadian 
of the pieturei"The name.off thai.' i~'Ai:~an"~i~llCd~-:~es~ .~- .  '.'-~,' . . . . .  '-~ , ~ ~'~" : ' : "~ , "  ~.~,-;.s~dmXta atthe confereme were . .~?. :,~ ,he~ Los: ,, Angeles :,physician 
" Jacket of a/b0ok ean~ at flmes;~ i ~l~. that  "meant ~:~!S~ ~'ii~e,~a~sc,,u,~.,~any'~°~ema':/a~l~s.':to iremMn :a. par  -o f . ,  x |lainedlhSupertorCourt that 
'almost guarantee a'best.sdier. ' Bqtsiich a"na~e l.s~nly'~ "9" ..... w,  ,~ ,~, , ,m' , ' ,~ , :o , .~ . ,o_q '~aa:  r ~ :" ' ' . :  "/.. ', . . . .  af.t 
"T l ienam~ he  stsi~.ina play..,'.~ho~.BUt'th[s6ne,be~ u~no~ b~r~a~ea~ ~, a t~;~- -~,~rnM: l~at  Ca~da ls  a ,/.!~s:.why ~hts-1965 trip to ~ ] m ia he. i•iflled,~sult .'s~almt 
• or ,.moviei:,:c~ff;bHng. in ;large ~W~S God!s'Sonm~deth, . .. ,. ' a r  .;,.: cn:'~clfl~=.:i 0unti'y. w i th  'ma~ ha~ rstudentcopldgiVe th  others an  ~ 'db le~;  ut"a lat•~ ~tsn"- ..... ~ he Olin ~Mn'thleson chemical 
.-addl~nces.~wi~b':l|ttle:.::else .'to/•~real.~Andhe'.died':for ai 1 ' b ' . . . .  ~ "" " ' ' " "++ • dea a ~lthe situation J his. ":I. ~itd  I i~  ~'  '~ ~. '~  ] na~e@ .~l/is~Hfle,~:: -! ~!. ,. : 
. . . . .  ,el~c/.ithe:i~roduetionl ,~.'•,,..~! nam.'edoyou hay, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .., . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . -o , ,  .,recomn~ What  ': He'.~adted:. $1e.0o0 for ;.travel . 
" .... .... ...... .._ +.: ...... __,~,=,-,,. tha~ the ,(~rra~e.R~ zry Clu '~!!,xpeme~andf~r:qo~.othonor'.:: :.:7..Bt/t:It Is n0t.the~mag!e of inkof:; Sl~ relaY.ill ~'~U'V/rlte home,. ~ • • . ,  ,,, ,., ,. : . . . .  . . ,  .. , ......  . 
~, ~¢p~ fna~r:tbat~usesthls'" es.,ofblstoi~? , we naa many .pmmcuVfnr  /~  fia', .,i,,,. oi , .~ 
speakers which I didn t exactly eX~,erl.e~n~ ,, ,~o,olhl, ~,~- ' -  :..~ mong big: game hun{era.:.!. / 
~.~,t6:iha~(=~i'" .It. Is :the,. p~rson,, ~ .... •~ "" " '  " •iouk forwardto, but found that I '  , .... ' ..... ,,. ~,., , •.v . . . . .  .,.: r~';''" ': :?hursddY!:h¢ ':iWaS : i /~a~! :  x~.befi~:.the.~ame~:....lt~.i~:(he.t`.::(i.:.~.~yae~.,~a~vi~i~er~..,•`..~ .. . . .~. ll.y.,l~atne~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M0t:tro .m:,the.m...•. .... r~;.,": •';•":?'• ,Mar~;~.~. . ~;~'~;,~mtuJau i.•:i 2.qo0and Co~d01eneesbY:JUdge, 
;i~rsona.~!!tyi•' t l~ts6meoneg~'ho '"" "•C 'hH~tLu~tfi'er/ihchd~cl~i ';'? "; we  ' may '  : seem 4r : tO ": ,a ne .' • .", ''".•x•~n~ u~u.~ ~ax"Deutz;;.'.~/,, ~..•: 'i. ~."': "•.: 
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n-5- of oommoroo  
t Vi McKinnon + ~. 
anada  Is On The Move 
our ism,  'the industry without smoke-~tacks ' ,  is 
nada 's  -~eeond la rgestearner  of export  dol lars.  
ty the saleof  autombi les  and automobi le  par ts  
:es higher. ' +. 
n 1970, t rave l  income f rom vis itors f rom abroad  
s$1,219 million, rank ing  Canada among the top  
e tourist  countries of•the world, With the  United " 
~,tes, Italy, Sp-" 
~:is estimated that Canadians 
!veiling withintheir  own, 
retry "spent $2.5 billion in 
~0, adding up a grand total of 
billlon for the travel income 
the year. By 1980 the value~ 
travel to the Canadlan 
roomy is expected to soap' to 
billion -- $2.5 billion from 
:eign visitors and $4.5 billion )m domestic travel. This 
.~ome is scattered across 'a 
in,  and  F rance .  
2.5 times, but international 
tourist receipts.nearly tripled 
'i +: In order to capture ~ a fair 
share of this increased travel 
market, • Canada's industry is 
hard at,  :work + promoting 
'Canada.. They are responsible 
'for bringimg people into Canada. 
to enjoy .the facilities thus 
developed. ~ There were • 37.6 
million visitors to Canada from 
other countries in: 1970 and 37 
0o l  :0e l~ ...... " . . . .  +bunlda 
Twelve homes are now u'nde'T, 
construction :in Kitwanga, B.C.. 
for employees 'of Columbia 
Cellulose Company's +r~ently+ 
completed smaliwood Chip-N- 
Saw. operation. 52  miles 
. + ~.  - 
+ '+ • :• .  
. + . 
+'c " • +'. 
=;  *: . . " . 
+. 
,+;subdividon!i~/•:,: i l  
. . . . i  + : ~+: ' " :  
of .Terrace.:,~,..+ := . : 
week Of [ /  completed in the.last . Located oft the main higl~ay, I need:, fnr/them-~to,,:er~ J 
I Jum~ wire the twe~m ready, for ; " I t  feal~es a~ovld eM~ w~ml r<m,a+_.,':.+;;:+.+, + ;'•;+~ :*+:++~+.,':i :::,~,,+ i oec'upancy in •July. - "  "~" L +5; ~epedpheralrOadtOmirdmize I +> " 
. , . . . . . .  . . • . . . .  .~.:~+, .? 
s re+ ~, ..+ .~;; FORMERLY MARSHALL  ) (A fELLs  " : ':;'~'+~::; .STORE 3234 KALUM ... . . . . .  ~. -~:~ 
' S,T,P, 0 I f - ;  OHESTERFIELD : - '+-  STEROFOAN ' 
• TREATMENT+I I CHAnR i Pi0NI0 :,, 
15oz  can  , B lue  Green  .~ +. .  , . .. , . . . . . .  ' • . .  O00LERS 
' , :  " Reg.  $$.99 I: ~+ '~. +-.,.-, I de field: hotels, motels, tsurants, service •stations, 
ansportation companies; 
prist attraction,, investment 
~pertunities. and many travel. 
'iented services. One estimate 
ds the number of Canadia.n 
nployed full-time or part-time 
the travel industry at 780,000-- 
)out 270.000 in jobs directly 
~lated to travel and 510,000 
mployed indirectly as a result 
f travel spending. 
In fact, it has beenestimated 
mt travel is so important to the+ 
anadian economy that each 
Ioilar of travel expenditure 
~ontributes $2.43~ to the gross 
rational product. Garth Hire,• 
ormer publisher of Holiday 
Vlagazine, estimates that 24 
.ourists a day in an area is equal 
~o a+ factory With a $200,000 
~ayroll 
One of the most lucrative and 
'astest growing forms of tourism 
m Canada is conventions.. The 
average conveationeer "spends 
about $40 a day. The biggest 
convention centre in Canada is 
Toronto. with a 1970 income" of 
$130 million. Montreal and 
Vancouver come second and 
third• 
This year, lhe Canadian 
Government Travel Bure.~g 
has launch~l for the first time 
an 'In' Canada travel promotion 
program, designed, tO 
encourage Canadians to see 
more ~f their own country. The 
Government is enouraging 
more Canadians to. know 
Canada belier. " 
The increase in travel in 
Calmd~l is p;u't,of a world-wide; I
'trend', .w hie h'.:makes~itravel t 
exper~diture th~ildrge~t~ Single~:[ 
item in world :lrade; ' Short~r: 
working hours..more leisure I 
time, higher incomeS, greater I 
ease of moving place to place, I 
have all contributed to this new I" 
emphasis on travel. Between I 
1958 and 1969, world I merchandise exports increased 
When you  
don ' t  know who 
. fo  tu rn  to . . . 
TURN TO US WITH 
million'of these were from~the 
United States: 
Canadiahs should start 
thinking Canada nd try to take 
at !east one tour of exploration 
to some of the historic and 
scenic siies and cities that make 
Canada-6/~e of the worlffs most 
popular vaction lands• 
The. Terrace & District 
Chamber of Commerce realize 
the importance, of. tourism. 
.Doug Har[man, Chamber of 
Commerce TouriSt Chairman, 
attended the inaugural meeting 
of the . newly • formed 
'Yeliowhead 16 British 
Columbia Travel Association'. 
This Assoeiatinn was organized 
to better promote .the whole 
north-central rea ef B.C. from 
'the Alberta border.• over to 
McBride. Prince George, 
Bulkley Valley and Skeena 
Valley, Terrace, Kitimat. 
Prince Rupert and right over to 
the QueenCharlotte:Islands, 
.Representati(,es from the above 
area will meet in Houston B.C. 
on  October 8th, 1971 for further 
discussion and. election of 
officers. You will hear more 
from this Association in the 
future. 
Our own Terrace Tourist 
Compare  a t  $1 .59  : i , i ~:~ + ' " " . . . . .  " '" 
N°wAt  : • ,  P . .  " i Reg.47?.?, C C •0 " J ' : 'I ' I  i 79  ' 
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TheTruml~et oftheSwan by slore. Soon Louis'ls able to "i +TTEREeA I S  ' ¢-w•Warning Lighl . .  ' :  i , '  .•' " + ' + + + ' + ,.+ + " . .  , ) - c -w  Whee lAd ius ters  • 
E.B.1970 White-Harper. and Row'. inbugle'well'en°ugha noys summereamp.t°get a jObHe ' I ) Reg.~249+95 + :+i!!i~ .i.ii!!i.ii:ii~!i: i" i:;~!( i +.  '~ " "' " 4 
T/um ter swans are namea and chalk already on his neck ! ' " ' ' " ( 
for: t~'eir resonant honking . Determined to pay for the ) ' " " " ' ( 
which resembles a mighty toot trumpet he works two more jobs " ' .  " " '  t "+ +l~ow ~~ltl'y .::~i'."i.. ?+-if";:: '!::=-:::~' . ..(" " " ' '~'" *:I 
• on .a French Horn. Louis The until his money bag bulges with 
i . As Low As . .  ' i " ;='  " :+":i/i+:";+ - i ;: '~)'' Sale ' ' " •4 
E.B. White's newest ho0k. is a tru~l+ipeter, swal~ playingcomp~ired with that o f ,  +: . c h i l d r e n s '  ,~4~0.78 By now his trumpet "~ " ' i i  "' ~ I : 1  ' ' f  9+5+* ' ' " ~ ' + i 
cygnet-born with a.+speech Louis Armstrong and he- ( t l  ~'  nn '  +i + i, I +*+++ ':+ + + ' ++++ ' 
defecl - he is dumb unable to ' . returns .nome '.'0 Montana '- i '  e96 ::' 
beep or burble. " ' intending t° redeem his lathe=;" -~ ~k .. I11 - - .  
Louisisanenterprisingswan. honor and win Serena as his O O  . ' ' 3 ~ I  . . . .  : ' 
He appeals .to a boy, ,Sam .wnte . . . . .  I ~ " + " ' 
Beaner,.to help him enr(~ll in E~B. White has written 
school. After several months of another masterpiece, aslasting ~ ~" 
¢ 
CONFIDEHCE 
~¢I fAYS  
FUNERAL 
HOME 
Phone 6:35-2444". " 
Terrace, B.C. " 
" j  
ant I[ Blessed with excellent weather 
and under,  the good 
managexncnt of Bill LaPlante. 
" the tournament iwent off 
exceedingly well. 27 holes is a 
lot to play in one day bu.t, 
iF you need money.. 
Information Booth is, there to studious endeavour, Louis can memorable as Stuart Littleand .. " . .i. " - ." . i ( . . . . . . .  
serve you. If you are planning readandwrite: hereturns tohis Charlotte's Web. And while he ~ ~ ~ ~ ~'  ~ ~ " , ~  ~ ~ V . . . . . . .  ' .~  
a holiday and would like family, a slate and chalk plotted this storyespecially for - - 
" inf6rmationimp°r[ant t ° the  +dangling ar°und his neck:" But the children'' adults t°O will * - - i A R 0 0 , "  i : .  MISMATOH[O:::((HI-ApAcITv,) traveller 0ri mileage, places to' .discovers his family cannot enjoy"his' superb blending of • ¢ 
stay, tourist attractions, etc., read. ' . / • poignant rea'lity ~'ith far-out + • • 5 H.P. 
boothpleasecall°nat°urlittlecedarlocated t4446 Lake se Louis'theWhenhis thoughts center Onbeaut i fu l  swan,Serena,he, fantasy". ~ nSTT=:m=_~6 VOLT ' MATTRESS,+., :='.,:++,;; :~:,:.}+~;.+iSETS.,,:,; ii+:,( :vnanTn=6HOEB :1, 
Avenue. Phone 635-2555 hasneither words nor sounds to CENTENNIAL MEMO -- 
. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  j teli her of his love Recognizing +Pebr, umry+,~10th,.,A866,. ,the i..,!::~ i, '+ " i! I i:~i., u~tn~'~:.~'nnl,~:ua~ ' 
' 2 ~l~'q, p 'm~"~'"'on"m'~unoays'm~"'"'~'i';fors'akem +honor "-to, "steal a . .V ictor ia  to~.New!~tminste~.t~, As Low AS .,.' " .:( I~' I • " ' ~'+ ' :  i . . :  . . .  ' " " ' ' NowReg" On ly$177"g5 ' . ( " , . : : :  .:..',.: . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  , t r~ 'm,a  bil l in~ .music: :begin.,:a government  mail ,-~ ......... , J ' .  ........ ' . . :  ,,. . . . . . . .  :. ~, .~-. ~'. :.,~., (
" c0ntraet l inking British 
ROYAL CANADIAN I;EGION~I~ + Columbia  with San Franeis~o. ' " '/ ~C 1 96  '"'S(~i,; i ~)i:i • - Victori  passengers circulated I :- . . . I , ' . . . .  .." ~ + 
a~rumour that the pilot,had been : r ~ ' 
• D ispatCh  pa, ,o+uo 0..e+ouod,o , , -  , '  _ -  ::,:,  -81,96, "BRANCH 1"3 the Fraser because NeW " J l l ta  I i AA  ( 
. . . . .  Westminster was so proud ' " l '  . I l l  ' nn 
about her first visit from an 
by  POUI' Bogie|und~ ocean steamer,. -m _ _ _ _ _ = .... j ~ . . . .  . . . .  i 
YOU missed a treat and an sustained by the excellent lunch ~" 
experience if you were not provided by ourL.A.~allplayers NOWm N ° m n iil :i on_go o t " present at the Branch on,lune manfull~,struggledthreughthe IL & n Motors Under 2:lrdwhenyou branch'hosted a course three, t imes. to a . ' .. 
Stag Party for about :lti Old suecesful conclusion at+the " • . " 
Timers of this town. Nineteenth Hole.. 
Transportation. entertainment The Phil Davies trophy and 
and general good-wil lwas prize for low gross went to P. :~ i!!•~!:i" ~ 
supplied bythosemembersof  I)avies. with R, .laques winning : : Drop in Inld See ~ c e In ~) : *i !i:i the branch who had the time. a close second, The Legion i ' . 
energy and will to assist with trophy and prize for Low Net " :+: " li ~~)  And See : ~':r~ ' T : ~ '~' "~::~ ':~ ~ " ~: the'oceasi0n. The experiment went o Poul Bogelund,+-followed 
understandWaS a howling success and W e b erep atedthaton,athiSsemi-annualeVent will ~ seeurity°ther cl sely byH. Fisher. VariOUSpriZeSmeasures.Were giV nprev~ntsout bUus : i:Ron gere l iuk :  : r: " " ~ ' ~ ~ ' F ~ ' " :, : " ~ ' " ~ ~] ~'~)~'~'~f;t~ :~":~]~ ~ " :   
ableabaSis: 0nly next time we hope from diselosin2 names, that we wi l he able to host quit feWour.annualtomOregracethanoUrgolfthepremises30tournamentWho werewith "agre dC°mmi s° '" In.or erto sponsort° youaSStStthe: bl'anchticketth/e .~r nasale.has " '~  ::iSales Manager, i " o7%%:: l~atsL][n~i:  ! ii i " i i i :
tooktheir p esence this ' t i m e ' '  place At.Spr ng Creek Golf" " ' for the raffling off of the Pan- temporary  Abod  buildinghomeWhiC for then°WFundiS a . . i " . ' :  ' : :' ' ' )!)i/! ~ i 2 O O  i S 2 3 2 5  
Course on Sunday June 27th Raising Commitiee, I~nough 
I j +,ux, ..................... $2096 said at this time. but i'ook . + thisf°rward t° the:campaign f°r ' y e r y  worth,,cause which Gonl~ralulations to the. Door; Pri,o Winners . . . . .  200  your, branch ;is 'proud to. be. . : \ =, . + ~+ - . . . . . . . . .  ~, - . 
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Have you ever wondered where you 
can get ahold of a blue and yellow 
striped alligator ??? You might find 
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LEARNING TO SWIM .121 July is picnic,month 
with HARRY McPHEE 
~ i ¢ ° n y r l q h t  1971, Toronlo Telegram ~yndlca e the go 
: Ill¢  
DIVING . Part 1 
Y6ung children can be started 
getting into fl~e water quickly 
by learning to jump in first, i 
Teacher or parent stands a short 
distance from the edge and has 
the child jump, catching him 
bcfore hitting the water, and 
then gradually allowing him to 
jump in atone. With the com- 
pletely inexperienced, and for 
those lacking in confidence, 
learning to (live may he started 
in the water. 
Stand in water up to the waist, 
raise the arms over the head, 
hands together, bend over until 
the hands are nearly touching 
the water, then push off witl~ 
the feet. at the same time as 
the hands touch the water, 
Straighten tim legs, make sure 
the head is kept down at all 
times. TI~c hady glides tl]rough 
the water the same as in a dive., 
Tim next stage can bc done 
quite easily frmn the side of the 
pool or from a log in the lake. 
Sit down on the edge of the pool 
wiih the feet in the gutter, raise 
the arms over the head, put chin 
on the chest gradually lean over 
forwards and as ,the hands near 
the water push off with the 
feet, and straighten the legs. 
After practice of these early 
stages, many times, most or all 
el the uncer ta in ty  of going 
lute the water head first will 
have been overcome. So now 
to progress further. Kneel on the 
pool deck with the knees toge. 
thor, both arms outstretched 
over the head, hands together 
chin down on the chest. Fall 
forward as the previous exercise 
into the water at the time the 
hands near the water straighten 
the body. These dives should all 
~be performed in water at least 
waist deep, be careful not to 
go too steep, hitting the bottom 
of the pool, 
Continued tn next lesson 
(Clio and Save} 
How about an old-fashioned 
picnic in a new.fashioned 
way...geared tothe '70's? Fun 
and easy for Mom[ It'll he just 
that. if a supply of colorful, 
sturdy, plastic one-timer dishes 
are on hand. ready and waiting. 
for the picnic basket. Gone are 
the days of bent. soggy, paper 
plates and cups. 
Today handy hostess helpers, 
styrene plastic plates, cups and 
cutlery are available in bright 
decorator edlors of avocado. 
gold and tangerine. Buy them 
at local shops or chain stores. 
Plates come in parks of six and 
in two sizes: cups in sleeves of 
5's. 25's and 5o's: color matched 
cutlery in sacks holding six 
place settings. 
"On-the-go" baskets or boxes 
packed ahead and equipped 
with a supply of one-trip lastic 
dishes and cutlery, paper 
napkins, a bottle opener and 
salt and pepper are all the 
homemaker needs to be almost 
ready at the first hint of a 
picnic. Tuck in a a paper cloth 
or large beach towel for 
covering picnic table, flat beach 
rocks or even the tail-gate of 
your ear. Once utensils and 
napkins are laid out you'll be all 
ready for the picnic fare. 
For a spur-of-the moment 
picnic, pack the fixings for 
sandwiches and salads in a 
hamper or basket. Makes these 
on the site. For a pick-it-up 
picnic, stop at the supermarket 
on your way to a favorite spot in 
the country. Stock h shopping 
bag with select cold meats, 
cheese, rolls, potato salad, fruit 
and drinks. If out of handy 
hostess helpers, the handy one- 
tripper utensils, plates and cups 
these can also be purchased on 
the way. What could be easier? 
For a happy picnic, keep 
things simple - the preparing, 
the packing and the toting. In 
one "on-the-go" basket ote the 
equipment, in a second the 
temptingfoud.. 
Individual place sdtfihgs 
wrapped in a napkin and 
secured with a wire twist or 
pipe cleaner save sorting 
cutlery at the picnic site. 
A damp cloth in a plastic bag 
and paper towels are handy for 
wipe-up time and for cleaning 
up the inevitable spills. 
A must is a large plastic 
garbage bag to drop the refuse 
into when the picnic is over. 
Close it securely and place it in 
the nearest refuse container. 
If you're holidaying in motel, 
hotel or lodge take along packs 
of plastic plates, cups and 
cutlery just in case you feel like 
some local fare in your own 
room. Have a spontaneous 
"picnic" and enjoy the 
specfalties of the area. 
For that old-fashioned touch 
prepare tried and true family 
favourites ahead of time then 
savor the goodness in fresh 
country air. There are shady 
nooks and sun-drenched rocks 
, / 
YOU CAN PUNCH skid trails, production features of the D6Cstands 
build landings and skid logs with a the parts and service support of your 
versatile Caterpillar D6C Tractor. The local Finning operatig.n. Caterpillar 
D6C's combination of size, power parts .are readily available,' quickly ~. 
and weight enables it to do a lot of shipped. Finning• servicemen are well• 
different jobsand do them all well. trained, competent. And there are 
". High torque-rise of the 125 flywheel special service programs uch as P.M. 
horsepower Cat diesel gives you fast Checks, Wear Analysis, and Hydraulic / 
response ire sudden load changes, Test that make sure your repairfd o r  
Sihgle' lever full power shift lets you rebuilt D6C operates at .l~eak. eflteien- /;: 
Change speed and direction on-the-go, cy: So when :you heed qi tractor that ~' i~  
In tight quarters' you get, in and out will do several different Jobs anddo .' / i  
fast. "the Cat undercarriage is tough them all well: see your local Finhing /;,,:.. 
.and durable .with lifetime lubricated sales representative aboiit a .Cat,D6C ~' 
rollers, sealed ..,track and. bolt-on ,Tractor. It does mom'.work for less :: 
sprocket .ri.m segments. Behin d these money. ~ i i II ': '~ , ,. y, . • 
' K0,th Ro d • • ' . . " ' .~  .~ ' ' ,  . *s . • .~  " : , '  , ,~ ' i .  
' ' ]11  I J I I I I  I • I I " " 
I i i r Terrloe 
" L "  _a  • i I II I i " " I ~ . . . . .  
/ r )  ~ "YZ • .~e 
'" basket  p icn ic  
by the beach, just waiting for 
you. Crispy fried chicken. 
devilled eggs, assorted raw 
vegetables plus buttered rolls 
make a great Classic picnic, A 
bottle of wine. pop and hot 
:coffee in a thermos completion( 
"the fine fare. For encores take 
cheese and fruit, cookies or jelly 
roll and for the kids, Crispy 
Pops - a crispy, sweet treat 
packed in plastic cups with 
spoons as handles. Just wrap 
and pack for picnic-time. 
CI{ISPY POPS FOR PICNICS 
6 hostess plastic glasses, 
generously oiled 
6 plastic spoons 
4 cups crisp cereal, rice 
krispies, cheerios, etc. 
',, cup chopped peanuts 
t~ cup shredded coconut 
4 cups miniature marshmellows 
4 tablespoons butter 
0 oz. package chocolate chips. 
In a large• bowl mix cereal. 
nuts and coconut together• Melt 
butter in top of double boiler set 
over boiling water. Add 
marshmellows and stir until 
melted. Pour hot marsh- 
mellow mixture over cereal. 
Stir until cereal is coated. 
Spoon into buttered glasses. 
Push bowl end of plastic spoon 
intomixture. Pat mixture down 
with fingers, coated with butter 
and press so the spoon is held 
securely. Melt choeoclate chips 
'in top of double boiler. Drizzle 
over surfaces of cereal mixture. 
Cool. Packforpicnic. At picnic 
loosen Crispy Pop from glass. 
Children then can use spoon 
handle as a hollder to eat the 
crispy treat lollipop fashion. 
Recipe makes six. 
Lying and love go together. 
The more people you love, the 
more people who 10re you, the 
more you'll lie and be lied to. 
It's the unpopular person who 
can afford to tell the truth. 
Maybe that's what makes him 
unpopular. 
:   titnesses plan convention 
JehoWh's Witnesses' Toronto •prairie provinces. Weshtngti 
headquarters has ~announced]and Oregon in the five-& 
that a continuing ~eries of 
Cress-Canada conventions will i'Dlvlne : Name' Distrl~ 
be held th i s  summer, i Assembly. Programn 
highlights will inclu¢ 
Vancouver has been selected as; discourses demonstrations ant 
one of the eleven conference powerful d ramas  d Btbli~ 
centres and will host an i events with application ~ 
expected 12.0oo delegates at the,today, s. parents and youtt 
Pacific' Coliseum. July 7,11. i aays Watch, Tow~ 
L°eal Witnesses will J°in wRh i representa t ire.  Wi l l iar  
representatives from., the Veenstra, " 
Thezeare vex), few things 
leR for the men in this 





is one of 
them. 
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or the Government of British Columbia. 
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B.C. Fruit -- the best part of summed 
CHERRIES. APR ICOTS. PEACHES. PEARS. PLUMS : 
There's a whole summer full of luscious goodness coming your way . . ,  with daily arrivals: :~ '
of juicy, •fresh fruit, direct from sunny Okanagan orchards. ' . . . . .  
And ready now - B.C. Cherries. The biggest and juiciest 
, , .'. at,their sc.rumpti0us best throughout July. " 
Enjoy B.C. Cherries often during their all-too-short season: 
On breakfast cerea l -  in lunchtime Salads - in '  your 
• i favorite cherry desser ts -  and in a' heaping, "Fresh-tival" , : :• 
fruitbowl. : , cotou,~f, ~ ~o~e 
' bookle( on home Orese~ing and 
home fleering o/B.C., tree ~(ts. 
Send 25¢ in coin, With your name 
and address, to: B.C. Ti~e Fmits : 
Ltd.,.Depf. ','N ; ffelowna, B.CI ,i 
• ; " )  • ; '1 
":: r 
. . .  , '  
And to stretch the summer parade of Okanagan goodness ~ : 
. "  right through'the winter, now,s the timeto putup plenty of: ; 
/ , ; ! ; i ) )  home,made cherry jams and preserves! ' 
: :~ ' ,  ~ , ' ) ' , :  " .  ,="  . 
' L  
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T V, =" elling~ se ,  i proposed 
" ~ •  "bymi~istry 
' : "D' / i l :~  . . . . . .  , ! . t l 
• . .. ' ; • .7., '<- 
ie Kinsmen's T.V, Bingo 
.~ been announced..A total of 
10 was wo n by  16 peoplbl 
1 Seven communities in the 'K viewing ' " : area. 
mwinnerswere: Game one, 
"- D. P0flinger from Telkwa,: 
i Hislop from Terrace and 
iy Nelson from PrinCe 
ert, In cases where more 
one person won the game, 
prize was split evenly 
~een the winners. 
tree two, $500- Lil Kenney 
! Terrace, Alma LaJoie 
Kitimat, a Mrs. Ehiers 
fromTerrace and a Mrsi 
psky from Prince Rupert. 
line three, .$600- .Mrs. 
er Woodfall from Sandspitl 
:e Paul from Prince Rupert 
Mrs. S. Currie from Prince 
ame four $700 - Mrs. Chris 
,Game' six, $450:,7~i;~;' :Mrs; 
Latimer from ~!:Kifimat: and 
Victor LeFebvr~ from TeRrace. 
The big seventh!g~ime'for 
$130o was won byAlvin Me, ann 
from Terrace . . . . . .  :: • 
, : "  r C ' ~ N ' ~ N N I . A L ' M E M O ' , : '  
:, -- Island and 
lower mainland papers, In 
,February 1866, advertised', a 
$63100 fare for travellers to the 
latest gold strike in'.the 
Columbia's Big Bend country. 
This included steamer to Yale 
from }L. New Westminster $I, 
S'tage to Savana~s Ferry $40, 
steamer to the head of Shuswap 
Lake $10, saddle train-to the 
Columbia River $10, and canoe 
or boat to Gold Creek $2. Time 
elapsed was said to be 75 hours - 
if you didn't stop te sleep. 
~onen from Burns Lake. •' ' x x x x x 
,Game five, $400 - Mrs. E, : 
cBryan from Prince Rupert. CENTENNIAL MEMO -- The 
~d Mrs. H. Sotwedt from town of-Yale was burned out 
~uston. ' beth in t880 and 1881. 
XXXXX 
nfo teom to visit .Arctic 
OTTAWA (June 29, 1971)--The Honourable Jean Chretien. 
Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, oday 
announced that an information team will visit Eastern Arctic 
communities next month as part of a long" range 'project o 
improve communications with northern residents. 
Present plans call for o[her ; Mr~ Chretien said, "I am 
nformation teams to visit the [concerned that we should have 
eaffin area before ",he summer 
ovei" and the Central and 
astern Arctic la ter  in the 
ar. . " 
Mr. Chretien stressed that the 
purpose of the teams is to'set up 
a mechanism for establishing a 
more effective two-day 
exchange of information• . " 
The first team is scheduled to 
begin a proposed two-week tour 
of the Keewatin area on July 5. 
r lt will be headed by Frank 
McCall. Regional Director of 
Northern Resources for the 
Department in Yeilowkni_fe. 
The team will include a 
representative of the Northwest 
Territories government,, a
geologist, a water, lands and 
forest development and 
conservation specialists, and an 
Esk imo in terpreter .  
Communities to be visited will 
include Eskimo Point. Rankle 
Inlet. Chesterfield Inlet, Coral 
Harb0ur, Repulse Bay, Baker 
Lake and possibly Whale Cove. 
if airstrip landing and takeoff 
conditinns permit. 
The need for improved 
communication has been made 
necessary by the increasing 
pace of oil, gas and mineral 
exploration in the north, often 
carried out without residents of 
the exploration areas being 
informed in advance, or.being 
told about measures the 
exploration people are required 
by government totake to ensure 
that there is minimum 
disruption of the environment. 
a deeper understanding of the 
needs of northern residents and 
gain a closer insight into their 
fears that exploration will 
interfere unduly with their way 
of life, including hunting. 
trapping and fishing activities: I 
am equally concern'ed that 
northern residents should be 
fully informed about what oil, 
gas and mineral exploration 
~involves and the steps my 
Department is taking to ensure 
that development of northern 
resources proceeds in a 
controlled and orderly fashion." 
POLICE 
BEAT 
L :" An increasing number of in.such. :a ' t~s~o"ithai  people 
~an~disn' famllie~ a'nd ummg me tacm~d'can enter in 
.i~ivtduals require pr~esslonal'L;:lca~i;ae i~b~;t~Uurite y thereby  
c6unSelling to help sblve their . g: g '  S .L ' ~ " ' l ~' '  : 
persenal probiems. : : ~rs.  ureening:.said similar i 
• And theTerrace residents are counselling.services have ~en i
noeXception said Donald S. set up throughout~the province: 
Lewis. a member of a group of and ha¥e proven successful ini 
professional people involved assisting troubled people, i 
~i th 'var ious ocial .service The purpose for T.R.A.C.'si 
agencieS. : , creation• is prevention.,before: 
. By: this fall the group, the problems 5cReme too severe,! . 
Terrace Referral and Aid :satdLewis. , ,i i GARDNER" to Mrl an and Mrs. 
Centre. plans to.have an office .Once T.R,A.C.'s success isi Robert Gardner, a daughter on 
where it can provide free established it can .expecti J u ly  ' 1~ : 
counsellingto residents who finlincial assistsnce I tem the I . : • 
have personal problems either provincial governlpent, he BEMISTER- to Mr. and Mrs.. 
emotional and finanicai. , added, " ' " 
'A T.R.A.C.' delegation Council •told the delegation iti 
comprised of  • Lewis. would consider T.R.A.C.'s 
representi.ng the Terrace request  for a temporary! 
and counselling facilitiy and would Ministerial Association 
'notify the group la ter /  Mrs. M.R, Greening. supervisor, 
:BIRTHS:I: I 'Ter race  man:  :[ ' nora, ilrll, " "+ " - "  
'" e-f Iow'ng b i '~ '  : el named:•':; ~'  " fire • .ch ie f  . . . . . . . . .  7: ; trT/.:; :; 
'been recorded at  '~ Mi l l s  * : . . ". 
n.  / Memorial l tosp i ta! :  .D..ayne.Harrison. =:.has U|  
. . . . .  . . . . .  " .... , been appointetfflre'¢hlef for the ;~ '  . . . . . . . .  ~~ Moose <. : -+:~ 
.PERCIVAT~ to Mr,and':Mrs;: 'el d Prince au ct.',. C B ' ' '  ' : ~ ': •" :' :: :~'':'::~':'~''X' '• 
CliffordPerciva], isononJune [arrison. son  of 71,-: ; ' . , '  - . . . .  ' - - ' . .  ~,*::,:!:~:/~.i::;~'{,~.7.£ 
26 . . . . .  " '  : . . .  Harrison of Terrace. replades :' . , • " . . ' ,  Ilaffii-Fol: :,  L/;i,';: !!<::i171 
LaGACE-)to-Mr. and Mrs., retiring chief :: KlBuster)Hil l ;  . . . .  ~ "; ' : " ' "" " '" ....... : .... ::''~ 
JuneR°land I~Gace, a aughter~. .~,  . -.°n..Rupert Fire Department in 1951 and. rema|nedHarris°n :./joineduntll he! Prijoln~nCe ::t ~ h0 '  : ;Diroh D u r l  i;~! i / /  
I~USHNER ,; to Mr .  and Mrs. the Kit,mat Fire Departmen .t in 
.Dale Cushner. a daughter on 1.q57.. • ~ . . ,  . : 
June 29, • ,.He,returned to the Prince : • . 
of provincial wellare. Terrace. - 
asked Terrace. ~Municipa i 
Council.Monday to provide a 
building facility to set up office. 
The old TerraCe library at 
Kalum and LaRelse was  
suggested by Lewis. 
The agency, supported by the 
Canadian Mental Health 
Association. the prey,lie,el 
w~lfare department and other 
groups involved with helping 
people, intends to begin in a 
modest way. - 
it plans to offer a confidential 
counselling service during the 
afternoon five days a week. 
Gary: Bemister, a daughter on 
Ju ly  ,2.  
C'OURVILLE- to Mr. and Mrs. 
Donald Courville, a son on Jdly. 
"2 ,  
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE ACROSS THE NORTHWEST 
Exc. L is t ing 
Beautifully landscaped, 3 bedroom home. Centrally Iocaled, ' 
close to schools. Finished Rec. Room, fireplace, 2 
bathrooms, and carporl. Full price $20,000. Has CMHC 6~/~ 
percent mortgage. Owner-will consider carrying 2nd 
mortgage. Evening viewing byappoinlment only. 
For Sale - Exc lus ive  L ist ing 
Modern 3 bedroom home in Uplands are~ wilh large lot on 
paved slreel. Close to school. Owner will carry 2nd 
mortgage. For viewing or further delails contact our office. 
Life in the Country  
I:'s wonderfult ! Enioy lhe freedom of a 4-6 acre rural retreat 
iu~t$ minutes from downtown Terrace. For as little as $$00 
down you can have what everyone dreams of, room to move, 
U-Vic 
Drama 
e .xpe . r t  
A Canadian scholar egarded 
as the outstanding,authority on 
chilren's drama on this 
continent fs to join the 
University:of Victoria this 
year• S[~e is Dr. Barbara 
Mclniyre w!lose appointment as
full professor inthe Department 
of Theatre was announ'ced 
today. 
Dr. Mclnt~'re was born in 
Saskatchewan. though her 
family• is now settled in 
Victoria. She took her 
undergraduate d grees and her 
M.A. at the Universily of 
Minnesota nd herDnctorate at
the University. of Pittsburgh. 
Most recently she has been.on 
the faculty of Northwestern. 
considered the founding 
institution for" studiel~ ,in 
children s and creative drama. 
Dr. Mclntyre has alsolhad a 
wide 'experience Of working 
with childt'en in the:public 
schools in beth Canada nd the 
United States," Her publications 
include important series in this 
'field as well as many papers 
delivered to international 
Congresses. In 1967-9 She 
organized the International 
Children's Theatre Confereni:e 
' for the American Educational 
Theatre Association 'of which 
she has been a direc!or ,f0 r 
seven years. 
Peter Garvie, Dean of Fine 
Arts, said today, 'Dr. Barbara 
Mclntyre would' be anyone's 
. first choice in this area of study. 
We are delighted~,that:,(so 
distinguished ,,a :-Seholar"~,; Is]
coming .w 
A two car accident at Munthe 
Avenue and Kalum, June 24, at 
the top of Kalum Street hill 
resulted in ~;I,100 damage to 
vehicles driven by Rudy Horvat 
ands; ...... Bryan ...... Edwarfl 
Heighington, both of Terrace. 
R.C,.M.P. spokesman said the 
~urved. intersection is badly 
marked 'the small 20 mph street 
sign is difficult to see." The 
spokesman considered the 
intersection dangerous. 
.XXXX 
A car-truck accident o, 
Highway 16 East at the Cellgar 
Road intersection resulted i ,  
$500 damage to vehicles driven 
by Donald Apolczer and 
Beverly Gaff Bujtas, both of 
Terrace, June 23. 
XXXXXX 
A chain reaction three car 
collision at Lakelse .and Sparks 
resulted in $1.500 damage to 
vehicles driven by Beverly 
Tasa. Lorraine M. Prystay and 
James O'Brien, all of Terrace. 
June 24. 
XXXXX 
Council was told the current For .Sa le :  
state of the national economy 
and the accompanying change 
in way of life was to blame for 
the rise in severe personal 
problems. 
Mrs. Greening said one of tl~e 
problems facing existing social 1 
service agencies was that of 
shyness ~ a tenden/:y for people 
to reject government supported i 
agencies •to solve their 
problems. 
As a result many individuals 
seek assistance from others" 
who are not fully capable of 
providing adequate counselling. 
she said 
T.R.A.C, plans to have 
trained persons act as 
counsellors during office hours, 
A co-ordinator will take calls 
and organize appointments foi" 
those requiring assistance• 
Lewis said: "This will be a 
and your own private stream running through your properly. 
The full price of these lots is $7,$00 and $6,500 alld lhere is a 
limited number available. Investigage this opportunity 
loday. 
Valuable one acre lot on East Lakelse Ave. Has large, wail 
constructed home which could be moved. 146 feet of 
frontalje, drastically reduced for quick sale. MLS applied 
for. 
Rura l  Property  - Usk 
Older 2 bedroom home on !.29 acres in Usk. Full basement, 
good well and septic lank. Year round access by ferry. $3S0 
down, full price $7,000. 
Improved  Lot .  'Thornh i l l  
Ideal for a mobile home set.up. Large cleared lot wtlh septic 
tankandapprovedwater supply. CIose toelemenlary school. 
Full price only $3,500. 
Mob i le  Home 
1967 model Delroifer mobile home. 2 bedrooms, 12 x 45, 
unfurnished. Priced to sell al $S,S00. 
Just west of 4610 Westview Dr ive  
Large No.1 building lot 80 x 140, cleared and ready for 
construction. All offers will be considered. 
4646 LAKELSE . PHONE 63S-7262 
O ' ' "  
MEMBER NORTHWESTERN M.L .  $. 
volunteer agency without paid 
staff until such time as we 
receive enough financial 
support (government grants) to 
pay the salary of a co- 
ordioator.'~ 
The group hopes that its 
proposed ~ffice will be located 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
A two-car accident at the 
intersection of Lakelse and 
Clinton resulted in $800 damage 
to vehicles driven b..7 Philip Leib 
of Terrace and Joseph Morin of 
Kitimat on June 22. 
XXXXX 
Two vehicles attempting to 
cross the single lane Kalum 
Bridge resulted in a:$400 
collision to vehicles driven by 
Edward Spaulding and Gaston 
Fiset early June 24. 
XXXXX 
A rear end collision a t  the 
intersection fHighways 16, and 
25 resulted in $350 damage to 
cars driven by Keely Douglas 
Squires and Peter Lucin, both of 
Terrace, June 25, 
'<"- 1796,00 1970 Maverick s tandard  1968 Epic seda. 1196,00 
1968 Ford  sedan, V-9 Automatic 1 8 9 5 , 0 0  
v,, 1656,00 1968 Plymouth liowerequipped 
Rupert Fire 
and was appointed 
lieutenan~ in lgO7 
appolntmen! 
became ffective .July 1. 
/ . 
1970 VW'"sedan :" 1 8 9 6 , 0 0  
Departmentas f i re  in lg¢iehieffireHis. JlI . , will .be. poltpon=d until July. 34 
FOR A DAY OF FISHING & FuN 
On Bab ine  Lake  
Reilt  a new F iberglass Boat 
" f rom Bob Shicey at  Totem Lodge,  Topley Landing,  B.C. 
i . I 
:i 
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r Assurance- ch6mage • Canada 
Next January more than 96% 'of Canada's workers will 
enjoy the •income protection and other benefits provided 
by the new Unem.pl0yment Insurance Act. But. if you are 
covered now, these benefits are available to you immedi- 
ately, should your income be temporarily interrupted and 
you have at least eight weeks attachment to the labour 
force: 
• Benefit " paid •will equal two - thirds of your 
average weekly salary to a maximum of $100, 
or three-quarters of your wage if you make $50 
a week or less and have dependents. 
• If you have tO leave work because of sickness 
or pregnancy, you can receive up to 15 weeks 
special sickness and maternity benefits. 
t, ,e Special advice in job search techniques, to help 
you f ind  re -employment  fas ter .  
" '  i$7800 before Januery 1972, 
1970 Toyota sedan 1,796,00 i!! 
1970 nun  ,,cku,. ~.~. : 3096,00  1967 Dodge 2dr .x....v.o U . V  4 spe~d low:mileage . fu l l y  equipped '°'°'2096,00 • continuous coverag e" if your sa la .  goes over 
station wagon, 
1967 Jeep w,,<,otc. iSU,00 1969 Datsun camper,o, 
{.: 
1968 GMil ,, To., cy,. 
1966: Ghevrolet 4 dr sed., V.8', auto.' 
1966 Austin s,. Wg..;,s,eed 







1969 Dodge 4d°or.,,oo,,,<."'',.,ov` ;  2296,00 
lm EPic ,<,,. 169§,00 
]969 Ford Eoonoline 2796,00 
8passenger', V-O, automatic " ' .  .. • 
fold :Yo:' 2796,00 ' 1969  v o : • # • . . ! "  e t!c i: 
i966••o56v Pi<kup, c,',. 
Ohevrolet* 1968 p,<ku,, . 7 , . V..8 4 speed 
: ,~m,~ R - ; , '  ' "4  dr..sod,, v.e,' :lllOO ronilaC automatic 
THERE ARF/ 'OV/ER SO 
• 896,00 1-....-.,__ <o.v..=e 
" = ~  I " l l i | '~B~; fu l l y  equipped " 8951100 
<°-""  ' 8es,oo 22 .00 1964 Ford ' ,,e~ wind,s, elc. 
_ . . . , . 
1296,00 : 1962 Piym0dth: ' / ,  door sedan. 196,00 
USED CARS-AND ,TRUCKS, .  TO. CHOOSE .FROM 
AND ALL  HAVE ' . .BEEN. I  PRICED, .  TO , CLEAR-  . . 
PHONE 
. - • - t ,L " .  . . . '  • 
• ; " . . .  ' . .  ' . .  . "• . 
To provide you with these new benefits,•youi ~'premiums?'i'. • 
have hadto rise by. afew ci~nts if your earnings are over ):" ":::.i'i~, 
$11o a week. But the extension of~;coverage~to verone t- 
million more ,people .next/January: iwill redUCe :)our 
premium.  . . . . .  
, .  , . , , . • , , . 
' To find out mor.e about  the  new:Act i . .wr i te ,  phone or .v i s i t . . .  ' 
r jeares t  _ ..,,.. , _Unemnlovment Insl  . . . . . . . .  ' "• '  "~"•"•': ..... : :"  ""= your • JranceCommissIOn Office.i:~k/<' I .' 
a d ask for a copy of the~Gulde to  the New.~Upemp!,o.~p,<~t :  i~;,I , 
I nsu rance i. i ii ,I nformation}fpri:Employees..:/, It s,,your~7~)~r~,,~,:~:r~J,,~:•~,;•,, :, •• 
" ., .,LI 
/!i;! 
JULY  5., 1971 
.odeo 
, : + p e o p l e  
r se t t l ing  + + 
~.e • dust has settled, ' the 
iboys have moved on to other 
~s, and the stetson are 
in collecting dust on shelves 
I the Spirit of the west is 
t i vated  at the-, 1972 
ace's Stampode •' , . 
'he com//mnity has returned 
the normal  business of 
~ryday iffe while youngsters+ 
and turn in their sleep 
mining about new found 
vboy heroos. 
~he empty bleachers at Lions 
rk.have added another step 
their short but impressive list 
sl events, peetacular 
nl OI y a week ago thousands of 
ih 0i e occupied the bleachers. 
~t~h~g wild bucking broncos 
,d ~rahan; bulls throw teeth 
it'fing/cowboys into the air 
hal' onto the mud covered 
Iound. -. 
[Fun loving loggers joined the 
ro cowboys in what proved to 
e what r~leos are all about-  
m, skill and the pioneer spirit. 
Old timers Smiled toothless 
rim as they watched the 
~wpokes thudding to  the 
round, remembering+ bygone 
lays when the only way to get 
roimd the country was after a 
nan had broken.a wild horse.. 
The kiddies, wearing straw. 
tetsons and gobbling huge" 
~mounts ofcandy and hot dogs, 
leliglhted in watching men do 
vhar heroes do. 
Ordinarily cool ladies and 
)usinessmen whooped 'and 
hollered as nostril fiarin~g 
~nimals bucked swirled and 
tried to scrape riders of on log 
Cloudy damp weather 
mldn't keep . them. 
away...nothing short of a major 
calamity "could hold back 
district residents from the only 
connection¢ with the'historic 
pages of the past ~. the Sixth 
Annual Downtown Lions Rodeo. 
Sta id  conservat ive ladies 
threw aside formality and sat 
On" corrals as  the dismayed 
rodeo offlcials feared for their 
safety.+. 
Now and then mother nature 
sympathized with the 
spectators and allowed her 
warm rays to penetrate the 
cloudy skies, 
Several eowboy~s were 
slightly.injured during the first 
days aetivities but were again 
sailing over fences the next day 
trying to get a chunk of the prize 
money. 
Brahma bulls charged 
dislodged riders while clown 
bullfighter Ernie Marshall aft 
but stole the show ~vith is bull- 
distracting antics. 
Flying dust, cowboys, range 
animals and screeching irls 
were'the order of the da for the 
two day event which begap June 
26th. 
The ladies got into the scene 
With barrel racing and Wild cow' 
~lecorating --or undecorating as
the case' was. 
Saddle broncs, barebacks, 
brahma bnilscwild Cow milking 
steer wrestling, gymkana, 
events and others brought he 
wildly applauding crowd to its 
feet. 
Then it ended. 
Today the gates at Lion~ Part" 
are closed until next year when 
normally restrained Terrace 
throws off thecloak of formality 
and people loosen up a little. 
British Columbia Forest Products 
Limited 
- requires an experienced 
Saw Fi ler  
for its Mackenzie operations. 
Mackenzie is a planned development community 120 miles 
North of Prince George. Good services and recreatio~ak 
facilities are available in addition to the at@r.$~e"~,~+s~n~i~ 
offered by the Company. ,;,.~.,=~7~'~:,~:.;)~.~ 
The su¢¢esstuI applicant will be reqlJired to benclt circolar 
saws and band sa ws. Carbide experience would be desirable 
but not essential. 
Inlerested persons should phone Mackenzie 9W-327! or direct 
lulters at application to:. 
Industrial Relations Supervisor, 
British Columbia Forest Products Ltd., 
MACKENZtE, B.C. 
..... : ,<i :  ++ ' t , i , /  
',m te, rs+ n ded - .~e. J~or GO~: d]i~ was cancelled 'Tot saturday,. July 
Pod!more tha._ a + demdai+ One of,theobj+,++istoget 3rm but wlli he held' ++t 
certain groups in Terrace nave [' the. arena, up  a~, qutckiy as Saturday, Juiy • lOtlt at) the 
"been it~ing +to get a.sp0rts p0ssible/, in order to give regular time of 2 p.m..: ~: ,+ 
~j~'..n~L~,_:_~j ,.,, : ~,::~ ,,,~ . Terrace .'youth, an+ addlUonar We cnourage newcomers to 
a '~'~t~'~"~$,~P"e ~.= i oumt,+fo~ lhe~r ~ergi~i ~ he attend th.e ~,ee.ent fr~ go. 
~, ~, ....... ,N,~ . said ... ' + o .r- : ~ lessons~When you learn how to 
15,000 were putting a solid effort ~+ Part; of 'a ~enera~ti0n, of golf.why+n0t learn'the right Way 
into. getting+ one, ..said 'Walter Terro,,~,'o , , "+~'Y -  ~A-" ~; ' -~  ^ and avoid developing bad habits 
~er~,ace~-rena,~a~t~,ox~. ne they  have no where to release which are sO hard to get rid Of 
,,~hoP, ~ ' ,~ .  : " . .~"~;  their-energies' and  r~ort ~to later on. : :-' * • , 
=r'c'~n~l~eof"~oo~e,'t.~'.'pJ+ other activities such as_the Pres|dentJeanO~wouldlike 
• r~o+.+~p,~ o+~,+,~ ,; -=....-~-. experimentation" o[: drugs,.Yeo 
r - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~p . . . .  "a to welcome new lady golfers out 
who are prepared to work hat:d so.in::_ _L_ . . ,  ' . .  tb the Club for a round of golf. 
• . - . . . . . . . .  - WltO au(lltlonal recreanon ~F~V ~. [Orge[ [ne jonaone faei l i t i+s this: portiofi ea~ Now'that school Isout youhavc 
• , v,,~ oa,~.,, .+ +^~, . - ,.~ ~. possibly be regained and+ surely babsitters avaiable, it is a, 
¢o~e~,,~"'~,,~ ~ J~.~ ~..~A~, not lost in the next ge"eraii0n, excellent opportunity for you to 
~"~ ~" - ' " '  "~'  ' ; "~"~ The o~"~ k.o.,^ ~.~ ,...,,~.:. play during the day, Jea~ also vain_,^._  ~.,.+ ~ . . _ ,  , £ Bi~l l¢ i  i lUO I ;U  mJ ;  I / l~ i i l .  U l /~  
• .,, . . . . . . .  . , .  ,;u.,piemen.~ ot tired or'it will b~ lost to Terrace said that they are hoping to get 
.+Inn ~:d l~ea?r Jh :  ~°bm~?i~ i for at ,east the next i0' years he theShel Golfing films soon for a 
+ ~ ++~-~ - Thursday Night . , -  r . . . ., warned. earlier anu eas:erne sam. Private golf lessons are 
= q- -- ' "~ - available from Club ProBi l l  
Laplante; call the Club (635- 
2541) for an appointment. 
,C+ 
/ 
- " j ' •~Z 
' . "' r.`~.~J~J..~.:...:.-#~..:.;.:..~;.;'~:.;.::.~;:4;;;~;~J~;~J2~;~;~i~.~~~~9;;~ 
+ T+,+ ++:++ v o l m l t  ' i + :  I" "+ '+ + " ' +  + ' - '+-"+ '+=:  : ;`...+ ++   Over f low + ++ + aud lence  , 'L :" " r % " :  . ~ " "J~ ;1  ~ "~'' '+ ' l k" + ~"  4'' . . . . . .": ~& ~':~'f+ '~'  " '';1 " ++ . " , = k . = ~ :  : . . . .  t' ' , . + = . . . . . . .  +I :+ '  1~ " : ' : : ' "+ "f+ +~"  ' ; " " F,' : : ?~ + / " "~ . =++ ' r ? i ' '  : ' : 
- e ++' . . . .  ++ +++. + +++: + " " +  .... rme'+++'++++++ '+ + '+ rs  ,+ ::+.' sees :  +: mus  Cia l :: :: +:."  
i -" ?', ":%, .: 
Stockcars, broncs - 
a wild weekend 
-by Rudy l~augeqeder 
While the cowboys were breaking horses an.d 
sometimes bones the stockcar drivers were 
skillfully controling their own version of wild 
horses at the Terrace Speedway June 27th. 
Both require skills set down to a precise second in 
order to win money, trophies and recognition' and 
maintain good health for another day. 
Both are consi¢lered 
dangerous and open to 
<laredevils who have little" 
regard for the normal rules of 
self + preservation. 
While the brone busters are 
patching the seats of their pants 
the stock car racers are 
patching tires and ripped metal, 
fro; the next race date, 
June 27th was a normal day 
for benchwarmers ( the  
normally calm and collected 
segment ofsociety). However it 
was extra hazardous at the 
Terrace Speedway because 
recent rainfalls had added to 
the hazards of a normally 
dangerous racetrack.. 
However the results ended 
with'the pi'izewinners smiling 
and ready to go home and 
drink...coke...while c lebrating 
their victories. 
Winner in the B trophy dash 
-was: Garry Kerr driving Car 
~;:+:The'~+~r+ptiy Dash+Was won 
.by Dexter Archibald riving car 
nine. The 'i'And B heats were 
won by car 77 drivenby Danny. 
McBrian and car 37 driven by 
Ken Stewart repectively. 
In the A and B main •events 
Chuck Byrd driving ear 44 and 
car seven driven by Russ 
Shauer took top honors. 
I~ S IMPSONS-SEARS 
r r  Express 55 ! 
2495 6.70  x 1  
" ' 6 P ly . .  ' 
First line nylon construcUon r for s; 
and dependability. 
Full depth tread slots for sure footed 
trol on wet pavement. 
~ " 7 ,Q0-18  " 8 n I ¢ J 44.95 • 
p Traction Grip +:: ii+: . . . .  
27+++ + ,,+l  , 95  ++++  
Need Traction ' ,Here 's  the 'answer! i' : '" : ,  i::: :' ~ " 
For off the, road servlce,;they:,.are'tops; : :  " :t  
S IZE  ' PLY - REG. SALE 
6.70-15 6 27 .95  ; 24.95 
7.00-15 :"" 6 33.50 29.50 
6.0()-16 6 27.95+ •24.95 
6.50-16 ~ 6 28.95 25.95 
7.00-16 6 ' ~ + 35.95 " 30.95 
'7 .50-16  ' 8 '  ~ 42.95 37.95 
7.00"17 r 8 '  42.95 37.95 
7.50"17 8 45'95 { ~ 40.95 
39.95 
The mechanic's race was won 
by Paul Lyshaug driving car 
eight, 
Fearing their wives more so 
than for their lives the 
stockcarmen have a powder 
puff race...Women's L ib.  in 
Terrace? The race waswon by 
Rose Fagan who drove car 48. 
The jamboree race was 
wrapped up by Danny McBrian 
-the day's only double winner-- 
driving car. 77. 
': :. 31.511. • .  
. 34 ,95  




i' 44.95, : 
i i i ~ , :L , 
~n overflow audience Watched 
~ '~ .+marchpast of Canadian • 
: i .h l s t0ryat  Lions Park in 
.T~h_ornhill, Saturday, 'June ~.  + • . + ,  + . . + , 
+ Thtrty,two scarlet-tuniced 
hOrsemen, members of the 5 
world-famed' RCMP' Musical 
Ride on jet :  black .mounts; 
galloped through a r, eH~s d 
co~hpllea ted - • .p rec ia ion  
-,~uestrian acrobatics. . 
'The riders completed Such 
feats of horsemanship as the 
Shangh~d Cross where riders, 
complete with lances capableof 
running a man "through with 
three pounds of applied 
pressure, rode towards each 
other with barely enough room 
to sdqueeze by without 
coll idjn~ '=. ++The mounts 
approached each other at an 
approximate 45 degree ,angle 
further eomplieating the 
mflnonver, 
Safe boa 
SIZE "PLY REO'.~I : 
7.00-14. ~6- ' :  269, ,i~ 
6.70-15' ' 32,50 ':; 
"6.50"16' 6 " 34.50 ",: 
6.'/0-15 .6.  : .  30.95 i. 
7.00-15 ,6  .38.951 ' ~ 
'6,00~16 6 '/ 29.95 
6.50-16 6 : 32  95 
7.00-16 ! .... 6! '. ~39.95 ":LF 
7.00-1't ' . . +.'i 46 90, 
'/.50-17. 8 49.95. 
'Tubeless . . . . . .  ...: '.: "L" i 
The.first of two shows foe the 
day  wa~ performed on  a 
. s l ippery  • muddy, field • which 
hampered manomverabllity of 
• the horses, but theshow came 
off without an accident much to 
the delight of the crowd which 
totaled 5,500 for the,fay. ~ 
Field 'conditions .for, +,the 
evening show were somewliat- 
improvedas cowboys attendlng 
the rodeo earlier in the day:had 
compressed the,mhddy field 
with ',i their bodies • when 
di~lodged by oucldng horses 
and bulls. 
While low-hanging c louds  
threatened toput a damper on 
both shows the' weatherman 
saw fit to "h01d back the 
threatened ownpour for the 
duration of the ,performances. 
.Following a series of 
equestrian aerobatlcs'  +the .
Fau l t  f ind ing  
unproduct ive  
If something goes • wrong 
involving 100 people, you may 
be sure that 50 will try to prove 
it wasn't heir faultL 40 will try' 
to prove it was somebody else's 
fault: perhaps I0 at best will say 
"Hell, it Was everybody's fault; 
and nobody's fault. Now let's 
get cracking and repair the 
damage." Come hell or high 
water, those ten people will 
always be employed. 
This week is national safe 
boating week, and R.C.M.P. 
have announced that they will 
take a special interest in water 
• safety this year. _ 
There have been several 
drowning on the rivers in the 
area, and police emphasize that 
people with improper boats 
should stay off the rivers." 
Here are a few pointers on 
water safety. 
Pleasure crafts up to 18 feet 
long should be equipped with 
approved standard life jackets, 
vests, or cushions for each 
person aboard. These safety 
devices should be approved by 
the Department of 
Transportaton, and this 
approval should be stamped on 
the device... 
Oars and dar-locks should 
accompany every boat, as well 
as a bailer or a mutual pomp... 
If the boat,is inboard, or has a 
cooking or heating appliance, 
burns liquid or gaseous 
material, the +boat should be 
equipped with at least pne fire 
extinguisher... 
If a boat is towing water 
skiers, there must be two people 
in the boat, one of whom should 
watch + the skier at a l l  times.' 
Theskier should also wear a life 
jacket... 
" Ifyourboat oapizes, stay witll 
it. All boats are able to support 
offence -a;d--iiab-leTto'2-year 
max imum impr i soment  
sentence. 
Operating a boat while 
impaired is also a punishable 
offence. 
Although no arrests 'were 
made last year and no I 
comp!aints weri~ lodged.l 
R.C.M.P. will patrol local l 
rivers and lakes th:s year. I 
Tommy Hunter stars on CBC-TV 
network Fridays, at 9 p.m. in 
color. For one hour  of enter- 
tainment and fine country and 
western music it's the Tommy 
Hunter Show each Friday, at 9 
p.m. Tommy will also be heard 
on the CBC P, adio network, The 
Entertainers for five consecutive 
weeks, starting Sur, day, July 18 
at 4:03 p,m. 
cbarg f  at an Imaglnai~ 
advermry. ++ ' ,.'. ' +y ~ +- '+ :':r 
'. The + . mmJnt+d '!.+riders 
regronped an+ -.++?:.5 .: .~..~++':+ 
The' • moun~ed.+ ' riders 
regrouped and  ~I~ed past 
the.audleneet to salute this 
province's l(~J!ahniV *ex.sary into 
conferation. 
• ' While the musical Hders were 
preparing to ride onto the field 
the modern : versi0a~ Of +the 
RCMP. had their work cut out 
for them. Traffic lined up to 
Lakelse and Kalsm intersection 
+with motorists trying t0 crou 
thesingle lane Skeena Br ldge~ 
get to  the performance, 
• The Terrace RCMP 
detachment Was kept busy.. 
keeping tempei's +down *ann 
traffic flowing as evenly as,, 
~ossible. 
David Suzuki, worla-renowneo 
geneticist now associated with 
the University of British Colum- 
bia, is hast of CBC-TV'ld;opu- 
lar  series, SUZUKI O1~1 
SCIENCE, Mondays at I0:00 
p.m., on the CBC-TV network. 
- . , , .  . + ,  
Notice Regarding Scholarships 
. • 
Notice is hereby g iven .that Branch No.13 o f  the Roya l  
Canadian Legion has funds ava i lab le  fo r  scho la rsh ips ;  to 
s tudents  w i th  Veteran  a f f i l i a t ion .  App l i ca t ions  should  be in 
app l i cant ' s  own handwr i t ing ,  l ist ing academic  qua l i f i ca t ions ,  
i n tended study Veteran  re la t ionsh ip  and  o ther  per t inent  .... 
detai ls .  
Appl icat ions  should be addressed to:  The Secretary  - •. :" 
Branch No.13, Royal  Canadian Legion ~'  
• ; )~r ; , , , ,~+ i t ,+  t++ .: k ' .~.  " 
:* . . . . . . .  4425 Legion ,~venue - Ter race  
and marked:  Scholarship Appl icat iOn, 
Deadl ine:  15th Ju ly  1971 
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,CAMPING.  ....: : L 
Check/:list::ior   +trips 
Camping .  probably the  
• fastest •growing vacation 
• experience - can be fun; but it 
• also can present some health 
: and safety problems not 
normally associated with more 
• antiseptic surroundings, says 
the  B.C. Automobile 
Association. 
HoWever, a few 'simli le 
preeautions, can insure a 
reasonably safe and enjoyable 
camping expedit ion,  For 
example, beware of eating 
unwashed fruits or other 
uncooked or unpeeled produce• 
Avoide drinking water from 
springs, old wells ' aud 
community drinking CUl~S. 
A small first-aid ki[ is: an 
important item on any 
camper's equipment checklist 
and a flashlight and flares to 
warn oncoming cars in case of 
~n accident are a must.. 
BCAA offers these 
suggestions in case of. 
emergency: 
-Animal Bites - Wash with soap, 
a.+d running water• Go tO a '  
physician immediately. Report 
a description f the animal to 
police. 
- Insect Bites- Apply ice pack or 
cold cloths if swelling is large. 
- Poinson Ivy After contact 
wash immedia{ely with soap 
and water five or s ix  times. Do 
' ndt  scrub., Rinse with rubbing 
alcohol.. If a ra'sh :bi'eaks out, 
see a physicia'n. 
- Poisonous Snake Bites - Get 
a physician at onee. Have 
victim lie down and be quiet• 
Keep punetured area lower than 
rest of body, Tie a fairly tight 
bandage an inch or more above 
the bites; this is not a 
tourniquet• Cut into fang marks 
parallel with limb and suck 
wound• Wash mouth 
frequently. 
- Sunburn - Discomfort from 
mild sunburn may be relieved 
by olive oil or petrolatum. If 
burn is severe or victim feels 
sick, consult a physician. 
- Tick Bites - Ticks spread, 
several serious diseases• The 
lick has a probe on its head 
which punctures the skin aud 
fastens into the flesh. In 
removing the tick, be sure the 
probe does not break off. The 
tick will withdraw its probe, if 
you hold a hot needle or lighted 
cigarette near its end. Do not 
piek or crush the tick between 
your bare fingers. Paint wound 
with an antiseptic. 
"Need some money? 
Our personal oans 
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"When y~ riL~,~d' ~b extta:ce~h.for seine-,, ; ;%. 
a rnajo~- I~6u~hO]d appliance, or a vacation, ' 
~ere are several wayB you can finance the 
deal. But a ~oyal Bank termplan personal 
]oan can actually save you money. . ,  because 
it costs less than ordinary buying 'on time'. 
A termplan loan iseasy to get, easy" to pay 
back, and it costs so little. You pay us back 
in easy monthly instalments that are worked 
out to fit your budget. And the loan is life- 
insured in the bargain. 
Royal Bank termplan loans give you cash 
in advance so you can shop for the best deals 
in town. Come in and see us. We like to look 
after you." 
Community Corner 
Mills Memorial Hosp i ta l ,  " " 
The Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary annouuces that their 
;xnnual Bazzar 'EL MECADO 
DTONO" will be beld in the 
Terrace Community Centre on 
Salurday, Oetober 2nd. 1971 
from 2.5 P M:  
ROYAL BA N K 
-the helpful bank 




For the second consecutive 
month, business failures in 
Canada slowed during May to 
234 from April 's 246, the 
smallest number since 
January, reports Dun & 
Bradstreet. Casulaties. 
however, rose 29 percent over 
last May's 181 and stood al the 
highest for any May since the 
early 1930's. 
Dollar liabilities plummeted 
to $14.3 million from the prior 
month's record of $84.7 million 
and to less than half the $30.4 
million in May a year earlier. 
This May's dollar volume is 
seen.as.the.lowest amount for 
any month since August 1970. 
Casulaties with ..losses nf 
$100,01)0 or more accounted for 
most of theApril-to-May decline 
in failures while failures in the 
$25,000 to $100,000 plus liability 
failures howed the only decline 
frmn May last year, while 
substantial increases were 
noted from May 1970 in ail other 
size groups• 
All lypes of operations except 
constructiou and commercial 
service shared in" the May 
decline in failures with retailing 
mortalities hrinking to their 
lowest number since December 
t970. On the other hand, 
eonstruetion and service 
failures both had more concerns 
failing than in the prior month, 
with failures of service 
enterprises showing the 
steepest rise. Compared with 
May last year. business 
mortalities ra0 hea~,ier in all 
funetions -- service failures 
almost doubled their 
comparable tolal in tbe similar 
year-ago month. 
Trends among the provinces 
were mixed with Quebec, New 
Brunswick. Alberta and British 
Columbia the  provinees 
showing slight decreases from 
April. All other provinces 
remained' virtaully unchanged 
or sho~ed increases of a few 
notehes from the prior month• 
Most provinees equalled or 
exceeded May 1970 levels.. 
Almost twice as many concerns 
failed in British Columbia as a 
year ago, and 35 percent more 
Ontario concerns. The month- 
Io-month decline occurred in 
the non:metropolitan .areas 
whereas easuaities in Canada's 
largest cities roaeabove both 
their month-ago and year-ago 
figures. 
T + " ~  ~ : " :~ I : 'N~:~: '~ Ask foP, lids fOlder 
Tuesday.  Ju ly  13th ,  :i:97"l. 
635-228"/ 
If you  requ i re  a te rm loan  to  s tar t ,  modern ize ,or  
]~ expand your  bus iness  we inv  te  you  to  d i scuss  
" 1 ' : ~  ' yore :  n 'eeds  w i th  Our  rep iese i~tat ive :  
L+\Im s,. m! 
/ ! EffI.OPMENT BA#K :• 'L 'I::}:~::~: :' 
T~i~M FINA~I'CINB,]:I)R'.CANAOIAr~ BIJSINESSES •' • " 
• 1320 . ' S th  Avenue. ,  ,• .-•;;~ '~ 
'=",Priflce GeO~,ge!, B:." C;:.:;',::,~ 
, : ,  + • . , ,  . ? . ,  ~ . . : ,  . : , - . . , :  ~,  
Huether  . Hov iand r i tes  i 
Candle arbors +and baskets of 
colorful flowers were the setting 
for the marriage of LoAnn, 
eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas Hovland, Terrace to 
Dale Huether, eldest son of-Mr 
and 'Mrs. Alvin Huether of 
Wanham, Alberta. 
The Terrace Seventh-day 
Adventist church was the  scene 
of the evening ceremony 
performed by Paster Gordon 
Smedley of Terrace on June 13. 
The bride wore a gown of 
nylon organza over taffeta with 
puffy sleeves from elbow to 
wrist• Her long train veil was 
held in plaee by a crown of dew 
drops• She earried a bouquet of. 
red roses and white carnations. 
A minature bride aM groom, 
Tammy and Lenny Hagen and 
flower girl Noranda Halverson 
were part of the bridal party. 
Maine Hovland, sister of the 
bride and maid of honor wnre a 
floor-length gown of sparkled 
mauve organza over taffeta. 
The empire waist was 
surrounded by a silver braided 
band. Her flowers were yellow 
and white mums draped by a 
deeper purple ribbon and her 
headpiece was of deep mauve 
flowers. Bridesmaids were 
Valerie Huether, sister of the 
groom, and Sherry Suizle, 
cousin of the groom. Sherrl 
Cherney, friend of the bride and 
Dwane Huether,' brother of the 
groom were eandle lighters. 
. .  • . 
: Rill J0hmon of Oregon was ' 
best man. Ushers were Allen 
and Earl Hovland. brothers o~ 
the bride.' ' ,  - - .  
The weddingmusie was played 
by Mrs. Dean Bonlie, and Mrs.- 
Peter Rosanhain sang 'A  
Prayer' while the young couple 
knelt'in iirayer. 
A reception and program 
followed the wedding in a 
banquet room of Lakelse Hotel. 
A beautiful three-tiered heart- 
shap~l wedding cake, with 
mauve flowers continuing the 
theme chosen by. the bride • 
centered the bride's table. Miss, 
Lynette McClellan served the 
brides table. Grace was said hy 
Mr. Gordon Smedley. _ 
Miss Nadina McCle l lan  
presided" over the guest' book. 
and assisted her mother,. Mrs. 
Ernie McClellan, in opening of 
.the gifts. 
For the w~ding the~bride's 
mother chose an aqua fortrell 
ensemble " with . white 
aceessorie~. Tbe "groom's 
mother • chose•.a hot pink 
ensemble with',, white 
aceessories. ' ' . 
For going away"the bride 
chose a white laminated pant- 
suit• + , 
After a honey-moon in 
Terraee and" area, the couple 
left for their home at Happy 
Valley in the Peace River area 
of Alberta. 
Approximately 56 out-of.tow~ 
guests were in attendance. 
-' avdaire. 
,, total Travel ] 
i ~ There's no l im i t  to  summer, fa l l  a~id' I
winter fun with Travelaire - the total , 
• travel trailer. ]Four "La Jolla" 
• models to choose from, ranging 
from 15' to 22'. All featur~ low 
• pr0file'eye-appeal fo/grea.tcr.. 
~afety,•mileage economy. For total 
fun(choose Travelaire " the total 
trave'l, trailer. • .... '
~ravelalre Travel T~ailers are fine •products ofNeonex Leisure 
• - Products Group, - " ' ¢ " :: 
1055 West Hasiings Street, Vaficouver, British Columbia2 
Manufacturing Plants in Edmonton and Red Deer, Alberta ~':Win~l~: 
Manitoba - Woodstock and Amptior, Ontarip.. 
WESTERN TRAILER SALES LTL: 
Phone 63S-6S64 ,f. 
Highway 16 next  to  Skeena Fores t  Product ' s  + 
Box  162 Ter race ,  B .C .  
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• Play HOME's Cenh nnial * 
Silver Dollars Gamel + 
"0  . • ' " ~;;i:,~',~ Tens, f thousands of prize dollars.., all in B.C. : +  m r  
Yo gy"  $1 $5 $10 $20 $100 C sh " "  . . . . . .  u m wm • • • a Prizes. + 
• ' " " ' ' " " ' " ' ' ' ' " " ~(  , :u , . ,  , . : . - :G , , , , : ,~ .~ *" '~ ' ! " ' , '  
• Enjoy.B.C. s history by shar ing Len Norris'  a Len iNorr is  Centennia l  Poster" de~ ,__._,.tir,l'. "+.~..,:' ""~ ' !  
. .  L. l ighthearted look.at  our past, and win . . -  " B,C. s colorful .history. + ,~i:: ;: " . ~'~i '" 4~" .: "r ~ : ~ , ~ " " ~ 
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platlonatAdvarli$1ng 
type furnace Phone 635-3572 (P.52) ites f r Rent  _ • " veranda. • In  excellent cenditton. 'K iT IMAT-5T IK INE  ", + " .+ ' " ; * eI:~G L . ' -Armstrong..Degg : 
~apresantMivl~ Ltd.' . . . 
'1 " EmpressMofor Homes ern Reghhl,11111ews.Eapers set • Colliers. single bed. stove, bedroom furnished apartment suite. For. S~Ie .. 62 luxury cal', 383 motor, TAKE NOTICE  . THAT ' Since:" women'B ~ i recent 
• Forsale.tr:oge, T.v,,encyclopeola To Rent. for July & August only 2 ' =' - + " "LAW 1 AS AMENDED '" " . . . .  " • " 
7 West Hastlrlgs Street I I  " Phone 835-5516.or 635.2839. (P-2) Phone 635-31.r~ evenlogs. (P-S1) p . . . . .  ,R ,  ;~  ~.. ~U " ' "  "~ . . . . . . .  r...'" ++, +~_ • invaBlen of  the Cahadlan labor  i vanco.. ,E.C. 
berof:  ~ ' ' . 
,' = B;C. Dlvisl0nofthe ' :.~ 
~bnadlan Weekly Newspapers 
oclation " 
and .. . . .  = 
. Verlfled Clrculatlon. 
Cla~Ided Rates . 
~e cents .a word (Minlmu~ 20 
~rds) Dloplay.classlfied 51,;5 an 
:h. . 
Subscription Rates 
Single Capet 15 cents. 
'earty b,I mail.S10 in Canbda. " 
$12 outSide Canada ." 
Jtherlze'd as second cla~"maU,by 
,e Post Office Dept., Ottawa'snd 
" p aympf)I of postag~J9 cash.. 
3-  Personal 
re you sick and fired of being sick 
nd fired? LePAIcoh011c'Aoonymous 
alp you. 
• . .  Meetings 
~ry Wed., 0 P,M. Ionl0ns- meet ew 
<eerie Valley Group every Thurs;, + 9 
.M~ 
efface Family Group every Sat., P+ 
.M .  
reakfest Meeting every Sunday I t  
,M .  
II meetings held in lhe old Library 
ullding at Kalum and rakelse'Ave. 
For Information write Box $54 
.=trace, B.C. or Phone 635.2830 or 
5.:~14.8. :.. ~,/= 
.I, - Louis Pratt, will not be 
responsible for any debts Incurred 
by anyone but myself. (P-51) 
I, Claude Gagnon, will not be 
responsible for any debts other than 
those incurred by myself. (P-S1) 
FOIL DEFOLIATION (P-6) 
Worried b~, falling halt, dandruff, or 
scaly, itchy scalp? Try Lanex, a 
new scalp treatment, Lanolin based• 
Greaseless. Satisfaction or money 
back. 52.50 lar, at Terrace Dungs 
Limited (C.;43.3) 
14-  Business Personal 
r . ; 
WATER WELLS 
Call your locally~owned. 
company 
~o serve yeu better. 
All work guaranteed. 
CLEARWATER 
DRILL ING LTD, 
Nwy. 16 East Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6106 
• Evenings 635-3676 
Foryour holldays, hunting or fishing 
. Rent a trailer from Heaft's Rentals 
Ltd., 470 - 3rd Ave., Prince George, 
B. t" (CTF-M) 
5AV-MoR E'BU ILDERS CEN-TR E 
LTD. , ' 






Drafting," estimating, blueprlnting 
and ' 
NOR-PINE HOMES, 
The pre-feb home built In Terrace 
• (CTF) " 
" ".At LAN :l.'McCOl:-Lr. 
I , NOTARY PUBLIC" 
• ". :4646 Lekelse'Ave. 
• . Phone 635q282," 
• Res. 635.2~2 
• : '~~'~ Terrace, B.C.. 
. I -+ ; .  I . "  " 
- i@ 
I FRANK'S  TELEVIS ION ! 
AND ELECTRONIC " 
SERVICING.  .+ 
Phone 63S.3715 10:. 00 a.m.- .  10 
p.m. _ . _ 
Complete septic system Installed. ! 
Backhoe work by the hour, of] 
contract. "" I 
For free estimates call 635.3065| 
(CTF ! / 
16 - Lost 
Lost • on.Sunday, June 20th a blue.- 
point neutered, male Siamese Cat, in 
area around River Dl'lve, Thomhlll. 
Body. pearl-grey, points on tail and 
mask - dark grey. Reward. Phone 
~s.3~2 (P.S11 
17.  Educat ional  
TUITION 
Disappointing report? Need hell~. 
Experienced, well.qualified teacher + 
available during July.August. 
Individual or smallgroup. Grades3. 
7 Phone 635.3739 (P.51) 
,9 p:: H~J~ w+'dl~d.k l v~e-  
' _________&'Female ~:"+  
.~ .  
OFFICEGIRL 
Discover the type of.work you like 
.best by handling a variety of 
interesting office asslgnmenls, 
including the.chance to demonstrate 
your lalentsasa receptionist. You'll 
like otlr cheerful modern office and 
our group of friendly, career men. 
and women. Good salary, pald 
vacation ~ employee benefits. 
Although this iS a Terrace 
position, applicants should apply to 
our Kltlmat office, at this address: 
Houshold Finance Corp. of Canada 
264 City Centre 
Killmat, B.C. (CTFI 
20 - Help Wanted 
. Female  
i 
RELIEF KITCHEN MAID 
" - -  ~"' EICTUREFRAMES ":: TWO REQUIRED 
tram. Of paintings, pictures To work weekends and staff:  
photos, tificates, needlepoint etc. 
Ready Io hang. 50 frame styles to 
choose from. 635-2188. (CTF) 
TONY'S MOBILE HOME % 
SERVICE & REPAIRS 
For Complete Installation & 
~ervlce 
~locklng & Houk.up all Services 
~klrtlng & Porches & 
DIsmantellng CTF I 
I 
Phone 635.7849 Terrace, B.C. J 
T 
MILLWORK + 
.w indows,  doors 
custom bui l t  cabinets,  
'. ::renovations 
4626-  A Dav isAve . ,  
Phone: Bus, 435.777S 
• Res: 635d694: CT 




.. Phone +,35.3~]~.: 
Come .for a. Holiday. To Nerve's 
Resort on Ft'ancols .Lake, :Boats.& 
M0tor'k.: Store :end Post Oftlce.. 
# Phone 695.6301.: Contact: Hugh & Jo 
Nsave • Franc0|s Lake, B.C. • .~ 
(CT-I) .... 
holidays. Salary: $18.S0 per day. 
Competition Me. 71:429. 
This competlt!un~requires that 
o~ndidates have Secondary School 
Entrance. qualifications and some 
experience as a waitress of kitchen 
maid. Cleanliness is an important 
factor. 
Applicants for this position must 
be Canadien citizens ,°r British 
sublects. 
Obtain application from 
Government Agent, 4506 Lakelse 
Avenue; Terrace and return Io: 
. .. Principal . , • 
" B;C. Vocational School • Terrace 
, , .  LBOX ~726 I , " ,  ' : L " " . . 
;..!' ,Terroce+, ,. B; C, +'L,:': ~:;'•:: " . +' 
notllater than June 25,. )971; " + ' 
21 " Salesmen-& Agents 
'Salesmen. wanted for Terrace;" 
.' Prince* Rupert, Houston, Smithers 
/and::sqrrounding areas. One+ full-. 
time ~lah +#nd one. phrt.lime 'man 
~:~requlred.? Ca'r:esse~lllah Selling for : 
';old :established: fli'm~". C .onfa'ct' by 
Writing to P,O. Box 64; or Fh0ne 635.. 
,3066 (C.$2-3) 
~,24 ; ,Situations Wtd. 
, : Ma le '  . . . . .  
Odd fobs of any kind .+ lawn ~owi 
palntlng, building Pnd'.tearing dm 
• etc, ~Reasonable'wages e)~pe,;te 
Pleasephone 63t;.$647 after S:00 
leave name;and number; (P.SI") 
'I" I~8: ' : ::F~Jrid~ure: for sa le  ••+:i 
: ~e' : +~U'I : ¢~V ~ag +to0 much for 
lumlt0re?:.'lf sos:try our,'lurnlture. 
renting+ ~ P~an. ewe ; rant:!/complele : 
hous(~h01d ~ifurnlture~:lrleiudlng .TV+ 
• with opt[0nto buy, Freds Furniture 
.4434 Lak~lseAve; 635-3+30. (CTF)  
,3 Bedroom grouPlng noW available '
from Fred's+.. Ihcluded .are.2 plec0 
chesterfield,S piece, kitchtm:'tabl0. 
~let, 3 pibce, bedroom Sultei~: prl~ed 
from $497 or comolet~ wl th~00 
• ed s.Fur 
Italla~t made world famous 
Accordlans. Direct from factory et 
less +1hen half price. We send 
anywhere at our •'expense and 
guarantee• For details write or 
phon~ 563.7310 E. Masslnl, 1921 
Upland St., Prince Geroge;, B.C. 
(CT.1) I 
2 only used 23s. amp welde-rs . 
complete with. cables and ends, 
Prlce $230 each. 
1 only used .90 c.c. Kawasaki 
motorcycle $280 (cash only) 
1 only 250 c.c. Yamaha Twin 1970 
Model $550 
I only 14 foot fiberglass Runabout 45 
h.p. Westbend electric start and 
trailer 51100 
TRI CITY MOTORS 635-6368 - 4606 
Grieg Ave. Terrace, B.C. (CTFI ~ 
Anyone Interested in a flea market 
contact Sears AuctiOn. Phone 635- 
2414. (P-S1) 
BACKHOE FOR HI RE 




~'rF )  ANYT IME 
3~ - For Rent .. Misc. 
For Rent • Indoor storage space for 
motorcycles, campers, skldoes, 
boats, plckups, etc. Phone 635.2603 
(CTFI 
• 37 - Pets 
For Sale . Registered St. Bernard 
puppies, excellent quality. Write 
Omineca Pine Kennels, Box 71, 
Telkwa B.C. Phone 846-5391 after 6 
p.m. (C-2) 
Loveable Tiny Toy POUdles fron~ 2V~ 
to6 Ibs. Registered. All ages. Mary 
Holder, Box 562, Burns Lake, B.C. 
(P.1) 
Registered Elk hound. Phone 835. 
6960 (P-51) 
38.  Wanted .  Misc .  
For Rent: 2 bedroom sulte wlth or 
without frldge and stove. Also I - 2 
bedroom house. PhOne 635.3864. (P- 
51) • . . 
For Rent - 2 or 3 bedroom suite 
unfirnlshed. Ask "for Mr. 
Schaperkotter," Krumm Rd. No. I, 
Lot B. (CTF) 
For  Rent • N Ice and clean 2 bedroom 
unit for small famiW, unfurnished. 
No pets allowed. Units In Thornhlll 
area. 'PhOne 635.~68 (P - l )  
49 - Homes for Sale . : . . • 
3 bedroom house, 1000 sq. ft. off 
highway 16E. 2 miles from Skeena 
Bridge. Dow~npayment $600, first 
mortgage 125 percent. Full price 
$15,000.00. Phone 5-2603. 
(CTF) , 
(FOR SALE'BY OWNER) 1200 sq. 
ft. 3 bedroom,, full basement, Home 
located at 5006 Park Ave• Features 
Alcan Siding, Larg~ kitchen roughed 
in plumbing in bar, ement. Electric 
heating. Immediate occupancy 
available. $3,$00 down. Phone 5.7337 
after 6 p.m. to view. (CTFI 
ENGINEERED HOME3 
Prefab Houses Available from 
Kedar Construction Ltd. 
- Large Plan Select;c."~ 
- •High quality competitive prlce~, 
- Prefinlshed Kitchens 
- Oven and Range 
For fullinformation Write P.O. Box; 
120, KItlmat or phone 632.6312. 632- 
69r, d. (CTF) 
/ One bedroom house on I corner 10tJ 
| near shopping area. Quick sale.J 
| Please phone' 635.6182 or 635-35d7 I 
latter 6 nrn (CTI=I I. 
3,bedroom house, 1,000 sq. fL off 
IHighway 16E. 2 miles from 
~Skeena Bridge. Phone 635.2603 
- (CTF I 
3 bedroom home, no basement, 
$2,000 down. $135 a month. Full 
Price 517,000• Phone 635.5112 [P.52) 
2 houses on 1% acres. 2:/= miles west 
of Smlthers. Will accept house 
trailer as dow~n payment• Phone 847. 
3493 in Smlthers, B.C. (C41 
For 5ale • Two 2 bedroom houses, 
low milbage, posl.track, 3 speaker 
radio, dofngger, all power. 5700 
firm. Phone 635-2505 (PT.$1) 
1970.Pard Custom H.D.' V= ton 
pickup, 11,000 miles. 52,500 cash. 
Phone 635.3537 (P-S1) 
1967 Galaxle XL 2 door hard top 
P•S.P.B.o399 cu. in. For furlher 
informatiop phone 635.288S (P-S1) 
1968 BrOnco In good condition. Low 
mllage. Priced to sell• Contact R. 
Skogluncl ¢15.5366 (C-51) 
For Sale - 1967 Merc t/~ Ton, 
overheuled motor. Phone 635.6054 
(P-51) 
For Sale. 19~kS I nternational plc~,up -
In good condition. S~00 cash. Phone 
635-2748 (P-51) 
Written offers wanted on 1968 Chev. 
Blscayne; App ly  at Toronto 
Domlnlon Bank. (C-52-3) 
60 Toyola.Sprinter. Good car but 
needssome body repairs. Phone635. 
9998 (P-S1) 
1967 Parislenne Hard top, red with 
black vinyl roof, 396 V-8, Turbo 
Hydramaflc transmission. Call 635. 
2400 for appointment o view. (P- l )  
66 Ch.ev BIscayne Station Wagon• 
Automatic, 8 CyI. nOW fires, good 
mechanlcal condltlon. Make an 
offer. Will take part, trade. Phone 
635.4353 early mornlngs or late 
evenings. View at No. 32, The Moteh 
(P.51) 
64 Chev Biscayne, 2 dr. sedan, 283, 4 
barrel 4 speed. All new fires. Good 
condition. Phone 635.5573 after 6 
p•m. (P.1) 
1965 Pontiac Laurentian in 
immaculate c:ondltion. $650 O.N.O. 
PhOne 635.7369 after 6 p.m. (P-52) 
"+SALVAGE 
1 Brand new'670 g, oed year tire & 
wheel 
66 Chrsyler Windsor 2 door hardtop 
57 Kenworlh 923 Log Truck, 220 
Cummins engine, Jake brake, with 
18 Ion columbia Trailer. 
Hayes H.D.  8-V Jimmy Diesel, 
Jake. Brake, with 37 .ton Hayes 
Trailer; (CTF) 
Enq'uire Skeana Adjusters Ltd; 4742 
Laketse Ave. &15.2255. (CTF '~: 
Wanteduto.buy good used.,furniture~." . concreJe driveway, oli furnace. 
Confact~\FJ~dS' .Furniture"635.,3630:- $t30000 cash, for both. Contact 1037 
(GTF I~ ' r~;  +*;;~':, ...,+,~,, ,,+=.~ : .--.L~.kelse Lake I~d; (P..2) ,; 
' ,-,.'. ,:"::+~+-.., :. I 1+3..'bedroom house Jocsted in NOW 
'39 - B0ats+:& 'I, Engines I Remo on I acre lot with suite In 
I basement.. Partly flnlshed, Prlce 
For Sale: 15':flberglass V-hull boat, ~I SIS,O00cash only. Phone635.6980 (P. 
60 h.p. Eleclrlc start motor, 16 ft. I 6)_ : ,., .: .' . . 
H.D. traller,'c.w skiing equipment. I For Sale -+3 bedroom modern home" 
Phone 635.7436 (P.51) " / on bench: Approximately 5 acres Of 
V land, with about 2 acres cleared; 
• half cash desired. Phone 635.3073 (p. 
312'ft. unfinished I~oat hull• Contact $2) 
Dr. Proctor at 635.$900. (P-I) 
For Sale.. 12' Alumlnum car top 
boat.Phone ~.7893 after 6 p.m.(P- 
.52) 
41 - Machinery for Sale 
For Sale'. 120 CFM Compresser 
Broomv/ade, Jack hammers, rock 
drill, hose and steel. Phone 635.5153. 
((~-$1-3) 
43 - Rooms for  Rent 
OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE 
Comfortable rooms In quiei 
residential "area. 2812 Hall StreH.. 
Phone 635-2171.'(CTF) . • 
• KEYSTONE COURTAPTS. " " 
1,2,&3 Pedroom delux~ suites,. 4621 
Scott-Ave. Terrace. Phone ¢35.~'24 
or 63.%~381. (CTF) 
GATEWAY CUURT - One and two." 
bedroom furnlshed sultes, • 
Reasonable summer'and wlntel'~ 
dally, weekly, and monthly rotel, 
PhOne: 635-5405. (CTF): ' " 
o ' . 
• - Flynn Apts. i." _ 
'"i=u~;nlShed rooms and furnished 
L apts Cook ng fac ties :available. :
+,.Phone63S:6658(CTF): , . :  
' For Ren t . tWO rooms for single 
"~ person. Phone 635.6052 Apply ,Nl~ 
i.. Grt+ig Ave. (P.52) • + : I ' , " '+  
=.. R~omfor Rent for gmtleman wilF 
Co0klng f~cilltles; And p r.lvate belh~/ 
.:.'Close to,laWn. Phone:anytime 635. 
." 5233+ ( P ~51 ).... ": ' ' ~' " ' : " ' *:L ' " ": ' ' " ' 
44 - R0om & Board 
Roorn and boardfor one. working 
..man. Ph~)P~+62S-2321 (CTF)', :: 
Ro0nl. a ,d  '+'Boord+ available: for 
. gent emen,: ocated~ln, town/. P~ion e 
" 63S-5572 (P~52) : 
one with full basement, carport, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
51-  Business Locations 
.Newly Decorated Office 
Birch panelled walls, wall to wall 
carpet. Electric heat. LargeNorth 
wi'ndows• Approx. 900 square feet. o~ 
Lakel~e Ave. Apply EIken 
Mercantile PhOne 635-2552. (C.TF.3) 
Downtown commercial property 
comprising two shops totalling 1,800 
sq. ft. plus rental unit and parklng 
Space• Substantial mortgage 
available at 7 percent. Contact Mr; 
Moore, 4616 Grelg Ave. (CTF.T) 
For rent. 1 2 buslness spaces In new 
building 500 sq. ft. & 800 sq. ft. Phone 
635.7985 (CTF) 
Atlr~actlve Offices' 3010 Kalum St. 
63S.2312 or 3147. (CTF) 
Space for rent • 420 square feet. 
Ideal for small' business located 
across from the Postofflce. Phone 
• 635.3042 ( C-S 1-3 ) 
P 
52:- Wantedto.-• + Rent . . . .  
. Wanted .,.+,+. TWO bedroom home faT;.)" 
young married couple. No children: 
• Cai1635:6391 between9 a m & sp;m. 
+(CTF} ' :", , -..,:+ . . . . .  
'want+~l t'o renl ;Trailer • fi;om+:JUly ' 
171h .to Aug0st.7th, '1971 ~ capable of 
'accommodating 5" pe:o~le..~Cali"6~- 
6977; (P -49) . - ;  .:~" : ' ' .  !:+ '...' 
Wanted to rent . . l :  or.2 bedroom 
house,' unfornJshed." :'.~ Wanted .+'by, 
Government employee. Phone 635. 
5907(P.$2)' ": .'," '.. - " 
5;I :+: Business Proper ty  
1963 Pontiac Parlslenne 2.dr. 
hardtop, V-8, centre consul 
automatic bucket seat. ~i~0 ;)hone 
63S.5781 (P.52) 
ForSale - 1970 Dodge ~ Ton PIck.up 
only 50 miles. Like new Phone 635. 
69W anytime. (C-1-3) 
For. Sale-' 1960 GMC 1 fan truck.C & 
C with*or without dump. Best offer 
accepted. Phone 5.2603. (CTF) 
For Sale. 1965 Acadian• 635.6595 (C. 
Sl) - 
58 - Tra i lers  " 
• For Sele'- 16' Santa Pe Travel 
Trailer.. Phone 635.3567 after 5 
weekends. (P./.~) 
ForSale by Bid, 
One 10 x 54 1963 Pacemaker Mo6ile 
Home.. For infornpetlon contact 
Bank of Montreal, Kltlmat, B.C. (C. 
2) - .  
+ For 5ale - 10 x 38 2 bedroom trailer. 
Phone 635.3246 (CTF) 
Buying a Mobile 
Home? 
your  BEST  f inancing 
comes f rom the 
Bank of Montreal 
call 635-2295 
. ~and ask foi; 
i . . TOMNEWE.LL  " 
: L ~ iII'SOU~" #ARK HOL IDAY.  I. 
I TRAILER5&CAMPER=" 1 " 
' I  : ": (HIt;:hes-mlrl+eS eiC;)l 
': l i fe 'EL  iNN MOBILE HOME "l 
• i s, ,s .... I 
:: I .++:,+;;,•.i+ w;st : : e : 
.... Terrace, B:C. " " ' tCTF '  |•  .; P ha.e;6.,...=.. 
' Fo~" Saie .: :campi+~- t(al er,+ self 
:cont+Ined, .Cert',be'seen 0t 4~12 
Olsen: Phone.635.2438 evenings. (P. 
501: : ,  " . . . , -  . '- " 
13'. Scamper'Trailer •sleeps,4, Ice- 
• box; 3 burnerpropane stove. Phone. 
Come in andses our new.19Tl Motor 
Homes. 4736 Park St., Terrace. 
Please phone ~:3Q7i aftel ~ S er 
Saturday s. (CTP) 
For Sale.: Home made camper 
plenty of room - good for hunting. 
.$'200. Phone 635-3563 (CTF) -" - 
For Sale . 8 x 34 General trailer With 
2 ioey shacks• Best Offer. Phone 635. 
2258 (CTF) 
For Sale. 20 ft. house 'fraUer. Phone 
635-7480 (P-S0)  
I0 x 38 2 bedroom trailer. Contact 
No. 7, Art Chevron Trailer Court, 
River Dr. (CTF) '" " 
For. Sale - General mobile home,, 
furnished, large porch end Ioey 
shack. Located Timberland Trailer 
Court. Phone 635-3740 (P-2) 
For Sale • Aluminum camp trailer. 
For sale or will trade for boat. Phone 
~35-7492. (P-S1) - . . 
For Refit • Trailer spaces available, 
~30.00 plus tax. per month, fenced, 
gree,'= lawns, large playground at 944 
Kofoed St• in Thornhlll. Phone 635. 
2482 or 635-2386 (P-2) 
1967 Glendale 12 x .$6 3 bedroom, 




THE DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
"" NOTICE 
Notice is hereby given ;hat a 
public hearFng w i l lbe  held on 
proposed - zoning amendmenl 
by . law No.. 609-197). The 
proposed amendment  . i s  as 
follows: 
(1) To rezone Lots 2 and 3, 
Block "A! ' ,  Distr ict  Lot .369, 
Range 5, Coast District, Plan 
972 being 4545 Park Avenue and 
.1546 Park /~venue from (R3) 
RPsidenl ial  D is l r l c l  (MullS. 
family dwell ing) Io cen,ral 
commercial (C1) 
The proposed amending by. 
law may.  be viewed during 
regular, business hours at  Ihe 
.Municipal Ha l l .  
-The public hearing' shall be 
held in the council chambers of 
lhe mun ic ipa l  bu i ld ing on 
Monday, July 12, 1971 at 7:15 
pm.  
Al l  persons having any 
interes~ .in the proposed 
amendment  aforement ioned  
shall ;ake no l ice  and be 
• governed accordingly.  
iCM.52) 
Dislr lcl  of Terrace 
" Jack Hardy 
Clerk.Admlnistra ~or 
NOTICE ; ro  CREDITORS. 
Estate of James FABIAN,  
deceased, la te  of Genera l  
Delivery, Terrace, B.C. 
Cred i to rsand  others having 
claims against the said estate 
are hereby required to send 
them duly verif ied, to the 
PUBL IC  TRUSTEE,  "635 
Burrard Street, Vancouver 1, 
B.C., before the 4th day of 
August, 1971, after which date 
theassetsof the said Estate wi l l  
be distributed, having regard 
only to claims that have been 
received. 
: CLI.NTON W. FOOTE; 
(C-S2) PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE ESTATE 
SALE " ' 
The Public, Trustee ~ 'as" 
,+ ,n ,+0,  o, 
Marg l t  Czlnk of fers ' for :sa le  
foll0wing, estate .property:' : " 
Lo t 'B '  Ex*cept:parCinctuded 
In Plans'4541 "and '5981, D'ISII;I¢:t 
Lot 839, Range 5, Coast Distr ict , :  
P lan .  4093, Pr ince" - .R0pert . '  
Ass+essment Disl:ricf, being 13o+, 
Queensway, Terrace, B.C,  1971 
Taxes (Gross):  "$371.35; i971 
Asse.'ssments (General) Land:... 
$3,322.00 Improvements: 
-. ' . The BlueBottle:property for sale, 
47-  Homes for Rent ' ; i  ; :1714Queensway~'Terrace, B.C. 3 
:acr, e~ ~lth 0he hoUse end 2 Cabins,' 
i~ bedl;dom home, - - - "new,  ln Thornhtll. For+ :lnformatl(~n 'write" ', Hans 
Magdanz, B0x 2262,+Quesnel or call 
Immediate occupancy."~Partlally-. 992,9636 (P.2). ;: + 
furnlshed.::'+Reason~bte, : phone .~35.'. : :, • " 
,P.S,, : , i 
"mlJ+ :  I+~ :',1:'+" : : + :, : +$ ~: rly+]or:.+Sale:,.::':.::+ 
: For": Rent: 1', bedroom furnlihed I ' + ' ' . . . .  • 
cabin avallable,.June ~15th at+ NIl I :: ' '~.'~ ;: :":MUsT"SlILL+"' ' "  
MoUntalnvlew Blvd,, Pho~e.Klllmat; ::!.i~:- acrei".vlew 10t, wlth :48ix'+~: ' 
&12q,29B l! .  '('p.) ,:,., +' , ::+i' . . . . .  .bal~/ment and,t, ubfloer' In Terrace. 
~ l ; k i y . : a n U . ' ,  *Y.s3,500"Cash,or ,easy! .635 .5578,  (CTF) terms....+ .Phone. 
monthly rates, Cedars~Motel. Phme' l ~""  ~ ;::" '+ 
. . . .  "..++ ': ' .  :"" ,". - 11-:For~Sale: Proper ty , - In  tim. Nass." 
. pursuant . t0 the provis ions.of  
Division Par t  XX I  and. Divis ion 
Part  XX lV  of .the 'Municipal  
'Act, RSBC 1950, Chapter 255 and 
• amendments ~hereto :  that  the 
' I~ardof  the Rag!one! Distr ict  of 
K i t imat -S t lk ine '  w i l l  ho ld  a 
Public Hearing to hear-br iefs  
and receive submissions wi lh 
• respect to the aforementioned 
By-Law on Saturday,.• July 17, 
• 1971at10:00a.m. in the Banquet 
Room of  the  Ter race .  
Community Cent re  Building, 
4620 Park Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C,, 
• AND FURTHER TAKE 
. NOTICE  +that  the 
aforementioned By-Law maY + he 
viewed'dm:Jng regular  business 
hours at the Regional Distr ict 
off ice .at no.' 1;~ ; 4644 'Lazelle 
Avenue, Ter; 'ace, B.C. 
A summary  of the By-Law is as 
fo l lows i  - 
PART 1 - iNTERPRETATION+ 
AND ADMINISTRAT ION 
1.1.0 "Title , " 
• 1.2.0." Applic:ation. 
1.3.0 Definitions. 
PART I I  - "GENERAL 
PROVISIONS 
2.1.0 No subdivision contrary to 
By-Law• 
2.1.1. No subdivisions contrary 
• to Regional Plan. • 
2.2.0 Basic provisions, land 
must be su i tab le  for  proposed 
'subdivis ion.  Layout  and 
serv ices must  meet  
i ' equ i rements  o f  the Publ ic  
Util it ies Commlsslon~ the Water 
Act, the. Heal.th Act, the 1,.and 
Registry Act,  and the Pollution 
+Control Act.  
PART I I1" . .  STAh lDARDS.  
WITHIN  PLANNING AREAS 
:3.1.0 ) Frentage'Minimun within 
Planning Area's.:• " - : - .+ :  
3.1.1 )- 60 feet With either wafer  +" 
o r  sewer  50 feet wJfh wafer  and : 
sewe~;, 100 feet if  no' services,"  
but in no case, loss that 10 per. + 
cent.of perimeter of lot.+ 
3.2.0. Parci l  Area. in:accordance.  
wi th Depa.r+tment .Qf.~Hlgl~w~ys 
Regula lions • - 
3.2.1. P lann ing  areas as  
designated i'D Schedule A of BY- 
Law. 
3.1.2. The min lmum.area  of a 
parcel into which land outside 
p lanning areas  may be 
subdivided is 10 acres .  " 
Roads, lanes, and Walkways 
Requirements. 
3;3.0 M in imum road al lowance .. 
feet.  " 
3.3.1 .Minimum lane al lowance - 
20 feet.  " - 
3.3.2 M ln lmum wa lkway 
allowar~ce. 15 feet. 
3.3.3..Minimum raduls for dul .  
de-:'sac:50 feet 3
3,3.4 .Max imum gradient .'on 
hlgi)way.s. 8'pep cent 
3.3.5 M' ln i r~urn.  ang le :  f, o r  
hlghway.lntersec+tion 70 degees; 
Highways. and services to be 
constructed to .LoT:el Services. 
AcLRegUlations - ' " 
3.4.0 Sewage dispo'al only In 
accordance  " w i th  Hea l th  
Depar.tment •Regulations. 
" Dated This 24th day of June, 
1971 
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-ForSale: 2~yr .  old 12 X.50' Trailer. .sq. f t .  on"l~;a ' 'treed ',int" ' and  Cassle "Ha ~v.to w Carpet, 'furnished '~r" u~Iful'ly 
unfurnished with Sx 8 Joev:Shack. .approximately'  'r-acres;.bullt In.:, (AdminlBtratien 
Fully Insulated: 635-7920 ~.~.~'  e lectr ic :  range and fr ldge in . :, : '.- .;-".+ 
-+ + + - • ' - _ kitchen, fu l l  cement I~asement, +825tJkibe.Ca~i; 
MOBILE '  4:0o p+.M: Written"0ffei;s fo r  i t  
' propet'.ty'v~ill be i;eceived byl tl 
"HOME SALES.., + +ersignedupt05:00 F • unl );M;'~ 
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-, ' ~'. respect  to: . . the 'co~dlIIoil ~+ 
• ,.,+.' • ,5GUIR I  II ,52 . . . .  - . ,,. ,, fltl,~:~ tka ni^~,,=', -~'r lk~: k'; 
force. many • families haVe 
found their'~conomic standard 
.vastly itnpo.oved: Now. they 
have two incomes. 
In : ..the" ~tg~;~'s female 
p.mnlovment rose by morea.than 
7o0.0oo in.Canada. ,In the same 
Darted. male .employment rose 
by g00.000: Female 
parUcipation in" the labor force 
rose from 28.7 per cent in 1961 to 
:~4.4 per centin 1969. ,.. ,. 
Families with-women in the 
labor force rose from 21. per 
.centto 32 percent be~cen 1961 
and 1965. Records howthat in 
19~ the average arnings of a 
family where the wife WaB 
contributing, income Were one- 
third higher than. those where 
ths wife wa~; not working. 
• These statisticsare recorded 
in the, Canadian. Consumer 
Credit Facthook, published by 
the Pederate Federated Council 
of.Sa]es Finaante Companies 
and:.the .Canadian Sonsumer 
Loan Association. 
More than 2 soo.oon,.:women 
are 'current ly  employed in 
Carmda's •labor force.. S0me of 
• these,  w o m e n  are.+ self- 
supl)orting and require their 
incomes for daily living. More 
than half, of them.,h~vever, are 
wivies and mothers... Their 
incomes added to that of the 
husbands' means ,  many 
.families .may surplus revenue 
over expense. All of,a sudden 
th'ere:is more money to spend, 
Anda good deal of the extra will 
be earmarked for extra ,g0ods: 
Such a position while 
• reassuring, does carry some 
.hidden dangers. . + . 
In the first place., while these 
families have been able to raise'. 
th.eir .standard of :iiving-:while 
they may have surplus revenue 
afte=;.all the bills are paid-:there 
stil l is the risk. of one of the. 
I~+ .r,~ .e~s,, f, ,a~eillg ,,url. e~plyment. 
:thid +~,+nt.+d~, l!y+~an~ Vh(;. live it 
upon two incomes ale Stunned 
when one inc0me suddenly 
idisappears . . . . .  : 
' It is 'that muell"worse if~ 
daring their "lush years they 
have counted.on a double futut~ 
income to.. carry large+ 
.purchases ,, on credit, . 
,. I t  , is estimated that an 
interruption of one of the :two 
incomes is involved: in  about 
one 'in four. of 'al l  serious • 
problem+, eases": referrbd to 
credit coun~lling 0ffices; *~ 
When tow partners• are 
working. Certain, :, . major 
• Ira chases" .are' often, made--an 
extra car., more Sophisticated 
~ou~ehold . durables.'., more 
e l~ab o.r a.t e,: l i v !ng  
accommodation, mor~ + l q ; ,dW 
travel. 
The The purchase of such 
items will likely invol.ve credit., 
If families.suddenly lose a large 
proportion of the discretionary 
.income. after' they hae 
commotted theuseives to credit 
payment., they may ,find they 
are  ,_in'serious, financial 
difficulties, 
To safeguard these situations. 
, families with a double income 
can take certain, percautions: 
One', way is through.proper. 
budgeting-spending .with an 
eyeto the future. What is the 
All wells lCt~ 
and Ouaranl~ o~S~Ie  #!iMls¢, ~ i i ,  
iwith. less 
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fi'rsl aid champs from Kitim.at Fire Department show off Major John Springer (right) imblicly congratulated team at 
tn'nphies they won at B.C. Chamionships in Vancouver Saturday. conneil meetiug Monday. 
Kitimat firerr t n take tropl  ies 
Kitimat Fire Department has 
taken the trophy for the senior 
men's competition and the 
WCB's trophy in the National 
first aid competitions held in 
Vancouver last weekend• i 
Other results of the i 
competition were: i 
Alberta won first place in the  
National Competition of the 
Centennial '7t First Aid 
Championships held in 
Vancouver, Saturday. 
The Alberta team from 
Canada LaFarge Cement Ltd., 
of Exshaw, defeated 1l other 
industrial first aid teams 
representing 10 Canadian 
Provinces, the Yukon, and 
Northwest Territories, to win 
the St. John Ambulance 
Association National Trophy. 
Second place in the National 
Competitions, which were part 
of the four-event championships 
sponsored by the Workmen's 
Compensation Board of B.C. 
and the St. John Ambulance 
Association, went to the B.C. 
Telephone Co. Ltd. team from 
Victoria. 
Bell Canada's team from 
North Bay, Ontario, placed 
third. 
In the International 
Competitions, the Montana 
team from the Anaconda 
Company, Great Falls, won 
first place and the WCB's 
International Trophy. Second 
place went to the Oregon team 
from the State Accident 
Insurance Fund, Salem. 
Team members in the 
National Competition Were 
faced with a simulated accident 
which involved two seriously 
injured workmen. The first had 
suffered an electric shock and 
fallen from his scaffolding, 
fracturing his leg. The second 
workman, in hurrying to the 
rescue, fell from his ladder and 
became wedged in the scaffold. 
:He suffered a ruptured spleen 
and a deep cut to his hand. 
In other test accidents, team 
members were asked to treat a 
workman who was struck by a 
,heavy oil drum, and another 
victim who burned his hands 
and crushed his toes in a power 
iawnmower. 
Captain of the winning 
Alberta team was J. Malhoff 
while L. Worrell was coach. 
Team members were J. 
Sheldon, J. Kelly 11. Hofman, 
and P. Weston (spare). 
The team was accompanied 
to the competitions by Charles 
Gilbert of Edmonton, 
commissioner of the 
Workmen's Compensation 
Board of Alberta, 
In the Regional Competitions, 
first place awards went to the 
following: Pine Point Mines, 
Yellowknife, first for the 
Territories; Alberta's team, 
first for the two western 
Provinces; Canada Cement Co. 
Ltd., Fort Whyte, Manitoba for 
the Prairies Provinces; Bell 
Canada, North Bay, for the 
Central Provinces; the 
Canadian Red Cross Society, 
Charlottetown~ for the two 
Island Provinces; and the 
Sydney Steel Corporation, Nova 
Scotia. for the Maritimes. 
at , ,  
CENTENNIAL MEMO -- News 
of an Indian massacre ofa road 
party at Bute Inlet reached 
Victoria May 11, 1864 Ninetten 
persons were killed. The 
Indians were brought to trail at 
Quesnel in September and five 
.were sentenced to hang. 
I I I I I  
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the Government ofBritish Columbia, 
Second place in the senior 
men's competition went to 
Cominco Ltd., Kimberly, 
representing the East Kootenay 
area. 
In the Junior Competitions, 
the girl's event was won by the" 
St. John Ambulance team from 
Victoria, while first place in the 
boy's event went to 
Cumberland. 
Trail Air. Cadets won second 
place in the boy's event and 
Bluebell Girls from Riondel 




The new telephone xchange 
in Houston, which emplo~,s 
electronic switching, was 
placed into service a:00 a.m.. 
Sunday. June 27. 1971.B.C. 
Telephone Company said last 
week. 
The new electronically 
control led, computer- l ike 
switching facility brings to 
Houston telephone users new 
benefits in speed, convenience 
and innovations when.calling. 
Stun Patterson/ ' 't'he 
Company's Terrace •District 
Manager, said that 'customers 
in the Houston area served by 
this exchange will notice a 
number of major differences 
from the' existing electro- 
mechanical. These differences 
are detailed in an instruction 
card mailed to all Houston 
telephone subscribers. Briefly 
some of these are: 
-a different sound in dial tone. 
busy signaland ring back tone 
-immediate ringing • of the 
number being cal!ed once th~ 
last digit has been dialed 
-partial dialing or too "long a 
delay in dialing the complete 
number wilt prevent acall fi'om 
• being completed 
-the need to dial all seven 
digits on each local call 
The 1200 l ine '  exchange 
complete with equipment, new 
conduit and cable additions, and 
radio equipment is costing over 
$9~0,000. 
The new building which was 
started in August 1970 and 
completed in November, cost 
$160.ooo. 
' "  1 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE BIC. 
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• MONDAY, JULY 5, 
O . . . .  . ; .  n " :+ ~ ~ __ ' O h : ' : . . . . . .  " ~ r , ,  , _ _ ~  History expands Air ILrUI I !  
Heirs Ga~e Airtram, opening mid Jury, adds qn.exciting new • Another milestone ~vent occur~.in 1945"when the massive 
chapter to the long and fasinating history o~ Heli,Gate'of the, :~ flshways at Hell's Gatewere completed, Landslides:and 
Fraser River Canyon. This narrow gorge nag oeen asseelateu ' : ;dumping caused by railway~constructlon in 1914 had partia,y 
with much of British Columbia's, history ever 'since Simon :blocked the river, narrowing Hell a Gate t0'half its previous size. 
Fraser first passedit 163 years ago, on June 26 1808. The :Efforts were made to clear:the th0mandsof.tons of rock and 
explorer made his dangerously slow,ray along the cliffs above " earth but were never completely succossfUl, ',~Thus, at certain 
Hell s Gate on a series of bridges and ladders built by the local 
Thompton ledaies.' .  His report of the .journey was so 
discouraging.that it was many years before white men again 
ventured into the region. 
Eventually a fur brigade trail .was established passing 
the canyon htgn over the cliffs of HeWS Gate. Over the rocks 
walked hardy trappers in quest of furs for the fashion:centres 
of Europe and the East Coast of North America, ." 
In 1858 gold was discovered 10 miles north of Hope. ~ Soon 
thousands of prospectors were passing through HelPs Gate as 
they made their way upriver in search of the precious metal. In 
1860 the gold rush moved northward to the Caribee and the fur 
brigade t/'aii evolved intoa mule trail, in 1863 traffic became so 
heavy that the Royal Engineers enlarged the trail into a wagon 
road. 
But the sounds of.straining horses and oxen were not all that 
HelPs Gate was to hear. In 1884, after four years of 
backbreaking construction, the whistling shriek of. the iron 
horse became a daily event as the Canadian Pacific Railway 
chugged along the west bank•of the Fraser. Thirty years later 
another ailway, the. Canadian Northern - now known as the 
Canadian National- was completed through the Fraser Canyon. 
And in 1925 the automobile arrived, as the former wagon road 
became a vital ink in the Trans- Canda Highway. 
New newsprint barge 
under construction 
Vancouver - A fifth ocean- 
going newsprint barge is under 
construction for MacMillan 
Bloedel Limited to transport 
newsprint•to he United States 
market, it was announced 
today, 
The company has awarded a' 
$I,800.000 contract to Allied 
Shipbuilders Limited, of North 
Vancouver, for the huge 
newsprint carrier and it is 
expected tobe completed by the 
• end of November, 
MB now has three of the 
barges U'ansporting' British 
Columbia newsprint to the U.S. 
west coast market, and a fourth 
has just entered service ~ 
transporting newsprint from 
the MacMillan Rothesay 
Limited mill at Saint John, 
N.B,, to the U.S. east coast 
market. The carrier now under 
construction will join the:. latter 
in this •Atlantic seaboard 
service. 
Each of the steel barges is the 
length of a football field and 
they are among •the largest 
cargo deckhouse barges afloat. 
The fifth barge will be 363 feet 
in length and will have • a 
capacity of 7,200 tons of 
newsprint, the specifications 
being approximately.the same 
as those of its four sister 
carriers. 
Eight regulation sized tennis 
courts could be laid out on its 
interior cargo deck.' 
The hull of the new barge is 
scheduled tobe launched about 
the end of August and the 
deekhouse will be erected after 
the hull is in the water. 
The concept of towing 
newsprint by  deepsea barge 
was developed inB.C,  by 
MacMillan, Bloedel, The 
deckhouse on each of the barges 
is wood-lined and ventilated. 
'The concept has resulted in 
more reliable deliveries of 
newsprint to customers and less 
damageto the product han by 
other forms of transport to the 
.U,S.,' said B.I. Howe, Vice- 
President of MB's l~lp  and 
Paper Group. 
• The fourth , now entering 
service on the east coast, is 
named the 'Rothesay Carrier'. 
The three barges in service on 
the west coast are the 'Nootka 
Carrier', and the 'Nanoose 
Carrier', and the 'Nahmint 
Carrier'. 
MacMillanBioedel holds the 
major interest in the MacMillan 
Rotheeay newsprint mill" in 
Saint John, the remaining 
.interest being held by 
geldmuehle of West Germany, 
This mill's capacity, recently 
was doubled to 360,000"tons o!
newsprint per  year with the 
installation of a second 




Your dentist may soon have 
even better fluorides to protect 
your teeth. ' - -  
Fluorides, which are used in 
drinking water supplies and in 
dental offices to help ward off 
tooth decay, have been proven 
time-'after time to  be most  
effectivedecay battlers. ' ! J ' .  
Three new fluorides have 
been discovered by' dental 
researchers that may offer even 
greater muscle that. those now 
used. Their first use would be 
for topical applications, the  
.fluoride 'baths' your dentist 
gives your teeth after'cleaning. 
Titanuim tetrafluoride has bee~. 
found to strengthen teeth longer 
than normally used fluorides. 
The third new agent 
ammonuim si l icof luoride, 
increases the amount of fluoride 
deposits in tooth enamel three 
to four times over currently ~ 
used fluoride solutions, •say the 
researchers . . . .  
Fluorides are nature's own. 
way  to protect teeth i against 
decay. Many communities 
across Canada have naturally 
fluoridate water, many other 
ommunities have been adding 
uoride to their municipal 
ater supplies: . Some 
toothpaste makers have ~dded 
fluoride to their products. But 
even if fluoridated water and 
othepastes are used, your 
tist can help reinforce your 
witli a fluoride bath- 
adian Dental. Association. 
water levels, spawning salmon were unable to pass :through I 
Hell s Gate on their way upriveP tOitheir age-old spawning 
grounds: The result was a drastic decline in.tbe size of th.ei 
salmon runs. Theflshways, built bythe International Pacific 
. Salmon F'sheries Commmsionalleviated his~roblem, They 
allow fish to bypass the main force of the water and pas.q 
th~'ough tunnels to a point upriwr wherelthey can safely 
continue • their journey.- 
Now comes the latest form of transport. Nb[ through or by 
• HelPs Gate but over it.  onthe Hell's .Gate Airtram. This fully- 
automatic, Swiss-built aerial tramway will take 30 passengers 
at a time from a terminal by the Trans-Canada Highway to a 
point far below on the opposite bank ofthe •river: Passengers. 
will get an exciting view of theFraserRiver a id Hell'sl Gate as* 
they pass directly over its rapids ann whirpools; at the viewing 
platforms and educational displays in the Lower Terminal they 
will see and learn still moreabout this fascinating and historic 
spot. 
Heirs Gate Airtram is the latest- and one of the most exciring 
•-o f  a long series of events and man-made achievements that 
make HelPs Gate and the Fraser River Canyon one of the great 
attractions.of the Canadian West. 
Required Immediately 
OPEN P IT .  M IN ING OPERATION 
Three, heavy duty ore•truck drivers. 
Rate Of pay 3.94 per hour : 
Applicants must be experienced in 
• driving heavy duty, rear dump rock 
trucks. 
Single accommodation only at present. 
Apply giving experience, references, 
and -phone number to Personnel 






"Applications are now being accepted for 
admission in Septe~nbe'r to the following 
career programs:, i:,, 
B.i),I.T. Transfer Program 
One year at C.N.C., Second year at B.C.LT. ' 
Chemical 'and Metallurgical Technology 
Forest Products Technology 
Forest Resource Technology 
Geolog ica l  (M in ing)  Techno logy  
Natural Gas and Petroleum Technology 
G,N.O. Diploma Programs 
Business Administration - Two years 
Data Processing. Two Years 
Early Childhood education : one or ' 
two years' " . . 
For further.information, or to obtain a 
ca lendar  andapp l i ca t ion  fo rm,  p lease . 
phone or 
The Registrar, College of New Caleclonia 
2,901 -20th Avenue, 
Prince George, B.C. 
Phone: 562-1321 . 
\ 
~NO DEALERS PLEASE 
• "RED BUTTER 
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FORECAST FOR THE YEAR AFIE~.. 
FOR ALL  READERS BORN BETW~J~N+~ 
Good news Comes to you this ~,e~ir,::andR might' 
be news of an academic or exammation success. If 
in business, publieityor advertisingisilikely•tob~ a 
distinct aid to .your causel as likewise WOuld be 
some degree of showmanship. : "•. . . '.+..: -~.•. 
He#lth and travel seem to be under good aspects 
too, and in a number of you'r activitids there may 
well be a run of luck. But; while yo.u might be lucky 
at cards it is a questionabl~ whether youwili be 
similarly lucky in romance. All the same, you may 
have intuitions about that• oo and become, in other 
Words, a lucky picker! 
AQUARIUS" 
,lammry ~1- February 19 
Good news should be a feature 
f the present week's influences 
nd may provide the occasion 
~r a celebration. You could 
Iso be surprisingly lucky over 
speculation, and if your ship 
"• :  ..... ~: ¢O+STA+¢ENN ' By ~+ . ? ~+•.  - ' .  SH . : , - ; . /  ++ . .... . .  . . , : . . . . .  
"" :+ " professi0nal, .careeraL' or ..... ; " 
business tri0mph." To that end 
you Will be receiving t~ best of 
JULY 4th and JULY 10th ++ .. inspirat ions,  Home and 
. . . . . . . . .  ' " , domestic /interesta~ are +,also: 
Catered,for, and.part of your 
luck mayassume a monetary 
form. " . + .+ 
" " ' "  ARIEs  : . 
March 21 .April 20 
. " Fo!'tunate changes are on" the 
•way, a~ndifany~ of you happen to 
• beapplying for exit, emigration 
or passport visas ihe papeFs will 
secure speedy c learance.  You 
may even be on your way by the. 
week-end. 
TAURUS 
should come home you may ,be April 21. May 21 
apprised of the fact 'this very _ A, :perfect week. ~or signing 
week. + • contracts, negotiating loans, or 
bu~,!ng property. You can sign 
, • PISCES+ on the dotted line with 
February 20-Maich 20 confidence. The 7th is therbest 
By giving of your best you •date for the conveyance of 
may suddenly score a property• • For contracts 
concerning services, however, 
the i l th is the best day for 
signing. 
OEm[Ni 
May 22 - June 21 
An excellent week for 
conjugal life and for family 
relationships. If seeking 
cooperation, make your 
application on Tuesday for 
preference. The 7th will be the 
best day for settl ing any 
outstanding problem. Saturday 
may be an unexpectedly ucky 
day. " + 
+, 
CANCER 
June 22 - July 22 
If seeking an income rise, 
make your application to- 
morrow, as this is a good+ 
ambient for obtaining 
concessions. But  sweeten the 
pill with a ~- productivity 
concession to  show your 
willi.gness to provide efficient 
service in a way that will give 
value for money. A sudden 
development in home or 
domestic interests should give 
I you and the family pleasure. 
LEO 
July 2:1- August 22 
You can afford to be 
optimistic :because this should 
turn out to be quite a fortunate 
• Fast take  out  Exot ic mea ls  
Canadian & Ch/nese Foods  
. + • 
T~R_I~+ CE HERALD, TERRACEB.C. 
LII!A 
i i~'/August 23 - September 2Z 
A development in your 
occupation may result in good 
new~ for+those who share your 
!home. New plans may be. set in 
,motion. For some it may be 
promotion or a new posting a~ 
for a number it may result in an 
increase of earned income. 
-': Lii~RA :+': 
Septe tuber 23 - October 22 
News ~ from' ~a '~friend may 
result in :your paying the writer 
a visiL if ybu flare tocompose a 
letter or an article, you will find 
you will +•have plenty of 
• inspiration. : You maya ls0  l~e 
Contemplating. a imajor cbang~, 
and there may,even be a note of 
urgency in the air. 
SCORPIO 
Ovteber 2.1,- November 21 
In careeral matters you will 
, feel + Confident+ of success,+ and 
the ehances+are you will be just 
as satisfied with the accruing 
rewards. + You will be well 
supported by backers; and + 
those of you who are employed 
may very+well score a triumph 
too. 
SAGITTARIUS + 
November 22 - December 21 
Receipt of.+news from a 
distance may gladden your 
heart or heighten your. self- 
confidence. You will look 
..forward with confidence to the 
ensuing developments~ An 
unexpectedchange will also 
quicken your interesL Time 
perhaps to seize opportunity on 
the wing. 
CAPRICORN 
December 22 ~ January 20 • 
An +eeeupational+ advantage 
may yield an increase in your 
standard of living as a result of 
changes in personnel• But it will 
probably mean an increase in 
work or Pesponsibility, so be 
prepared to. show yourself 
worthy of good fortune if there 
are signs it is coming your way. 
You may be heading for 
careeral ascendancy. 
' ~ . . . ' : : : : . . : : :  
DEADLY HABIT 
LONDON . (CP) . - -  Kissing, 
according to a West German 
doctor, is a fatal habit. Deadly 
thereto have a baby - - jnd  the I 
baby woidd be dearly loved. I 
Too oRon-the tmwedmothor I 
keeps her Child to fill J~r  ownl 
needs-- with dO concern for the I 
needs of her  child.' I. 'applaud i 
your deelsion and + I +.wlsh :you 
luck: - :~: . . . .  ' - .~ : ? 
• -+ /: 
DP-,AR ANN'~EP~ :/:I'm 
a divorcee who has beengoing 
with a very attnictive m~n +for 
over a year. Something bothers 
me about him and I don't Want 
to diseuss it with anybody.. Hal  
is very ~uperstiUons. We•have 
had to-postpone'our platm for a 
motor trip because he refuses to 
be on the highway 0il aFr iday  
says i t ' sbad luck.,- ." 
I 've seen Hal walk blocks out 
• + - + . " :~  
" ,~, .  ; ' - . . '  MOND~Y,,J!fLY~.~i~ 
A ~blielnforrna'tion program fata'~li~+-+At least 50 I~  cent o~ the •' stlff~t• " . . . . . . . . .  of'l~na~U~_~+;:~,r,++.~-.~+'+ +: +':  + ....... 
descHbingthe perilaof drlnklng +llmmedeaflm inv°lved, drivers+ + =. Theadv+rtbt,g+c+a~+j+, 
and ,driving wll! soon +.be who+: had been ~ drinking,:; wUi bring h0me,to,~t++'tm74-~tbe 
,tb0r, ey-GenerdllPeter~0a"fr~ i . ~i~'~"~l launched province wide in daffy Ae hard:facts of.wheL +~ i i~ :~t  
and.weekly.: newspaper~.., The ommemting on, these:fatalities f r0m:an *:irnpa'tbed~:'~tv]+ng 
eam'paigh-is a joint project of sMd. qhe imtpaired r l¢~ who ~ ©Image. i i.The ,i+a~/er,~e)fi~s 
the Motor-Vehicle Br~mch in Climbs behind the wheel is the"  use'  ,the, r .publl~i~! nl+++i ~ ;sage 
cohsultation with the Attorney- worst' type of of fender ,  and a . ~d~will;be,~een ;ih ppronch• a~ 
• General's Office; - cannc~ expect any  mercy in the _. vm.lm,, m,hli~nibw~ ".-~ t~,~Pd~ 
• ecent accidentstatbtics for I eourts ol tins province, . . i ' . the end~lun~ .... ~:", - b : . . . . . .  ' " 
the first quarter Of 1971 have l Impairedrdriving¢ome~ under I; ~ ." •• :  7 : ; :•• : : :  ++ 
indicated an increase in aut0 J :the Crimlnal Code and carries i ' :' " : ' . . . .  ~ i-''*i~:' i + 
, + +++ + + + +;++ + + ++ ++.+ 
+ TILLICUM DRIVE- iN +..• , :  
of his way to avoid a bia¢k eat : . .~"  2900'Braun " Show starts-at dusk. Phone 635-5310 i ~{ 
If I whistle in the house he asks ~K ' '+ 
: • Ju ly  • 9 :  10  and  l [  .~: ~ " : /~.  "~ me tostop, On the positlve side, : Five ~ Ma Army 
he d pendable, is " kind, extremely eonsidera'te, ,well n '1 " : '~  ' "*:" ~:'~''1 :" : '  ~'~. " , ~ 
thought°frandhel°vesmy'tw° : : " i+ .  e of Da Shad s smal l  Children. He's••great . i rk + OW : '  ~* r " " ' 
company and he wants +'marry  - Hous  +" ? me., What do +.you.. think?. - -  + " .+ 4 M.A.R. : , i .~ . .~  .~ " 
DEAR M.A.R.: SO you won t . 
take a motor tr ip on Friday - -  
or whistle in the house• Hal- I k '~Nl  
sounds like he'd make a won- I k l  derful husband. Knock on Wood. 
,v,.++.v,..v,.v..++,+.+.v..v..v...v...v+.,v.+.v..+.+.,+,..v:k. 
+.  , o 
Tillicum Theatre 
47~0 Lokelse Phone 635-2040 
July 1-5th 7 & 9:15 . Sun. 9 p.m. 
THE REINCARNATE 
J u ly ,9 .  11 
"Son of Fiubber" 
hey)  
i++i~i~..i+:~:~.... .: 'Sat. Mat.  11 A .M.  & 2 P.M. 
Ju ly 11th'- "-17th- ++.. 7& 9:15 P.M. 
LOVE STORY  
Dear Ann Lenders: Our 
daughters are two years apart. 
.The older girl is 11 and a slow 
learner. She has epilepsy, can 
barely read and is painfully shy. 
•  At present she in the 4th 
grade.' Her younger sister is 9, 
bright for her age and has an 
outgoing personality.] 
• When the girls were younger 
they got along reasonably well. 
Now they are beginning to 
quarrel and compete for the 
same +friends. This has created 
problems. For many years a 
girl i Will call Cindy used to +be 
the older girl's best friend. 
Cindy has become bored with 
the "slow learner" and is now 
the younger girl's best friend. 
Of course the older girl feels left 
out. 
I am trying to be fair. [ know 
I cannot ell Cindy she must not 
drop the older girl. More 
problems along these lines are 
bound to develop. I need your 
advice. --Santa Cruz " 
Dear S.C.: Your daughters 
should be encouraged to have 
separate friends.. Do not force 
them to share anything. 
Particularly acquaintances. I suggest counseling-for the 
younger girl - perhaps a few 
sessions would be sufficient. 
Shenesds to understand her 
older sister's problems o she o .  +n, .  sa, + ,0 . ,o ,+ ++ +s  - -  + ++ o. . ,+  
1 j , _ • Sunday 1Ya~:" t0 ' lO ' , l~ . "  , ~thaeWay"o::°~tfriend~n~ay  attack bmugh..t, ou,•clai~s Dr.• can be supportive and helpful • 
~,+~,~. , . t j l~  • , + ~ : ha:.Pe~_~f__: . . . .  , nanyou" Herber~.!.~oe)]gen.':T~.¢::bPv~in -' galh;ra~hoanm,eCOm, petitive. Get 
~$~ ,. ~ .~1 ~ U+4Rg@lll l J~ likclyto pera!e: ..... central nervous system "~s 
• 4" ,2 Lazelle " ,635 6111 " • . . . .  ~.~ . . . .  strained A:kiss could reduce ~ i . . "+ ~ i / : '  " i V A :  i " " i i  I 
)•+•'"~-- . ,~ . .~  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~  .A  ...+~..., - -  .  _ ~ . ,~v+-" 'v ' " ' _ _  . .~  :..~ - - '  vmt+,,.~. - -  ..--. J~" '  l i f e :  minutes,eXpectanCYhe s id.• by,:. three+ I SKEE.liA LLEY k i 
I . ~L .~, , - ' .  wouldntbe]ie~;et'enam'esmy ~'  PPO- -~1~ 
• • 4 ~ L ~  ~i::~1111 i~ '  " I think this setup would.be very | ~.l e r . , ~ . . . .  I 
) " ~: good for a baby. " nn,ume PII believe ' "  ~'_  ~OV t ~ ~ •jl~.~, , 'l~pO'~l  
" ' i ~ i t=  .+'S~ . • ~ r i i l  ~ J  k I P " hingi+that i ' tn+ t ~ ~o.  +, + 
M M I  111 V~ s++• ~ ++ ++~:+ I lamanxmusto  obacktohi  h . - .+w. . . . .  •  l :  + P I  . ' g "g 
) ' l J l  P l~ l . l~k  l l l l l ! ! i l+_ .~ I I~ I  I++ +I~ ++ ( graduation, I want to get some 
B~r~ . ~ 1 ~ - . ,  ~ ' ~ 1  ~ l i l f l  + +; . ~)+ kind of training to support 11 ' S t a l l s  Avadable F o r  .+. +:i++ i :`' ++++: + g all this before I :.'/+•. "•. II'•• i.(i.iii  •,I + P II I I b I 11 V I I  : l ' k l .  I I  i +++++++ thou ht of 
. . . . . .  " ' :  ~J ~+ig~ r .~  /startedtosleepwith that jerk 0 " ++ 
') +NOW :IN ST CK ' ,  ; ` + + ,: • ,+;,+,+,1. ,  ' "qk ' . . . . .  . 4 " + q " ' " ~ ,+  " "'1 ~ '  " ~ h ~ [ ~ 2 ~ '  ' 1 '' l+~'r I ,DpAR?EMP:+A'ngl candoi+iT.year.oid ! "'+i'+:i+)•iii++ii'+ i :" •:"/  '?iii' im+++i'"  im d / !?: + me late++ + • :"  ' 0co an+ + up oy: + +-.'+.r 
+ • D / ' ~ D I  I I  RD t " ' , 4 + :gir];with lUO husband in . s ight  I I• ' ' " " ": : +~+++~:~1~:+:~+ ':+~+ ~+~+~'~+'1::++++:+1 " '+ ~. . + ' " : ' ' ' . ~ . l " ' +. ~ ~ ` . .+. . k ~ .~k . ' . 4~ k + ~ :. r ' +k` :+,k'+ +1::;~+ 
+ :++ r ;u ruum : ~:+ :+:( ,+, ++~i:~Pp~3:~Z~+o+. y p+.:'+.:+!%:;+!i'i++! +++:++::+!:!i+++jf:+Ou+:li+e , . IEe ,. ,raoe:Are, a,d,oudeehiel0+:++:++iiii+~ 
l i .p r  IP~: J~ ~J~IPm~ k . k~ . . . . .  , ' ch i ld less  .'couples". : wh0, Ii:i'+•( .+i+:i:.i '+ii+i iii+++++~m0G+!into+o.r:, t ra i le r+  o ud':+lhi:!i:+mvb+i:+Coltiii,!i+~ ! : +u: r  rmnc  4 '" deo~dr~aY n wan~r~tehlelad ~ tIot + 
i + +r: "+/'+:++ } ::+++~+ +i, +++i::+ . ++W0'+: II II ¥ . . . . . .  " +.: ++ +!" +.+. ; : ++ + + ~++ ';' ~ + ~" +'.".!~!++~i+~+~ P 
LEESLIMS , ; li  :RENT? 
SWING WITH THE:~; ;, i,::! • 
SWiNGINGEST J|ANS '~/I: ~ ii~i+j 
• ON• •THE MARKET r~ l~ '~ ] 
PR riCERUPERT i .+"  . i : "  ' + ~ i~ ,TERRACE , ' 
.•4~b3rdAv,.•W.~24:3t12 : :+• i  i: ! : ' ' i  46|lLaze!leAvs,635,.l&$~ ] 
~ . t ¸  , I t  
i . . .~  ¸ 
) • 
Hundreds• of. B.C.", families 
ha~/e~ reduced lheh' ,  housinff 
costs by building their"~w~ 
home themmlves/:Gsing ~lhe 
Weslwood ¢oml)onent' syStem j+ 
Wa I1, unltsi I , roof!. 'lrusseslsses,- 
pa rtition s, ~'gable- ends ~ como 
pre'-assembled, MOch :. of : : lhe 
hard work has been d0ne 'fop 
you in the-factory, Westwo0d 
tmm,~ Get llhe, fat:t 
I;T.P. is the one•!,in Torrnoe:i"Wh'!re!~ii,Ob:~•~iet;~it, 
i:~ .~ ~ NEW LAUNDRY ~+ 
i+i~i ~ FACI  L iT IES :  i:~ ! 
i5901 QUE ENd! 
~'i ~'/~•'i/iiiii~! i•  i~ ::YI~ !i~/!i ~::: !~Y~? !;i~ i(i~i!~  ~?!::!:!!i ~~!~i'~ i? ? ~i~y ~i!ir~(~ !i::~!;~ :~'?(:? ii~i 
~:. :?+/~; ; i  ~,~,  ,~ ; : / r~, ,  7~/  '+!"  '~, i : '~'•i /  '~ : ,~ ' - ' • :~  ~ •'i~.~ ' :  i" '• : ' i •  ~ ,+ ~ ,L I / :~ ; '• ; ;~  
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I 
occasional ly,  
dr in and dri I 
I 
t it could co 
Let's be optimistic' and assume 
you don't have an accident. Or hit 
any parked cars. Or speed. Let's as- 
sume you stay at the party longer 
than you planned and had three or 
fourdrinks--enoughtodrink to make 
you legally impaired. All in good 
fellowship. All without malice. And 
for some reason, you are stopped. 
Here's what to expect: 
| Breatlml~er " • Police offi- cers are ex- 
tremely adept at spotting impaired 
drivers. There are dozens of telltale 
clues. If you are suspected, you will 
be askedto submit to a breathalyser 
test. This is mandatory and refusal 
can result in serious charges. If you 
have consumed enough to give you 
a .08 reading, you can be charged 
with impaired driving. 
2 Jail v~ ,,~e,~ ou w,,, ~e 
jailed overnight. For the 
average citizen, this is a terrifying 
experience. Impaired driving comes 
under the criminal Code, and that 
is just how you will be treated. You 
will be fingerprinted, asked for alias', 
relieved of your belt, •tie, shoelaces, 
and personal possessions, allowed 
one phone call, and be placed in a 
cell. In the morning, your breakfast 
will be slid under the bars of the cell 
door. You will find the night harrow- 
ing and have plenty oftimeto reflect. 
In the meantime, your wife and 
children will be worried, distressed 
and slightly mortified. 
3 Fines The arresting officer's 
report,corroborated 
by your breathalyser reading, will 
normally result in aconviction. The 
number of convictions is increasing 
every year.Over 12,000 are expect- 
ed in British Columbia alone dur- 
ing 1971. If the Judge lets you off 
With a $250 fine for the first of- 
fence, you can consider yourself 
lucky: For having accumulated ten 
penalty points, the Superintendent 
of Motor Vehicles will assess you 
a charge of $25.00 which will be 
used to pay for public information 
messages like the one You are now 
reading.Add to this the $50 to sever- 
al hundred dollars you'll spend on a 
lawyer and, you've dropped quite a 
bundle. 
n 
4 Suspension ~ven ,, ~ou have never 
had so much as a parking ticket in 
thirtyyears of driving, you can expect 
to have your right to drive revieW- 
ed bythe Superintendent of Motor- 
Vehicles.On his judgement and your 
driving record,your suspension may 
be one month, three mbnths, six 
months, or even indefinitely. 
5 Insurance The costs don't 
stop at fines 
and lawyers. When your insurance 
company hears all about it, your 
insurance premium will be sur, 
charged. That means your insurance 
rates will soar until you can prove ~ 
yourself a good, risk.again. That 
could take years if you, have no more 
problems. And here'sanotherpoint. 
to ponder. Had you injured or killed 
I "  
someone wliile impaired, your 
liability, coverage was void anyhow. 
Your insurance company Will pay 
the claim, but they may demand re- 
payment from you. 
6 Publicity Criminal courts 
swarm with court 
reporters. In some smaller com- 
munities, your conviction will make 
front page news. They.will list the 
details of your arrest, trial, convic- 
tion, breathalyser reading, fine and 
suspension.They will print all this, 
along with your name and address, 
for all your friends and business as- 
sociates to read. It is'the coup de 
g race you can expect about one week 
after the tria.I. 
These are the hard cold facts o f . .  
how a jovial evening canturn intoa 
nightmare.The police have seen.too 
many dead children to:have m uch:~ ,, 
patier~ce.The courts have heard'too " 
many tragedies to give you/much: 
mercy. And that's the wayJtlis.:. 
Think about it next time you decide to save a few dollars on acab. 
, % 
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i p  oneer way:  i 
~ian Fuller. 15, and Raddy Myers, 14, agree that making toast. 
a l lobo toaster over a campfire is .more fun than using 
ther's eleclrie four.slice pop-up soastei" at-home. 
Y CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 2. Fit the can ever the end of 
off yo/l' re another camper who 
isses that slice of gold~n- 
wn toast you,re, used. to 
ring at home along withlyour 
,~eokfast coffee, take heart. 
,ou can make this hobotoaster 
minutes from scrap 
mterials, and while it will 
ever rival General Electrie's 
op-up electrieal mo~el .for 
nrome or prestige, it will 
iroduce slice after slice of hot 
oast browned to your exact 
iking so long as yeu keep a 
vatchful eye on it, Because it 
,'ms no wiring to burn out and no 
~oving parts to break, it is 
.~conomical touse. And it works 
~uaily well placed on a hed of 
~ot coals in an outdoor campfire 
~r set directly over a propane 
burner• 
You ean fashion this toaster 
from any ti, can with a 
diameter slightly larger than 
that of a slice of bread. The 
model was made from a :1 pound 
la,rd pail. For tools you'll need a 
hammer, a nail. pliers, wire 
clippers, haywire, and linsnips. 
If you're making this on the 
kitchen floor, a block el,two by_ 
six or other lumber wiil'prot~et 
the floor from dents, To prevent 
squashing of the can as you 
punch the holes with the nail, 
find a round chunk ef slovewoed 
that will just slip inside the can. 
I. Using th e .tinsnips. cut off 
the can approximalely 4',., 
inches from lhe bottom 
diseard Ihe top portion of the 
ean. With the pliers, turn down 
toward the inside about a :~, 
inch edge of the t i ~ l [  I 
againsl finger cuts ~ t ~  
the toaster later. ..°l~Elff~. the 
the stovewoed, set the exposed 
end of the stovewood on the two- 
by-six and ~riv the round block 
firmly with your kne~. (By this 
time you'll be sitting on the floor 
anyway., chasing the Daddy. 
ieng-legs and ants which ~ are 
scurrying out of the stovewood. 
Pound circles of holes 
approximately one inch apart 
using the nail. These holes are 
necessary all bver the bottom of 
the can as well as around the 
circular sides of. the can. By 
punching the holes from the 
outside toward the inside of the 
can there will be no sharp edges 
of tin to scratch the eaok's 
hands, 
:1. Punch a pair of holes (one 
inehapart) on each of four sides. 
ofthe can just below the turned " 
down rim making 'sure each 
pair of holes is directly opposite 
another pair of holes. 
4. ~tringwire snugly across 
the open mouth of the can 
joining two pairs of holes. Tuck 
the ends~-0f-~'(be" ',.wire t neatly" 
inside the#an. Bef0re.st~lngmg. 
the secdrid~se~.:/0f.,.wires': first 
we~)!  th.e'.,wir.es:~throdgh .the 
fa~:effecl i~'~iF;6f!wires fdrnii'ng.a 
mesh in the hiiddle of the open 
mouth of the can. Fasten the 
ends of this pair of wires also. 
.Your hobo toaster is now 
ready to use. But first, burn off 
any paint on the can. This is 
bes~t done by tossing the can into 
an outdoor wood fire• Of course 
you can burn the paint off in 
your kitchen but this will give 
you an unpleasant half hour 
untii the burned paint smell 
disperses. Once your toaster 
has been properly blackened, it 
"DEAD STOCK" 
MUSTBE.SOLD 
i WA'  TO MAKE 
FALL, MERCH ANDISE i,, 
JULY 5 -  10 JULY 5 - 70 
MENS ARD BOYS 
FASHION DEPT, 
eHILDRENS F $HIOHS 
233 BoYS CARDIGAN,  1 FOR 
4 44 lighlweighl, 5 button V-neck, 2B33 
1 FOR Sizes S,M,L. compare at'5.99 
" FOR 
)7  BOYS TERRY T-SHIRTS, 188 2 | ,,o,, sleeve, V-neck style 1 
I FOR Sizes 8.16Comnare at 4.99. FOR : 
r : .BOYS SLEEVELESS VEST . :3B33 . 
6~ OR Vmeck .belted, ;machine 
," . ~ compare at 6.99 FOR 
MENS SHORT SLEEVE 
,SPORT SHIRTS, Perma 
1188 . Press, Assot. sizes and colors. 
. .FOR. Compare al 3.9~ 
• ' ."VILORA" T-SHIRTS,Short 
. - I ra  sleeve,, one breast pocket, 
I .qq fully, washable. Assorted FoR sizes. Compare al 7.99 
2/1 O0 NYLON DRESS 
1 l-lOSE, for m'en. Wide range of 
FOR colors 
BOYS SHORT SLEEVE 
i l l l  j j  SPORT SHIRT - 4 button, 
i plaquet front. Perma Press, 
: FOR Sizes 8-16. Compare af 2.88 
MENS ~HIGH STYLE SPORT 
SHIRT . latesl colors • bell 
t i f f  , sleeve, perma press. Compare 
I~ J~FOR al 9.99 
. . . .  :~" ' : , ',MENS aBUTTON ACRYLIC 
i i~ _ : : "~ PU.EILOVER • ~ T:shirt, 
J 
turned down edge smobth'.,with I :yOurself using,.;.i t ~ reg~arly .in :..I !::  : ~: - 
BOYS~SHORT SETS 2-3x 
Compare at 3.99 
BOYS ROMPER SETS, 6-24 
roD. Compare at 3.99 
G i .RLS  FLANNEL  
PYJAMAS, 8-14 Compare at. 
2.49 
BOYS TERRY •ROBES, 4-6x 
Compare at 4~99 
'B ail~u| 2 PC. T'HERMAL PYJAMAS, 
FOR 4-6x Compare at 2.27 
JULY 5 .  10 
LA IES FASHIONS 
JULY 5 - 70 
SPORTS DEPT. 
LADIES DENIM SHORT 
2 97  SHORTS, Assorted colors 
| FOR sizes 8 to 18 Reg. $3.99 
LADIES DAY DRESSES, 
Permanent press, asst. styles 
FOR .Compare at 6:99 
. . . .  i~.ADIES LONG SLEEVE 
300--|---- TERRY IVIID'-'R IFF TOPS, 
• assorle'dcolors. Sizes S,M,L. 
• FOR .Req.$4.99 ! : ' 
LADIES JUMPSUITS Choose 





00 .OY.T.O,.S..H..S I,o0 .A,,Y HO.  HO .,. i "''1 :1 FOR . ,0. 4 ,x Com,are .,'.4, -.---- FO" 9"/ -nudeand white. Compare.at 16  88 ;''~ 
BOYS S.S. SPORT SHIRTS, 4- 
1 FOR 6x•Compare at 2.50 _ ___  1 FO# 
2 66 BOYS SHORT SETS, 4.6x 
1 FOR Compare at 3.99 
p~ . . . .  
7 88  BOYS A.ND GIRLS SUMMER 
I FOR COATS 4.6x Compare at 10.99 
BABY DOLLS, Nylon S,M,L 
FOR Compare al 3.99 
,77 
BIK IN IS ,  Assorted prints, 
re~. and zipper front. One zie. 
Compare at 1.00 
6 88  GIRLS SHORT SETS 4-6X_ 
i - FOR Compare at 7.99 .... 
1.47 
. :e~!  
1,88 ,66 .FoR 6X Compdreat 2.99' " "::""] ';"'" "':"- 
the hammer . .  ,;~.'-~, ,your. hom~,kitchen. ...". " " "•:.:;:~'i" 7 88 
"~,~ " ';:- :". ' :;'.*:": "i ... . . . .  -:. q k- " ' B 
Fhe Northern Way 2.44 
The Honourable Ray Willistor t/ -Zone :1 includes the more ~ '  
Minister of Lands. Forests.:and, . remote areas of. back country. 
Water Res'ources .... ' " " which do not yet have Surface o 
• ~; "as's'or.ted stril3es~' shorl sleeve, 
FOR sizes S,M,L. ~Compare a l  8.9S 
:MENS SHORT SLEEVE 
SPORT SHIRT, wash and 
wear-  1 bream pocket, Sizes 
FOR S,M,L. Compare at 5.99 
MENS ASST. T.SHIRTS, 
Machine washable, perma 
press, asst. sizes. Compare'at 
I think it: :is ,[tb~u't "time I 
reviewed for you the. progres~ 
being made in"Br i t i sh  
Columbia's programme fo~ 
recreational use of forest land. 
During 1!;7o an intensive study 
was made and provided factual 
,-.aCcess routes.' ', ....... • . 
Each of these zones ma'ke,(its 
. owncontr lbuf ion to outdoor 
, recreahon but the major effort 
in the"early years, of the 
programme ~ .w i l l  i be 
concentrated on Zone 2 "L[n 
recognition of the fact that the 
" majority of hunters, fishermen. 
background,  fpr ,, the .and general  recreationists. 
develepment' o~'..':a f0re~;I :ilqake useLof~this lypeofarea.  
recrealional'~peliey,, :~.~., Every--: ~ Next .:'we'.~ halve fictivity 
branch of lhe FBre.~t sei,~ii~i~ "priorit ies Although the 
now is being~!r'~uired~to foeu: -dominfint'=use ,,of : the,  forest. 
attention .on, reereatigna] .res0qrce,has.beenaed probably' 
aspects of lBre~t':laiid ~ d'nd "wilPremain. file extraetiofi, rot 
eempilation.: : of ~ Ihe:., resulting. ~ timhet, this.can .be expected .to. 
nformatio6" ~/ill . . . .  be "reach a lim'it under"the present 
eoneentrated~:at:rth'e f~r_esl elos~:u'tilization programme 
i a l l PV  .FOR 6.00 
.BOYS S.S~.-T--S.HIRTS, asst. 
I 88  FOF slyles and sizes. Ma~:hine 
i I washable. Compare at 3.99 • 
BOYS WESTERN .JEANS, 
your choice, flare or slim leg. 2 88 Assl. sizes. Fully washable. 
• F.OR Compare at 3.99 
BOYS SLIM STYLE CASUAL 3 44 PANT-s i zes  12-16 fully 
FOR washable. Compare at 5.98 , 
MENS FULL FASHIONED 
• TOPCOATS, single and double 
18.88  FOR, co,ors. Compare at 24.88 
I~ADIES BRAS, Assorted sizes 
FOR white only, Compare al 2.00 
~ ~ R  ~TS,  Sizes 
,FOR~';S,M~L;~XL ,V.a l~to 2;SOL:/~~.~.. 
- ; . : ,  -.., : , .  .~ , ( .  • . . . . . .  . ~ • 
authority, to the, i
. In the overa'il a 
Porest ~e'~'vi( 
programm!.~ , 
• priorities h~a~,e~i'l 
priority and :~cti 
How these,=se pi[iori 
applied is b~t' i l l  
rangerlevel~making the rahger~ bas~l on sustained yield of our 
the initial /trld:in0s[':~vai]iiSle :~ foresL re~Bd~ee.~ " 
;ene~al l~.blic, ~ ,.,.~ • ~,' . 
ppf0~h ~it'tlle': "~'Tfiis ~heans that. i.n" addition 
:eL)#.t6~. ~,.!thif." tn;;'.~ea~hi~!g, ihe,.presently 
-~ .... two ,  ~. majox, pl"0jected Ifmit of an ann'ual cut 
a~,e~"h'e@n .'seLq-'area ::0f...';I 4;'; billion' "cubic feet of 
 :d tivity.pri6rity,.  timber: along with a constant 
.... ' . . . . . . . . . .  ' ': l:ene~val' ~t ~ the. foresL~..we 
6;00 
31100 , " ,~I~.~11 " NYI'0NS, Reg. and nude'heel 
r FOR Values'toGIRLS B OUSES,5.99 Size 8.14- ;i' FOR Compare-at'.66 
97 79  PANTY HOSE, Biege and GIRLS BLOUSES, 8-14 i FOR Spice. One Size 
| FOR Compare at 2.49 
3 97 GIRLS S.S. T-SHIRTS 8-14 HOUSEWARES 
g FOR Compare at 4.99 • • 
TAI~ALENE PLAST IC  
2 97  GIRLS TERRY SH EL LS, 8-14. SALAD BOWLS in wood grain 
11 FOR Compare at 3.99 finish. Dishwasher safe and 
B88 " " cones in assorled colours. 
7 88 FOR Compareal l .19 GIRL S COTTON JUMPSUITS - .- 
B FOR 8-14 Compare at 9.99 EARTHEN WARE COFFEE 
4 8 8  •MUGS, Assorted colours and 
I 011 GIRLS COTTON SKIRTS 8-14. FOR 8 designs. Compare at .39 • 1 FOR Compare at 3.99 
ONE MAN BOAT size.60'" x 
40" deflated with full size 
chambers for maximum 
flotation. 
STYRAFOAM COOLERS 
Ideal for fishing and camping. 
Compare at 4.99 
BELLY BELTS made of non 
porous vinyl  especially 
designed for waist watchers 
TOPSAL SLEEPING BAGS 
size 30" x 72" Made with 3 II~s 
wool fiber. 
COLEMAN FU EL. in the 128 fl. 
oz can. Specially hlendned for 
all Coleman appliances. 
CAMPERS .TOOL KITS 
includes saw, shovel and axe. 
Compare at 6.99 
CAMPERS HATCHET, high 
1 99  . quality sleel head. Corn pare a l  
in FOR 2.97 
MISCELLANEOUS 
1,44 
. )~  "- 
7.88 " FOR 
§0%0ff 
ASSORTED LAMPSHADES 
for any room in the house in 
assorted shapes and sizes. 
5 CELL FLASHLIGHT ideal 
camping fishing or emergency 
use; Gatleries not included. 
FRAMED".  PICTURES in 
assorted scenes. Ideal fer 
yore living room or dining 
room. Compare at 9.99 
BR ENTWOOD BATHROOM 
ASSESSORIES, includes 
tissue holder, waste baset, 
kleenex box. 
CERAMIC FLOWER POTS 
w'ilh for hand painfed designs. 
C0mpa're al  9.99 6.00 
• ,.LAWN OI~NAMENTS lo  
I 88  beautify your lawn or garden. 
I FOR Compare at 2.59 
~-~'lrq~.~ll~ FACTORY Clearance Foam 
Backed Rugs. 9 x 12, Nylon 
18" x'27" POLY VINYL DOOR 
MAT in assorted colors & 
palterns. Compare at 2.99 
" : FOR. 
; ' . ' . t  " 
6 88 GIRLS JACKETS WET LOOK . WOODEM BREAD BOXSET. 
i FOR 8-14. Compareafg.99 ' Includes 4 pie¢eca*nister " l ld l~ l~ d d~"'FO 
4 O0 24 ,88  cookie qcanister receipt box, R GIRLS TERR;¢ JACKETS 8 - salt & pepper. Compare at 
II FOR 14. Comp. at 6.99 FOR 29.881 " • " " " " /' . . . . . .  
• CUT TO MEASURE" BLINDS, 
I . Compal~e at 1.99 ~ ~;'*: 
LEGGED FOOT STOOlS 
approach to recreational'Useiin" : the : cone'uri'enF uses of our I ;  ": ::: 
gazetted, provincial forests: forest land Ofal l  other u~es in " - " . . . . BATH ROBES~..asst.' c0'lor~ " & 
: ,The Fores t  , Service the'next •decade, I can easily' :1  ~ ' "" ; and sizes"--bel}bd [washable, ~e~. .  GIRLS STRETCH T.SHIRTS . . : : ,  " " " . ' " * " " ' 
administers the for.treseurce .'r visualize~ the most , rapidly B . '~ ' I '  FOR CnmPareat 9.99 L'-..". ..... I~ ' .  . FOR. - 8-14, .C°mp°re a t2 .99 . .  ~ L ..~ ' L " " ~ i ~ ~ . ' IF L A D I E S ~O CC AS  I 'N S, " : ' S i ' ,es  ' ' ~ . . : 
, ~ OR 6-9 ..~ Compare at.3.99 :.-:,. ~ " .i;, ~~ on!ff~millionae, i soffo]~eeit[and growing  use . wi l l  be " " "  . . . . .  . . . .  " ' . . . . . .  " " '  * : . . . . . . .  I "  . GIRLS STRIPE TANK ToPs,: , I ~ ' "  ~ ' ' : ' .~r '  * . ' " 
within 77 puLI]iC:.s~@~[hed.i~,:i~'ld: ,:recreational':use. ,with all .the A .  i 'mk .  ; ' BOYS.JACKE~si." sizes 10-14, " a7  i . . . ,  
~wi•rious.imPHcati()ns incliiding I~ ' . ' "  • " AssoHed'•colors. C0mpare at LADIES  FASHION " ' '  • B .  1 'FOR '8/14.Comp. at4.gi . 3 '33  LADLES SANDAL•$"~Cork  " J 4 ' R ~ :  ' "R IMSTYL  units. Of tbese.7"(~,nits~,'.12 ha.~ " ' been gazetfi~41,:~S:p~'ovliiei; ::,the~,prese'r.vatl0n , f. fish:.and Vl,,q~;,IW FOR 7:99 " • ,, . ' j  " _  ' ' ' forests and.,.$F)~)sT.~!t,hj~;!.~be~ .~W,i[cllife. ' , " ., :. " i ' / he~l, 'Sizes 6.9, C0mpare, a t  qi~/" I i~I~FOR'400I iSSU'e bc 
• " ' : ' )..FOR 3.99 ." .' - ,  • " ; "  ; . , . . ) : . , .  ~ ... ...... ~/.:., . 
that Forest ~er~'ie~-ju'iqsdfetic .:,.i~:.k:i~,,was s 'id recently, ina: ,  !::"~": :,"i ' MENS T.SHIRTS • eerma ~ . . . .  ' :: " ' ~ : i'i: ).taluS.' ~ " "il~oWNiEy~ 
. . . .  :~i /~i i !!~t~ ,!,1~ 1~_1~ . , Press. S,M,L.: Short .sleeve. . , . .  '~. iS most cl~arly~ ~ " " ' ' & ' " : I '  "~  ~' r~" :I'll" | ' FOR:" '-- Reg'; .99"'~lb: where jnltial.,..effQrls:~:,[9~#ar ~ "Pd~t.S~rvl~e;.poHcy addressL ~BVV,  FOR Cbmpare"at'S,99 '_ . . . . .  ILADIES COTTON MIDRIFF m~ :: " "~ " " " "  ': 
,fi~l~s~wl .':lhnd:,luqkil~"i0i,s, ahdlargely~: i : . . . . . . .  " ":' " " :i TOPS;ShorrSleeve..Assorled ' )') . LADLES SANDALS,'.SiiesB.9, ;:', ~,,. , I  , . :  . . . . . .  ., ,:,~ :,building up rect~,ti~ .iph,"~r, eati0nal', 'use. of 'foreSt, . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  , .... , ......... ~ .... 
II~iFANTS :SUNSUITS,. ~'-24' FOR prints &:.colors... Reg. $3.99 be largely.~0pce, ntr0ted#,~:,~'i; . ,  . . FOR Compare at 3 44 • , ' . , , .  ' , ,GAINSBOR( 
In  dealing~ith a~ea p~'ibrit~: ,"~ihe)tb~legi~[h'}i~ foi'esl'ght, we- roD. compare' at :3.99 • : ~: " " ..... ' " :  " " ~ ~ ,:b': :, !,~ujr,, ~,V.,v, ~,,;~ ,IIv~:#'OIRtT:i[ 
• sUll;h~vesome]I:LperCento'four' : . . . .  ¢ . - ' :  . . . . . . . . . . .  LADLES LINEN. DRESSES. i= | . [ .  I~)R -:.:C;IIOCOUATi 'each provlnClal" fo~ebt,ls beln . . . .  "'~-. 
eonsidered,-'as having: ~ thre fbi~es't:la'nd~iJnipublle*'°whershipl . . . . .  :": " " ' . . . .  "/:~ ~::"( " "  ~i: . Assorted siyles" dad"sizes. '" - " . ~:. ', :'. :i...;(~::,,, / . ..,, . . . . . . . .  : ...... ,. , ,.~.~  . : ;. 
to,:d~ommodate the variours "~, . . .~D ~'  BoYs ."ANI)."'.: GIRLS .PAN, Va lues  ,o i4.88 • /-ADIES,: SLIPPERETTES . . . . .  ..... . : . "  
Zones: . . :  ' : '.: " needs',beybild those of.industry. |mlB I~UFOR.SETS,  • • - . , . . . .  SizesS,M,L,XL :Values to 1,00. :. ~. :1 . . :  , )L  ,i ~LADIE$.S.E" 
• '.Zone I includes areas close I As, a:..rresult.,-: we in. British . . . . . .  ' "  " " ' "  . I1~¢ I1:- FOR 'rel. ~ LoOi'eai 
public highways and eentresof "Columbia are l ivingin the midst ' - : :  . . . . . .  DRESSES~'Linen or  . . . . . . .  . . . . .  : , . ~i~:: . . , .  
popu la t ion . . . "  ' .'L''" "~" ' " ' " . O '  "~"  " " '''~ 
• Zone ?:includes Intermedlater of wlmt:is~ probal~i~i~th@"most 1 '~:1 , i  ~: '"  (GIRr$)':;B'LOUSES; "2.3x keel, sizes and~'ktvles' ~ , )n J~ ..:.:, . . . .Misses , ESERT':BOOTS. "' ..... : ': 4.JEWEL ~ 
' areas.tributary to logging road sceniC.real ,' statetract' Ofon;,..thePhblti~ly-owned.North .,'i'B',~l::':... ,..~ . . . . . . .  FOR.' ,comPare•.., ..... .,.. a't:2~99' . . . . . .  . . . . .  , ' , ", ' .: :.LADleS Tt:RR~/~,'SCOTTt:R " ,VV:  FOR 'Sizes 11:3.. Comp:'~,, ',$'.99 ,:~:: !,96 i 
" " ~ - • ,CASE~,'Reg'. " " " '  • ' : :S ,K IR~S" ,  "assorted ¢01ors, ' networks and water access  American continent, oo/ .  ,o .  , .o  o , , . ,  co , ...... :" 
.,,yste,m-~. .ANOL 'HAT ' ,SETSo .  12 . ,4Mo.  FOR.  S lZeS$¢M,LReg. ,$4 .99 : : ' "  S~,00  . .LADieS SHOESI Si/es.. 9,, 0%1 K~D'A~O•iJ _ ~  ~ _ . -  - -  : .:~__. C0mpare.at 1s'.99 , . . '  " " "  : d ' ~ L" : Jq 1 L '  J ' :" d ' I . . . . .  " : q ~;  " " * I ~ l ' l~ :~:  ~ d '~  :~  ' l  : 
. . . . . . .  ., ~" ; ,..: " ",:.., i : , ; - / . : .  ,.51, j ,LADIES:DRESSES. SKIRTS, FOR 'Values'lo L99:,' . . . .  / ] perceht Off 
4 ~ ~U~ " ' ' " I q~V~B ~FOR~ size 36" x.70" White Only. breafed. "Asst. sizes and I GIRLS 2 PC. BATHING " ' ' ' 
:. 'w .U l  FOR. SUITS. 8-14. Compare. at'6.99 ~ Ug" . ' "  FO BOwLsDURALEX" in ,setSERVINGof 3. i - - l " "  : ;  R 2 88  F i  
YOUNG MENS BODY Am GIRLS 2 .P,C. BATHING R Unbreakableb0wls. ' ' 
SHIRT,, asst. stripes. Sizes I SUITS, Terry, 8-14 Compare . wifh padded tops and heavy 
• S,M,L, Permapress. Cempare W~ITE COFFEE MUGS, construclod frame. I FOR at 7.00 l FOR at 3.99 
' ~ ~ ideal fo cottage or home use. . . i". • , . . . . . .  
• MENs' LONG SLEEVE • ~ ~ " GIRLS FRINGE ~IACKETS ,.- , FOR . .  Compa'reaI.29 F U R N , ITURE FOR 
O BO~ FOR 14 Compare at 8.95 '" : CHILDRENS ROOM,=Crib, 4 
i88  SPORT SHIRT, plaque, front, 44...88 fully washable. S i z e s , S , M ~ L . .  .. " ..,, drawer~hest, 6 drawer chest, 
FOR C°mparealS'99" " '  In88  . J i l SHOE " " ' MENS TEA Re ToWELt ; ;FOR O'RLS.SWEATE V"TS,- DEPARTMENT FOR 3drawerchesI:Valu. to,,.,S " " " - " 14 COMPARE AT 4.90 ' *" " ' " . . . .  " . . . . . . .  , "  " 
G~T ~.ET' SHA~I?00, AND 
, HA!  RS PRAY Suggested' retail 
.'pl;ice igPea: : r> , -  . 
. . . . .  " . . . . .  ::~:[> -:L:!, ~ ,,, SUMMe R .!.CLE.A~ANC~ ".giWV '.;POre .: 7-1tVaiue, 
: . • . . . . .  m I va ,u ,  to ,0 .00  . " . ME,  
:• ~'~L'~' ':: ::'ji~);••l : : '~  ~' ~:~' •' : "6 ~' . . . .  " .... .~.'... . .... :'.,• ,,•. : . . . . . . . . .  .. "Planners & Builders el Quality Homes" • .  ~ ' ,  :. :IINI~ANT.(, ~ '""'""~""'~"~::~'"';~' 
PHOI~E MR.  AJ"SCHWAIGER-63515220 • v.,.=~...,=:.. . . . . .  . , e ,  , ,,~ ~=,'.~.V*..~"~.r~'.-..': / : i "  ,'~..,,,'*;~!~OR(*"::;~t!'~":i'"'~! 
) = 'i ' ' 
- ~' i ':'• • ¸" i / , I :¸  •:IL':" •'L" '~  ¸ .:'~:'' ; :" i ;: :L '(r)i .: , ,Ti~i;':  .(:::'i ::!:•:i :'''!':';;i!:! ~:~::: :':i: ;i;<: 
, ' ' ' '  i ' '  ' ' " .  ' ' . '':''''" !4''( /. ': '~i~i ' h ' .  ~!.'~'1!:'~/ 
i ' ' L '  , . .  ' '~  , ' ' -  • . ' . :  , :. ' (7  :~f~ ~-;  3 :  . ,  . L ~" ) "  L . '~  t :  L 
;75';/~A:)( ::. ::.!L;::~i': ,";:/(//Z ~ • , .  ~;•;: " '  ' ! ) i ' !  J ~. " (  ' :.i i i  ; •:~ 
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Horsemanship thrills thousands... 
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. .~ '  ~ast w~eke,O in .| , .~ was .o~ame ~or ,tin 
action-k~a~:ked events: The  RCMP Musical Rld~ 
+performance and tile/..two-day Lions Rodeo 
+pho~cgraphers,:MurrayiHamer and Erik Brorul 
rccorded~.,,,-~e:'e~senc~ of ~e  action on film; i . 
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